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SUMMARY 

This thesis presents, develops and applies 

statistical methods for treating point processes and 

time series in the analysis and identification of a 

complex physiological system. 

To provide the necessary background for an 

understanding of the physiological problems, we give 

in Chapter 1a brief discussion of the neuromuscular 

system and a detailed description of the muscle spindle 

- the component of the neuromuscular system in which 

we are interested. In addition, the basic data sets 

obtained from the muscle spindle under different 

experimental conditions are described and illustrated. 

In Chapter 2 the general theory of time series 

and point processes is reviewed. Definitions of time- 

and frequency-domain parameters are given under the 

assumption of stationarity. In the case of point 

processes the events are assumed to be isolated. 

The response of the muscle spindle, recorded from 

a single nerve fibre (axon), is assumed to be a 

univariate stationary point process with isolated 

points. In Chapter 3, certain parameters of the 

univariate point process are defined in both time and 

frequency domains and their estimates are considered. 

The asymptotic properties of these estimates are 

developed and asymptotic confidence intervals are 
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constructed for the time- and frequency-domain parameters 

of the univariate point process. The comparison of 

three different methods of estimating the power spectrum 

of the response of the muscle spindle is presented and 

illustrated using the data sets given in Chapter 1. The 

importance of the frequency-domain parameters in 

comparison to the time-domain ones is discussed, and 

it is shown that important features of the data appear 

only in the frequency domain description. Finally, we 

discuss the estimation of time-domain parameters by 

using the frequency domain methods which in practice 

allow a rapid calculation of these estimates. For 

long records it is in fact faster to estimate the time 

domain parameters by starting in the frequency domain 

and transforming to the time domain, than it is to 

calculate the time domain estimates directly from the 

data. 

In Chapter 4 we consider the problem of identification 

when both the input to and the output from the muscle 

spindle are assumed to be realizations of a bivariate 

point process. Estimates of certain parameters of the 

bivariate point process in both time and frequency 

domains are considered and computed by extending the 

procedures given in Chapter 3. The asymptotic properties 

of these estimates are developed and in some cases 

confidence limits are constructed. The model used for 

the linear identification of the muscle spindle is the 
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relevant part of the Volterra expansion for point 

processes introduced by Brillinger. The results 

obtained by using this model clearly indicate that 

the response of the muscle spindle and the input 

point process are strongly related for low and 

moderate frequencies. Some non-linear features of 

the muscle spindle can be examined by adding an 

additional term to the linear part of the Volterra 

expansion leading to a discussion of the quadratic 

model. 

In Chapter 5 we discuss the problem of identification 

when the input to the muscle spindle is a continuous 

signal (time series) while the output from the same 

system is a point process. By considering the Fourier- 

Stieltjes transform of the time series and the point 

process respectively, we define the cross-periodogram 

between hybrid processes involving a time series and 

a point process. An estimate of the cross-spectrum 

between hybrid processes is obtained by smoothing the 

cross-periodogram. Estimates of other parameters of 

the hybrid processes in the time and frequency domains 

are discussed and illustrated. The model proposed 

for the linear identification of the muscle spindle is 

the relevant part of the Volterra expansion for systems 

having a point process as output and a time series as 

input. The results obtained by using this model 

suggest that the responses of the muscle spindle to 

I 
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a continuous input are strongly related at moderate 

and higher frequencies. The effect on the output from 

the muscle spindle of a point process input in the 

presence of a second continuous input to the muscle 

spindle is also considered. In addition, the effect 

on the output from the muscle spindle of a continuous 

input in presence of a second point process input is 

examined. The results clearly indicate that when 

both inputs are present simultaneously the output 

from the muscle spindle is primarily determined by 

the point process input at low frequencies and by the 

continuous input at moderate and higher frequencies. 

A number of problems which arise when the muscle 

spindle is affected by several inputs are given in 

Chapter 6 as topics for further research. 

The development of the statistical methods 

presented in this thesis and the conclusions obtained 

by applying these methods to neurophysiological data 

required the close collaboration of applied statistics 

and neurophysiology. Real progress in collaboration 

of this kind can only be obtained when the statistician 

learns a fair amount about the physiological background 

of the problem, and conversely when the physiologist 

familiarises himself with the statistical methodology. 
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PREFACE 

The data sets used in this thesis were obtained 

from experiments performed at the University of Southern 

California during the Summers of 1978 and 1979. The 

experimental work was jointly supported by grants 

from the National Institutes of Health (U. S. A. ) to 

G. P. Moore, and from the Wellcome Trust and the S. E. R. C. 

to J. R. Rosenberg. 

The Department of Statistics at the University 

of Glasgow was asked by J. R. Rosenberg, who provided 

the data sets, for help in the development of methods 

for the analysis of systems influenced by both point 

processes and continuous signals and giving rise to 

point process outputs. 

This work follows on from and extends earlier 

studies by Professor D. R. Brillinger. His book on 

time series analysis and papers on point processes 

clarified for me many ideas related to the frequency 

domain analysis of point processes. 

The development of the problems presented in 

this thesis was entirely the work of the author. 

Chapters 3,4 and 5 are original contributions to the 

theory and applications of point process. 



CHAPTER ONE 

A DESCRIPTION OF SOME COMPONENTS OF 

THE NEUROMUSCULAR SYSTEM 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 

An important feature of many biological systems is 

that under normal operating conditions they are acted 

upon by several inputs simultaneously, and in turn may 

generate several distinct outputs. The field of 

neurobiology offers many examples. The muscle spindle 

is an important component of the neuromuscular system 

and is thought to provide information to other parts of 

the nervous system that is important in the control of 

movement and the regulation of posture. During the course 

of a movement the muscle spindle is acted upon by a 

continuous change in length, which occurs as a consequence 

of the movement, in addition to several independent point 

process inputs which act simultaneously with the length 

change to alter the point process output from the muscle 

spindle. Moreover, it has been recognized by some 

statisticians that the field of neurophysiology provides 

a rich source of problems and data relating to point process 

systems (e. g. Brillinger, 1975d; Brillinger, Bryant & Segundo, 

1976; Cox & Isham, 1980; Cox & Lewis, 1968; Feinberg, 1974; 

and Sampath & Srinivasan, 1977). 

The object of the first part of this chapter is to 

describe some elements of the neuromuscular system and to 

introduce the minimal technical vocabulary required to 

appreciate the complexity of this system. Furthermore, 

this will help us to identify the problem areas, and see 

the scope for the application of statistical procedures. 
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We will first present a brief description of the organization 

of a part of the neuromuscular system and then consider in 

some detail the structure and operation of one of its 

components. References to various aspects of the neuro- 

muscular system will be included at appropriate points in 

the text as a guide to the vast literature on this subject. 

In the second part of this chapter we present, describe 

and discuss the kind of data that can be obtained from the 

muscle spindle. The development of statistical procedures 

for the analysis of these data sets is the main interest 

of this thesis. 

1.2 THE PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 

The neuromuscular control system may be thought of as 

all those parts of the nervous and muscular systems concerned 

with the initiation and control of movement and maintenance 

of posture. On anatomical and functional grounds this 

system has been divided into peripheral and central parts. 

The peripheral nervous system, at the level of the spinal 

cord, is arranged in a sequence of repeating units. These 

units are organisationally identical and are referred to as 

"segmental levels" of the spinal cord. The components of 

the peripheral neuromuscular system at one segmental level 

of the spinal cord are outlined in Fig-1-2-1. There are 

several classes of nerve cells which lie within the spinal 

cord in groups called nuclei some of which may contain as 

many as 2000 cells. One of these groups, called "alpha- 
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Fig. 1.2.1: Diagram of some of the pathways connecting 
a muscle spindle and its parent muscle to the 

spinal cord. 
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motoneurones", have cell bodies whose diameters range 

from 25 to 100 µ. m and have long processes, from 8 to 

20 µm in diameter, called "axons", which leave the spinal 

cord to innervate the load-bearing or "extrafusal" muscle 

fibres forming the main mass of the muscles responsible 

for generating forces or changes of length. The axons of 

the alpha-motoneurones normally conduct nerve impulses from 

the cell body to the extrafusal muscle fibres. The nerve 

impulse is a localised voltage change which occurs across 

the membrane surrounding the nerve cell body and axon. It 

is propagated along the axon at a velocity which depends, 

in part, on the diameter of the axon. The nerve impulse is 

approximately 100 mV in amplitude and 1 ms in duration. In 

the axon of the alpha-motoneurone this pulse is conducted 

at velocities in the range 50 - 120 m/s. Nerve impulses 

are often referred to as "action potentials" or, because of 

their relatively short duration, as "spikes". Nerve cells 

can generate propagated action potentials repetitively to 

produce spike trains having mean frequencies which may vary 

from one pulse every few seconds to several hundred pulses 

per second. The fine terminal branches of the alpha- 

motoneurone axon end on specialised areas of the extrafusal 

muscle fibre called the "motor endplate". When a nerve 

impulse reaches the junction between the axon and the muscle 

fibre a sequence of electro-chemical events occurs which 

leads to the contraction of the load-bearing muscle fibres. 

The force of the contraction of the entire muscle may be 

graded by increasing the number of active alpha-motoneurones 
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associated with a muscle and by altering the frequency 

of the nerve impulses reaching the muscle over the axons 

of the alpha-motoneurones. Muscles concerned with 

posture or movement are called "skeletal" muscles and 

are made up of a large number of individual muscle 

fibres innervated by the alpha-motoneurones. Once the 

axon of an alpha-motoneurone reaches a muscle it divides 

into a number of fine branches. Each terminal branch 

innervates a single extrafusal fibre of one muscle and 

all of the extrafusal fibres innervated by one alpha- 

motoneurone lie within the same muscle. The alpha- 

motoneurone and all of the muscle fibres that it innervates 

is called a "motor-unit". Skeletal muscles are thus, in 

part, made up of groups of motor-units. The size of a 

motor-unit (the number of muscle fibres innervated by a 

particular alpha-motoneurone), and the number of motor 

units within a muscle, depend on the function of that 

muscle. 

Associated with the extrafusal muscle fibres and the 

tendons which attach the muscles to bone are a number of 

physiological transducers, or "receptors", that are 

sensitive to imposed changes of length or force acting on 

the parent muscle. The nerves associated with these 

receptors, which normally conduct action potentials toward 

the spinal cord, are called "sensory" nerves. These nerves 

transmit pulse-coded information inherent in some function 

of the sequence of action potentials transmitted along 

their axons from the muscle receptors to the groups of 
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nerve cells lying within the spinal cord. The sensory 

axons make contact with these cells at junctions called 

"synapses". Each sensory axon divides into a number of 

branches after entering the spinal cord and these make 

synaptic contact with a large number of nerve cells over 

several segmental levels of the spinal cord. Conversely, 

each cell within the spinal cord receives input from a 

large number of sensory axons from different receptors 

in the same muscle and from receptors associated with 

different muscles. The train of action potentials 

travelling along the axon releases a sequence of electro- 

chemical events at the point of contact between the 

sensory axon and the nerve cell within the spinal cord. 

These synaptic events then modify the on-going activity 

of these cells. 

In addition to their activity being modified by 

pulse-coded signals from the muscle receptors, complex 

interactions occur between cells at one segmental level 

of the spinal cord as well as between segmental levels 

within the spinal cord. The segmental and inter-segmental 

circuits in the spinal cord are further acted upon by 

axons arising from nerve cells at higher levels of the 

central nervous system. It has been estimated that a 

single alpha-motoneurone may receive as many as 10000 

inputs. An excellent introductory account of the 

organisation of the spinal cord may be found in Shepherd 

(1974), and a detailed review of the organisation and 
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properties of spinal cord neurones and their inter- 

connections is given by Burke and Rudomin (1977). 

1.3 THE MUSCLE SPINDLE 

Muscle spindles are one particularly important 

class of muscle receptor which are 

important role in the initiation of 

maintenance of posture. The muscle 

transducer which responds primarily 

imposed on the parent muscle. Most 

contain a number of these receptors 

thought to have an 

movement and the 

spindle is a 

to length changes 

skeletal muscles 

which lie in parallel 

with the extrafusal fibres. They consist of a number of 

specialised muscle fibres lying parallel to each other 

and partially contained within a fluid-filled capsule 

of connective tissue (e. g. Boyd, 1962). The fibres within 

a muscle spindle, the so-called "intrafusalt" fibres, are 

considerably shorter than the extrafusal muscle fibres. 

In the cat, for example, the soleus muscle, which is used 

in extension of the ankle, has extrafusal muscle fibres 

of average length 3 cm, whereas the longest intrafusal 

fibres are, on average, only 0.7 cm long. There are three 

different types of intrafusal muscle fibre. These are the 

dynamic nuclear bag fibres (Db1), the static nuclear bag 

fibres (Sb2) and the nuclear chain fibres (C). Most 

muscle spindles contain one of each type of nuclear bag 

fibre and up to six nuclear chain fibres. The mechanical 

properties of the three types of intrafusal fibres are 

different and consequently they respond differently to 
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Fig. 1.3.1: Primary and secondary sensory endings. 
(a) Photograph of the primary and secondary 
sensory endings in a muscle spindle dissected 
free of the surrounding extrafusal muscle 
fibres and stained with gold chloride. 
(b) Diagram of the sensory and motor innervation 
of the muscle spindle. P indicates primary 
sensory endings. S indicates secondary sensory 
endings. 
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length changes imposed upon the parent muscle (e. g. 

Bessou and Pages, 1975; Boyd and Ward, 1975; Boyd et al., 

1977; Boyd, 1980). 

The effects of the imposed length changes on the 

intrafusal muscle fibres are transmitted to the spinal 

cord by the two types of sensory neurone closely associated 

with the muscle spindle. The terminal branches of the 

primary, or Group Ia, sensory neurones form spirals 

around the central region of each of the different types 

of intrafusal muscle fibre (Figs. t3.1(a) and 13,1(6)). The terminal 

branches of the secondary, or Group II, sensory neurones 

lie to either side of the primary endings and are 

associated with the nuclear chain fibres, although some 

may lie on the static bag fibre (Figs. 1.3.9(a) and 1-3.1(b)). Action 

potentials in primary sensory axons have a conduction 

velocity in the range 72 - 120 m/s, whereas in the secondary 

sensory axons the conduction velocity is in the range 

24 - 72 m/s. 

When a muscle is held at a fixed length the sensory 

axons from the muscle spindle generate action potentials 

at a constant rate which depends upon the muscle length 

(Matthews and Stein, 1969 ). An increase in muscle 

length will increase the rate of discharge of action 

potentials in both the primary and secondary sensory 

endings. The deformation of the intrafusal muscle fibres 

caused by length changes imposed on the parent muscle 

distorts the fine terminals of the sensory axons, and, 
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by a process not entirely understood, the rate of pulse- 

coded activity of these axons is then modified. Each 

muscle spindle is innervated by a single Ia axon but may 

have several Group II axons. The changes in activity in 

the Ia sensory axon in part reflect the responses to 

imposed length changes in all three kinds of intrafusal 

fibre, whereas the activity of the secondary axons reflect, 

mainly, changes in the nuclear chain fibres. It has 

recently been shown that the primary and secondary sensory 

axons project largely to different groups of cells within 

the spinal cord and therefore may be associated with quite 

different functions (Johansson, 1981). 

In addition to the sensory nerves associated with 

the muscle spindle, the intrafusal muscle fibres are 

innervated by the axons of a group of cells lying within 

the spinal cord in the neighbourhood of the alpha- 

motoneurones. These cells are considerably smaller in 

diameter that the alpha-motoneurones and conduct nerve 

impulses with velocities in the range 10 - 50 m/s. These 

"gamma-motoneurones" innervate only intrafusal muscle 

fibres and are often referred to as "fusimotor" neurones. 

Each gamma-motoneurone may innervate intrafusal fibres 

lying in different muscle spindles within the same muscle. 

The fusimotor neurones have been divided into two broad 

categories, gamma-dynamic and gamma-static axons (Matthews, 

1962; Crowe and Matthews, 1964; Emonet-Denand et al., 1977). 

The gamma-dynamic axons innervate the dynamic nuclear bag 

fibres whereas the gamma-static axons innervate either 
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the nuclear chain fibres or the static nuclear bag 

fibres or both (Boyd, 1980; Matthews, 1981). A single 

muscle spindle may be innervated by as many as six 

fusimotor neurones. 

The main structural features of the muscle spindle 

are summarised in Fig. 1.3.1 (Boyd, 1962; Boyd, 1980). 

Fig. 1.3.1(a) is a photograph of an isolated muscle spindle 

in which the spirals of the primary sensory ending are 

clearly seen wrapped round all of the intrafusal muscle 

fibres, whereas the terminals of the secondary ending are 

largely restricted to chain fibres. Fig. 1.3.1(b) is a 

simplified diagram of the normal innervation of the 

muscle spindle. The Ia sensory axon and one gamma- 

motoneurone of a muscle spindle are also shown in Fig. 1.2.1. 

Muscle spindles are extremely sensitive to small 

dynamic changes of length imposed on the parent muscle. 

For example, a sinusoidal length variation of 10016m will 

produce an appreciable modulation of the pulse-coded 

response of the primary sensory ending. Under favourable 

conditions it has been shown that the activity of a primary 

sensory ending may be modulated by changes of length as 

small as 1µm applied to the parent muscle. 

The differences in the responses of the primary and 

secondary sensory axons to a ramp and hold stretch imposed 

on the parent muscle are illustrated in Fig. 1.3.2. The 

upper trace of Fig. 1.3.2(a) shows the response of a 

primary axon. For this case it may be seen that the rate 

of discharge of nerve impulses, or action potentials, 
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increases rapidly during the applied stretch. Once the 

stretching has stopped there is a rapid decline in the 

discharge rate to a new constant level associated with 

the increased muscle length. The upper trace of Fig. 

1.3.2(b) illustrates the response of a secondary sensory 

ending for the same type of stimulus. 

The main features of the responses of the sensory 

axons to length changes imposed on the muscle spindle 

become clearer when the sequence of action potentials is 

represented by the instantaneous frequency of the discharge 

calculated as the reciprocal of the time between a given 

pulse and the immediately preceding one. This pulse 

frequency representation of the muscle spindle response to 

stretch is shown in the middle traces of Fig. 1.3.2(a) and 

Fig. 1.3.2(b). The different shapes of the responses of 

the primary and secondary sensory axons suggests different 

electro-mechanical properties of the intrafusal muscle 

fibres associated with these endings, and perhaps the 

transmission of different kinds of information to the 

spinal cord over each of the different kinds of sensory 

axon. 

The gamma-motoneurones which innervate only the 

intrafusal muscle fibres modify the response of the muscle 

spindle sensory endings to imposed length changes. The 

different ways in which the gamma-motoneurones can modify 

the response of a Ia sensory axon to a ramp and hold 

stretch imposed on the parent muscle are illustrated in 
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Fig. 1.3.3. In each part of this figure the response 

of the primary ending to a ramp and hold stretch is 

shown in the absence and then in the presence of a 

constant rate of gamma motor axon stimulation. Pig. 

1.3.3(a) illustrates how the dynamics of the response 

of a Ia axon is modified by the activation of a gamma 

motor axon selectively innervating a dynamic nuclear 

bag fibre. The rate of increase of discharge of the Ia 

ending and the magnitude of the overshoot following the 

end of the dynamic phase of the stretch are both increased 

by the presence of gamma motor stimulation. On the other 

hand, stimulation of a gamma motor axon associated with 

a static nuclear bag fibre (Fig. 1.3.3(b)) or nuclear 

chain fibre (Fig. 1.3.3(c)) almost eliminates the Ia 

response to the ramp and hold stretch. From Fig. 1.3.3(c) 

it appears that the constant rate of discharge of the 

gamma axon which leads to the chain fibres is imposed on 

the discharge of the Ia sensory axon to the extent that 

changes of muscle length are no longer effective in 

modulating the Ia discharge. From Fig. 1.3.3(b) it 

appears that the gamma-motoneurone discharge alone produces 

a strong dynamic response in the sensory discharge of the 

Ia axon. The interaction of this response with that of 

the imposed length change almost obscures the latter. 

These findings suggest that activity in the gamma motor 

axons may modify the mechanical properties of the 

intrafusal fibres or exert a direct effect on the mechanisms 
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Fig. 1.3.3: The effect of a constant rate of 
stimulation of a fusimotor axon 
innervating, (a) dynamic-bag, intrafusal 
muscle fibre (Db ), (b) statc-bag2 
intrafusal muscly fibre (Sb ) and (c) 
chain fibres (C), on the response of a 
muscle-spindle primary (Ia) sensory 
axon to a ramp and hold stretch (lower 
trace). In (a) - (c) the Ia discharge 
is shown both in presence (upper trace) 
and absence (middle trace) of fusimotor 
stimulation, The duration of fusimotor 
stimulation is indicated by a straight 
line in (a) - (c). 
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involved in the conversion of mechanical strain in the 

intrafusal fibres to discharge of action potentials in 

the sensory axon. 

1.4 BASIC DATA SETS OBTAINED FROM THE MAMMALIAN MUSCLE 

SPINDLE 

The purpose of this final section is to present and 

describe the basic statistical characteristics of a sample 

from each of the data sets which form the experimental 

material of this thesis. In addition, the basic statistical 

properties of the two different kinds of input are 

described. 

DATA SET I: Spontaneous discharge recorded from a single 

Ia axon 

In the absence of a fusimotor input and a continuous 

modulation of the length of the muscle spindle the Ia and 

II sensory axons generate nerve action potentials at 

relatively constant rates (Matthews and Stein, 1969). The 

output which occurs under these conditions is referred to 

as the spontaneous discharge of the muscle spindle. The 

rate of the spontaneous discharge depends on the fixed 

length at which the muscle spindle is held. High rates of 

discharge correspond to large stretches applied to the 

muscle spindle and progressive decreases in muscle length 

lead to a monotonic decrease in the rate of the spontaneous 

discharge. 

Fig. 1.4.1 gives some simple graphical methods of 
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representing Data set I. Fig. 1.4.1(A) is the histogram 

of the intervals between the action potentials of the 

spike train illustrated in Fig. 1.4.1(C). (h = 2). 

The estimates of the mean, standard deviation and the 

coefficient of variation of the intervals between 

successive events of the spike train are indicated in 

the upper right corner of Fig. 3.1.4(A). The total 

number of spikes is also shown for a record length of 

15872 msecs. 

Fig. 1.4.1(B) is the scatter diagram of the adjacent 

intervals between events. Graphically this means that we 

plot Xi+1 - Ti+1 - Ti against Xi = ri - ri-1 where ri is 

the time of occurrence of the ith event of the spike train. 

It is obvious that the scatter diagram has a small dispersion 

and a high concentration of points around the mean value of 

the inter-spike intervals. This is easily explained because 

of the regularity of the events of the spontaneous discharge 

of the Ia sensory axon. 

DATA SET II: Ia response recorded in the presence of Ys 

stimulation 

This particular set of data describes the Ia response 

when a fusimotor input (ö s) is present. The Ys stimulus 

is derived from the output of a Geiger counter placed close 

to a radioactive source. The axon of the fusimotor neurone 

is stimulated at twice threshold with these pulses. 

Fig. 1.4.2 gives some simple graphical methods of 

representing the basic statistical features of the train 
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of pulses in the fusimotor input (y s). Fig 1.4.2(A) 

is the histogram of the intervals between pulses given in 

Fig. 1.4.2(D). (h = 2). This histogram has been fitted 

by an exponential probability density with an estimate of 

the parameter -A given by 

aX0.06 3 44 

In order to check the goodness of fit a Chi-square test 

was carried out. The Chi-square statistic found to be 

x2 
_ 16. lo 

The 5% point of the Chi-square distribution with 32 degrees 

of freedom is approximately equal to 45. This suggests 

that the fit to data by an exponential distribution is 

quite good. 

Fig. 1.4.2(B) is the scatter diagram of the adjacent 

intervals between pulses of the fusimotor input ( äs). 

This figure shows the randomness of the Ys pulses. 

Fig. 1.4.2(C) is the log1oof the empirical survivor 

function (Cox and Lewis, 1968; p7) given by 

log10 RN(X) Q log10 1 proportion of the intervals 

between pulses longer than X10 

This function also indicates that the exponential 

distribution is appropriate for this kind of data. 

Fig. 1.4.3 gives the simple graphical characteristics 

of the Ia response in the presence of a fusimotor input. 
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It is clear from Fig. 1.4.3(D) that the presence of the 

fusimotor input completely destroys the regularity which 

is a characteristic of the spontaneous activity of Ia 

axons. 

DATA SET III: Ia response recorded in the presence of a 

length change 

The third data set gives the Ia response when a 

length input is applied to the parent muscle through a 

servo-controlled muscle puller. 

Fig. 1.4.4 presents in simple graphical form the 

basic statistical characteristics of the la response when 

a length change is present. We note from Fig. 1.4.4(A) 

that there are no long intervals between events as in the 

case of a fusimotor input, which presumably suggests that 

the internal mechanism of the muscle spindle responds 

differently to a length change and a fusimotor input. 

Fig. 1.4.5 shows that the length change has a 

Gaussian distribution. Fig. 1.4.5(A) gives the Gaussian 

curve which has been fitted to the histogram. Fig. 1.4.5(B) 

is the plot of the normal scores against the values of the 

length change. The fitted line to these points is almost 

perfect (cf. tables (C) and (D) of Fig. 1.4.5). 

Figs. 1.4.6(A) and (B) are the estimates of the 

autocovariance function and the power spectrum of the 

length change illustrated in Fig. 1.4.6(C). These two 

functions are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5" 
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DATA SET IV: Ia response recorded in the presence of a 

combined length change and fusimotor input 

This particular data set gives the Ia response to 

combined length and fusimotor inputs. These inputs are 

applied to the muscle spindle as we have already described 

for Data sets II and III. 

Fig. 1.4.7 gives some simple graphical methods of 

representing the basic statistical features of the Ia 

response when length and fusimotor inputs are simultaneously 

present. Fig. 1.4.7(A) is the histogram of the intervals 

between spikes, Fig. 1.4.7(B) is the scatter diagram, 

Fig. 1.4.7(a) is the log, 
oof 

the empirical survivor function 

and Fig. 1.4.7(D) is a part of the recorded Ia response. 

These figures suggest that the concurrent effect of a length 

change and a fusimotor input changes the characteristics 

of the la response, compared with the response observed 

in Data sets II and III. 

The statistical methods which will be developed 

in the next chapters aim at the further analysis of the 

four data sets described above, and lead to the extraction 

of useful information about the internal workings of the 

muscle spindle. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

GENERAL THEORY OF TIME SERIES AND POINT PROCESSES 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of the data described in Chapter 1 

require the use of statistical methods involving time 

series and point processes. Such processes are particular 

cases of a more general class of processes called 

Stochastic Processes which are extensively discussed in 

the books by Cramer & Leadbetter (1967), Doob (1953) and 

Yaglom (1962). 

To emphasize the importance of the theory of time 

series and point processes we refer to the large number 

of applications in different fields ranging from economics 

to engineering. The main theory and applications of time 

series can be found in Anderson (1971)v Bloomfield (1976), 

Brillinger (1975a), and Koopmans (1974). Similarly in the 

case of point processes the main theory and applications 

are given in Cox & Isham (1980), Cox & Lewis (1968), 

Lewis (1972) and Srinivasan (1974). It is also worth 

mentioning the work by Brillinger (Brillinger, 1978) 

indicating that in certain cases the concepts and 

procedures of time series have direct analogs in the 

study of point processes, while in other circumstances 

unique methods are only applicable to the one kind of 

process and not to the other. 

Our intention here is to introduce the general 

theory of time series and point processes on which we 

shall base the statistical analysis of the available 

physiological data. 
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We start with the general theory of time series. 

2.2 DEFINITION OF TIME SERIES AND HISTORICAL NOTES 

A family of real-valued random variables with 

regard to time is called a time series. The domain of 

the time parameter is either the set of integer numbers 

(discrete time series) or the set of real numbers (continuous 

time series). Examples of time series are: 

(a) Export totals in successive months 

(b) Air temperature measured in successive days 

(c) Signals recorded by a seismometer after a nuclear 

explosion, and 
(d) Length changes imposed on muscle spindle (Fig. 1.4.6(C), 

Chapter 1). 

Historically it may be assumed that the scientific 

analysis of time series have started in the middle of the 

17th century when Isaac Newton decomposed a light signal 

into frequency components by passing it through a glass 

prism. Although Newton himself did not carry out a 

quantitative analysis of his series, others developed 

the mathematical foundations for the analysis of such 

series in the middle of the 18th century. For example, 

Goury represented white light as a Fourier series while 

Rayleigh replaced the series by an integral. In the end 

of the 19th century Schuster (1898) introduced the 

periodogram, 

fT) T-f 
IXX(a)= IZ X(E)e" fl (2.2.1) 

t 6O 
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which is based on the aeries x(t), tm0,1,2,.... His 

intention was to search for hidden periodicitiee. 

M. S. Bartlett, A. Khinchine, A. N. Kolmogorov, 

J. W. Tukey and N. Wiener were amongst the people who 

mostly contributed in the theoretical development of the 

time series during the period 1930-50. More details 

about their contributions may be found in Wold (1965). 

The use of the computers after the 1950s made 

possible the applications of time series to the analysis 

of comparatively large sets of data. Moreover, the 

development of the Fast Fourier Transform a few years 

later opened new horizons in the analysis of very large 

data sets because the computation of the periodogram 

could be done very quickly. 

2.3 STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS OF TIME SERIES 

Let (Q 
, -A 9 IF 

) be the basic probability space. We 

assume that the r vector-valued time series fi(t) a (X1(t), 

..., Xr(t)) is a member of an ensemble denoted by 

{ X(t)w); wcg and t_0, ±1)f2,... M1 

where w is a random variable. 

If X(t, w) is a measurable function of w, then X(t, w) 

is a random variable and we can define the finite-dimensional 

probability distrbutions as follows 

PKý... Ký 
ýxf)... 

ýXýý fi7... 
ýfýý . r/'O61 /LKýýfýýWý<Xýý... ýXjýtýýiWýöXl 

J 

K, p..., Ke_ I,..., r; 1: 1,2,... . (2.3.1) 
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When w is fixed, the function X(t, w) is called a 

realization of the time aeries. Since there is no need to 

include w specifically as an argument in X(t, w) we shall 

denote X(t, w) by X(t) from here on. 

The general expression (2.3.1) allows us to define 

the following quantities 

E{XK(t)/ =f xd1(x; t) =CK(e) K. ý,... ýr (2.3.2) 

Var{xK(i)1 J[x_ E{XK(i)JJ2cLPK(xji)= CKK(, ), K=1,..., r 2.3.3) 

and 

fOV1i1KfýEý)ýKZýtýlsf/Lxf_fIx�, (i, )1 
[x1-GfxKZýf4ýýýdpKiKiýXf)XL)'f)tp 

= 
CKIKI(EI)t2) 

f k,, Kt f,..., r . 
2.3.4) 

The functions Ck(t), Ckk(t) and Ck1k2(t1, t2) are called 

the mean function of the series Xk(t), the auto-covariance 

function of Xk(t), and the cross-covariance function of 

Xk1(t) and Xk2(t), respectively'. The mean function Ck(t) 

exists if and only if 

EJXK(f), <oo 
) k=I,..., r 

We will say that the series X (t) and X k2 are 

o rt ho onaQ 
ký k2 

if 

Cklk2(tl, t2) =0 for all t1, t2. 
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More details about the probabietic theory of the 

time series can be found in Doob (1953). 

2.4 CUMULANT FUNCTIONS OF ORDER 1 

Let (Xlt*ootXr) be an r vector-valued random 

variable with 

EI XKI r< 
oo , K"' f,..., r , 

Definition 2.4.1: The rth order cumulant function, 

denoted by cum {Xii"sXr} 
, is defined by the coefficient 

of (i)rt1"""tr in the Taylor series expansion of log 
Lxt) (E exp i about the origin, 

j=1 
Alternatively we have, 

Definition 2.4.2: The cumulant of order r is defined as, 

ý cum(X..... X')_Z(-I)s-+(-+). (Eggy)... (E7TX) 

where the summation extends over all the partitions (v1, """, 

vs) of (1,..., r) and sa1,..., r. 

Some properties of the cumulant functions are: 
(i) cum(a1X1,..., arXr) Q a1"""ar cum (X10.04, Xr), where 

al,..., ar are constants 

(ii) cum(X1,..., Xr) is a symmetric function of the 

variables X1,..., Xr 

(iii) If any group of the X's are independent of the 

remaining X's, then cum(Xi,..., Xr) a0 
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(iv) For a random variable (Yi, Xi,..., Xr) 

cum(X1 + Y19 X2,..., Xr) w cum(Xi, X2,..., Xr) 

+ cum(Yl, X2,..., Xr) 

(v) For k constant 

cum(X1 + k, X2,..., Xr) - cum(X1,..., Xr), r=2,3,... 

(vi) If the random variables (X1' " ''Xr) and (Y100000Y 
r) 

are independent, then 

cum (Xi + Y1,..., Xr + Yr) cure (X1,..., Xr) + 

cum (YJ,..., Yr) 

(vii) cum Xi = E(Xi) for i=1,..., r 

(viii) cum(Xi, Xi) = VarXi for i=1,..., r and Xi real 

cum(Xi Xi) a VarX1 for Xi complex (Xi is the complex 

conjugate of Xi) 

(ix) cum(Xi, X3) = cov(Xi, Xi) for i, j = 1,..., r and 

Xi, X, are real, cum (Xi, Xi )= cov (Xi, X3 ) for 

X1, Xi are complex variables 

The two definitions and the properties of the cumulant 

functions given above can be found in Brillinger (1975a). 

When ra1 (univariate-case) definition (2.4.1) 

gives the cumulant function of order r of the random 

variable X. Cumulant functions of a univariate random 

variable are extensively discussed in Kendall and Stuart 

(1966), Vol. 1, p69. 

Cumulant functions are useful measurements of joint 

statistical dependence between random variables. They 
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are also called semi-invariants and are discussed by 

this name in Leonov and Shiryaev (1959). 

We proceed now to extend the definition of the mean 

function and auto-covariance function given in section 2.3. 

Given the r vector-valued time series X(t), t-0, ± 1, ± 2, 

... with components Xk(t), k= 10 ..., r and E IXk(t)I 14"' 
00 

we define 

CK,... ke(t, ý..., fe) = cum{XKt(t, ),..., XKtot)} - CXKý.. 
xKQ(týý... )ie) 

tor iýý... )1j=0)tijt2jt.... 
2.4.2) 

This function is called aj oint cumulant function of 

order 1 of the series X(t), 
. 10 

t= 0, ± 1, ± 2,..., and it 

is helpful in defining the 1-th order spectrum as we shall 

see later. 

2.5 STRICTLY AND WEAKLY STATIONARY TIME SERIES 

An r vector-valued time series X(t), tm0, ± 1,... 

is called strictly stationary when the joint distribution 

of Xk 
1 

(t1 + t),..., Xk 
1 

(tl + t) does not depend on t for 

all t=0, ± 1, ± 2,..., i. e. 

PKO ... Kýý 
P» 

'r,... ke(Xkf(4), 
4X, ý... 3 X (1) x¬) 

for all ft)... ý EtýOýs fj... ancIL Q_ !, 2ý... " (2.5.1) 

If the mean and the variance of the random variables 

exist, it is clear that strict stationarity implies the 
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properties, 

E{XK(ý)} 
= XK(o)} CK I '(Or K= f,... jr and i. ojtfi... 

Cov Xg (i+ut), Xk=(e) 1= Cov1 XK, (w)) XK2(0)} _ 
C, (u) 

for t)u=O, tf)... and Kf$K2= i,..., r 
. 

(2.5.2) 

(2.5.3) 

These relations show that the mean functions are constant 

in time and the cross-covariance functions depend on the 

time shift u, but not on t. 

Suppose that instead of the expression (2.5.1) we 

assume that the random variables Xk(t) of the time series 

have the property 

Var { XK (t)1 c, (o) < Co i K= ý, ... ýr3 

and satisfy conditions (2.5.2) and (2.5.3). Then the 

series X(t) is said to be weakly stationary. 

A weakly stationary series is not, in general, 

strictly stationary. A Gaussian process is an important 

exception. This follows from the fact that the joint 

multivariate normal distributions of a weakly stationary 

Gaussian Process depend only on the vector of the first 

moments, and the matrix of the second moments (covariance 

matrix) of the random variables. Since these functions 

satisfy equations (2.5.2) and (2.5.3), the joint distributions 

will satisfy equation (2.5.1). Thus, strict stationarity 

and weak stationarity are equivalent for Gaussian series. 
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If the vector-valued series X(t), t=0, ± 1, - 2,... 

is strictly stationary with 

EIX. i <o 
3 K=1)... 2r ) 

Zhen 

Ckl, 
** ký(41'"' 5-) 

'Vt") 
ý It) 

{or f,,..., It )u=op fl,... j L=l, 2,... . 

The assumption of finite moments does not cause any 

problems, because in practice all series available for 

analysis are strictly bounded, Xk(t) < M, k 

for some finite M and so all moments exist. 

2.6 THE SPECTRUM OF ORDER 1 OF A STATIONARY TIME SERIES 

Suppose that the series X(t), ta0, ± 1, ± 2,... satisfy 
. no 

where 
ýkl... 

Ke(Rlf... fUC-ýý = Cum 
{ XKýýtt(lýýf... XKýýýýE+Uf-lýf XKtýýýý 

Then we define the 1-th order spectrum of the series as 

etf f do t-i 
, ýL-1) = 

ý2rt) ý. ýKý... Ký(a/ý... ýul-I)exp( 
Zu! 

ý' 1 (Its-5 

(2.6.1) 

fora! ¬ -oo 4 aj <ao '; n1)... ) e-f jKI£ 2) 3)... . 
(2.6.2) 

It is clear that the existence of the 1-th order spectrum 
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depends on assumption (2.6.1). 

We extend definition (2.6.2) to include the case 

1a1 by setting 

TK = 
CK 

-E{ 
XK('i)} (or km43... )r . 

(2.6.3) 

It is convenient sometimes to add a symbolic argument 'Al 

to the spectrum fkj, 
... , k1('A1' "'' ý1-1) t writing 

fklt... 
gkl( 

a19..., a 1), in order to maintain symmetry. 

The argument al may be taken to be related to the other 

' by 

I 
L, ý 0(mod27r) 
j=+ 

We note that fk1' 
... 'k1 

(a 
1' ... t 11) is generally 

complex-valued. It is also bounded and uniformly 

continuous in the manifold given by (2.6.4), and measures 

the statistical dependence of the components of frequency 

as in Xk 
s 

(t), s=1,..., 1 in the case that l= -('A1 + 

... +a 1_1) . Higher order spectra and their properties 

are discussed by Brillinger and Rosenblatt (1967a, b) in the 

case of ordinary time series. 

By inverting relation (2.6.2) we get the cumulant 

function of order 1 

1.1 
ir Ir 

CK,... KQ(u,,..., uý_ýý =f/ 1(2.6.5) 
_� 

In the case of two components Xk 
1 

(t) and Xk 
2 

(t) of the 

r vector-valued X(t) time series and under the assumption f. 

+co 
Z Ic<ýo {Or Kýý KY a ýý... ýr 

2.6"6) 
! Cr_00 
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we define the second-order spectrum as 

+00 
K,, KYt4ý..., r. (2.6.7) JK, KZ(1 (2n)'ý CK, 

K2(u)e 
t. lu -or -oo<, ý<co ancL 

u=-co 

It follows from expression (2.6.6) that fk 
1k2(a) 

is 

bounded and uniformly continuous. Also, since the 

components of the X(t) are assumed to be real-valued 

functions of t, we have that 

Tkfk2( I) - 
IK, 

K2(-A) 2,6,8) 

where - fk1 k2 
(a) is the conjugate function of fk 

1 k2 (a ). 

Finally, we see from (2.6.7) that fk k2 (a) is a 
1 

2 -9 -periodic function with respect to frequency A. 

By setting k1 = k2 =k in (2.6.7) we get the function 

fkk( A) which is called the power spectrum of the series 

x k( at frequency '. If k1 # k2, then fk 
1k2 

""s 

called the cross-spectrum of the series Xk 
1 

(t) and Xk 
2 

(t) 

at frequency A. The real part of the cross-spectrum is 

called the co-spectrum and the imaginary part is called the 

quadrature spectrum. The argument of the cross-spectrum 

written as 

8KIK2W = arg fK, 
K2(A) 

is called the phase-spectrum while the modulus of fk 
1k 

(a ) 
2 

is called the amplitude spectrum. 
An expression for the cross-covariance function of 

the components Xk1(t) and Xk2(t) can be evaluated by 

inverting (2.6.7), i. e. 

CKIK2(u) =j fK,,, (2(1)e'l'rýj . (2.6.9) 41 
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In the case that the vector series X(t) has finite 

second-order moments, but does not necessarily satisfy 

a condition of the form (2.6.6), it is still possible 

to have a spectral representation similar to the one given 

by (2.6.7). For a discussion of this point we refer to 

Brillinger (1975a), p25. We will always assume the 

validity of a condition of the form (2.6.6) in our 

analysis. 

It is clear from (2.6.5) and (2.6.9) that quantities 

of the time domain can be calculated by using methods 

involving functions of the frequency domain. The great 

advantage of the frequency domain becomes, apparent when 

we make use of the FFT which reduces the calculations to 

a minimum (Bloomfield, 1976; Chapter 4). 

The spectral analysis of time series has very 

interesting applications to the problem of polynomial 

systems' identification (ref. Brillinger, 1970a). In 

later parts of this thesis we make use of the Volterra 

expansion (Volterra, 1959) for processes with stationary 

increments in order to identify point process systems 

or hybrid systems of both time series and point processes. 

In the rest of this Chapter we deal with the general 

theory of point processes. 

2.7 INTRODUCTION TO POINT PROCESSES AND SOME HISTORICAL 

NOTES 

Point processes refer to isolated events which occur 

randomly in time. Such events may be emissions from a 
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radioactive source, accidents occurring in time, pulse 

discharges of a nerve cell, stops of a machine during a 

time period, times of earthquakes and many others. A 

wide variety of examples of point processes with applications 

to different areas of research are discussed in Lewis (1972). 

The most important point processes are the Poisson 

point processes because their properties are simple and 

well known (Cox and Lewis, 1968). The development of the 

theory of the Poisson point processes starts with the 

discovery of the Poisson distribution which is credited 

to de Moivre and Poisson around the 18th century. In 

1868 Boltzman calculated the probability of no events 

in the interval h, e 
'A h, 

and in 1910 Bateman determined 

the counting distributions by solving a set of differential 

equations (ref. Haight, 1967). 

In 1909 Erlang applied the theory of Poisson point 

processes to traffic problems. He also applied the theory 

of point processes to the design of communication systems, 

and in the study of queuing systems involving input and 

output point processes which correspond to the times of 

arrival and departure of customers. Such queuing systems 

are discussed in Haight (1967). 

Another group of processes with a long history of 

study, and many applications to different fields, is 

known as renewal processes. The intervals of successive 

events in these processes are independent non-negative 

variates. The first serious investigation of the renewal 
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processes starts with Herbelot in 1909 (ref. Lotka, 1957). 

Recent applications of the point processes to the 

problems of Physiology and earthquakes are given in 

Brillinger (1978). 

2.8 FORMAL DEFINITION OF A POINT PROCESS 

A point process is defined as a Stochastic process 

specified in relation with events each labelled with the 

random value of a continuous parameter, which may be the 

time parameter itself (Bartlett, 1966). In a more 

mathematical definition, given in Appendix I, point 

processes are regarded as random, non-negative, integer- 

valued measures. 

A point process may alternatively be described: 

(i) As a sequence of the counting variables N(t), where 

N(t) is the number of events in the interval (0, t], 

or 

(ii) As a sequence of successive intervals between events 

occurring in time, that is {Xj} 
,j=1,2,... 

The two sequences are connected by the fundamental 

relation 

Pr{5r>tI 
=pr{Iv)<rI (2.8.1) 

since 

sr_zx, >f if and only if N(t) < r" 

At this point we must emphasise that the process {N(t)] is 
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the basic and most important process. Trends in the series 

of events will generally occur as a function of the time t 

and less frequently as a function of the interval parameter 

J. Moreover stationarity of the series of events is 

defined in the terms of the process {N(t) }. This 

stationarity implies stationarity of the intervals between 

events {Xj1 if and only if the point process is a Poisson 

process. In this case the intervals Xi are independently 

and exponentially distributed (Lewis, 1970). 

In the discrete case (the time parameter t takes 

values on the integers numbers) stationarity of {Nt} implies 

stationarity of the intervals {x1 if and only if the Nt 

are binomial random variables. 

2.9 STATIONARITY OF POINT PROCESSES 

A point process is assumed to be stationary if its 

probabilistic structure does not change with time. The 

types of stationarity are three, simple, second-order and 

complete. 

We say that the point process is "simple stationary" 

if the probability distribution of the number of events 

N (t, t+ , r, ] is the same as that of the number of events 

N(t+ -r , t+r, +r] , for all t, -t�-c> 0. 

By extension, we say that the point process is 

"second-order stationary" (weakly stationary), if the 

probability distribution of the number of events in two 

fixed intervals is invariant under translation. 
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More generally, we say that the point process is 

"completely stationary" (strong stationary), if-the joint 

probability distribution of the number of events in 

arbitrary number of intervals is invariant under trans- 

lation. 

Complete stationarity of a point process implies 

second-order stationarity which further implies simple 

stationarity. Complete stationarity is very difficult 

to verify in practice except for a small number of 

intervals (Cox and Lewis, 1968; p60). 

An immediate consequence of simple stationarity 

is that the distribution of the number of events in an 

interval depends only on the length of the interval. 

Further it is easy to show that the expected number of 

events in an interval is proportional to the length of 

the interval. 

The definition of stationarity for multivariate 

point processes is given in Cox and Lewis (1972) and in 

Appendix I. 

2.10 ORDERLINESS AND MIXING CONDITION 

A point process is said to be orderly if 

Pr{ N(t, t+rJ? Z)=o(r) 

which implies that the probability of two or more events 

occurring in the interval (t, t+T] tends to 0 as r becomes 

smaller. 
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In practice orderliness is the condition which 

prevents multiple events to occur in small intervals. 

Further we say that a point process satisfies a 

(strong) mixing condition if events of the same process 

well-separated in time are independent. This condition 

can also be applied to the case of multivariate point 

processes by assuming that events of one point process 

separated in time by a distance u from the events of the 

other point process become independent for large values 

of u. A more formal mathematical definition of (strong) 

mixing is given in Appendix I. 

Orderliness and (strong) mixing are conditions 

which are satisfied approximately in practice and play 

a fundamental role in the statistical analysis of point 

process systems. 

2.11 POINT PROCESS PARAMETERS 

Let N(t) = (Ný (t), 
..., Nr(t) ), tEp, be an r vector- 

valued stationary point process. Then we define the product 

density of order 1 as 

PK' (,,... )UM) = 
ii 

m prob {eveP7 of N, 4 in of I in (0) All 
,... 

he (2.11.1) 

for all distinct u1,..., u1_,, 0; kj,..., k1=1,..., r and 1=1,2,.... 

The product densities are assumed to be continuous functions. 

Furthermore, when the process N is orderly, the 

product densities are defined by 

Ef OK, (+u, ) ... dNKc-ý(f+uý-, )dNKý(t)} (2.77.2) 
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where dNk(t) = Nk(t, t+dt ] is the differential notation 

giving the number of events of the process Nk, k=1,..., r, 

in the interval (t, t+dt ]. 

Special cases of the above definitions are 

PK -li, prob (even f of N, v ;n (e, t. th]}/h . E{dNK(E)yo(l k=1,..., r (2.11.3) 

P1 
k(a) - 

eimprob f eve7! o{ Nkr in (#u)t ou+l4, J 
cxº, d even' o{N in (f)tlel3}/h, hz 

1 

= E{dNK, ({+U, )dNK2(i)I/dfoiu for 

The parameter Pk is called the mean intensity of 

the process Nkand the function Pk & is called the second- 
12 

order product density. In addition to the product density 

function of order 1 we can now define the cumulant function 

of order 1 of the stationary process N as 

1 Ký... Ke(u+3... ) ut-t) du,... due-f d1= cum {)... ) dNKý-ý(t *uý"ý)ý d ý(E)} 

for all distinct u1,..., u1_1 different than 0. 

Cumulant functions for interval functions are defined 

in Brillinger (1972), who also extends the definition to 

include non-stationary processes (ref. Appendix I). 

The cumulant functions are connected directly with 

the product densities through relations such as 

Pk K= ýý... ý or (2.11.6) 

1KýKp(u PK, Kg 
ýuý 

I KI PK2 7 K1, K2 = 1ý... / (2.1ý. %) 
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1kýktKJ(s)v) - PK, 
KKk3(u)v) PK1Kt`14-0 PK3-1 KiKJK)PKZ-PKZWJ(V)PKI+2PKfPK3IR3J 

for K,, K= , K3 m 1, ..., r. 

More general relations are given in Appendix I. 

Cumulant functions are useful measures of joint 

(2.11.8) 

statistical dependence and together with product densities 

are discussed in Ramakrishnan (1950), Kuznetsov and 

Stratonovich (1965) and Brillinger (1972). 

2.12 THE SPECTRUM OP ORDER 1 OF A POINT PROCESS 

We assume that the ith order cumulant function 

exists and satisfies the following assumption 

t. C *. O 

-0 
.. 

ý <°° ) (or Kf, l_2,3,.... (2.12.1) 

-00 -00 

In terms of the condition (2.12.1) we define the 

spectrum of order 1 as 

jý.. 1ýoexpl-` Z 2julS iK,... Kat-()41... 
dut-, 

, f 

{or -o' < Ai <+oo Ij I)... ) 1-1 j t= 2 3).,. " 
(z. iZ. 2) 

Special cases of the definition (2.12.2) are 

K- 1KfKc1J... ý 1r 2.12.3) 

' +oo 

=(2n) 
!:: 

XPf -! Jul 9,,, t(u)du 

fkk (2.124) 
-00 

TKýKZK3ýaJýý = 
(2 ff 

exp{-ýýýu+µý)} 2K, K=Kiu, v)dkdv) Ký kt Ký 2.125) 
-00 
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Corresponding to these are the inverse relations 

gwKt(4) jý 
exp{tuAI TK, KZ(()dd I K1: `k2 f K1fK2 1j 

1K1K2K3uýý/ _f exOI i(uý+V#)}ýK, K=KS(1ºk)dadk f KºOK2#K3) Kffk2 I3e1ý... ýr . 
2.1 2.7) 

Spectra of point processes are discussed in Brillinger 

(1972). 

2.13 EXAMPLES OF POINT PROCESSES 

(a) Poisson point processes 

Let N be a univariate point process and N(I) denote 

the number of events in the interval I= (t, t +z]. 

that, for some positive constant e as -r. -.,.. O 

Prob{N(I) _0} =1 -Pt t0(t) 

Prob{N(I)=1I =PT +0(t) 

so that 

Prob f N(I)>j 21 = 0(r) 

(2.13.1) 

(2.13.2) 

(2.13.3) 

Further, we assume that N(I) is completely independent 

of occurrences in (0, + ]. Under these assumptionSwe say 

that the process N is a Poisson point process of rate p. 

The independence condition specifies the randomness 

of the series, and (2.13.3) is the condition which prevents 

the occurrence of multiple events. If N(t, t+ -c ] does not 

depend on f we say that the Poisson process is simple 

stationary. 

Suppose 
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The second-order properties of a Poisson point 

process are determined by the constant value e of the 

mean rate of this process (Cox, 1965). This implies 

that the events of a Poisson point process occur in a 

random way. In practice the second-order properties of 

non-Poisson point processes will be compared with the 

constant properties of the corresponding Poisson point 

process. 

(b) Renewal processes 

In the Poisson point process the intervals between 

successive events are independent and exponentially 

distributed. If the intervals between events are 

independent and identically distributed with a common 

probability density function, then the resulting process 

is called an (ordinary) renewal process. 

An important function related to the renewal processes 

is the renewal density which is defined as the limit of the 

probability of a renewal (event) in (t, t+h] divided 

by h as hr0. For a Poisson process the renewal 

density is a constant equal to the mean rate e. 

It can be proved that the renewal density tends to 

a limit as t ý--ý -o . This limit is equal to the inverse 

of the mean of the independent intervals between successive 

events (renewals). (Cox, 1962). The limiting result 

implies in practice that the renewal density of a non- 

Poisson process will fluctuate around the mean rate of the 

same process for large t. 
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Renewal processes and their applications to 

physiological problems are discussed in Perkel, Gerstein 

and Moore (1967a, b) while the statistical analysis of 

such processes is thoroughly examined by Cox (1962). 



CHAPTER THREE 

TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS OF 

THE UNIVARIATE POINT PROCESS 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The univariate point process is introduced and certain 

parameters of this process are defined in the time and 

frequency domain. Estimates of these parameters are discussed 

and their asymptotic distributions are examined in both 

domains. The construction of asymptotic confidence limits 

is also discussed and illustrated. 

The importance of these estimates and their properties 

becomes apparent in the analysis of the output of the Ia 

sensory axon of the muscle spindle in the presence of 

different inputs. 

However, we must stress that the main theme of this 

chapter is the usefulness of the frequency-domain analysis 

of point processes. The reasons for this are: 

(1) The estimated parameters of the frequency domain in the 

case of a univariate point process may reveal more about the 

structure of the system under investigation (e. g. muscle 

spindle) than the equivalent time domain parameters and 

(2) Estimates of time domain parameters can often be obtained 

more quickly by first calculating the corresponding parameters 

in the frequency domain directly from the data, and then 

inverting to the time domain. 

3.2 TIME-DOMAIN PARAMETERS OF THE UNIVARIATE POINT PROCESS 

The univariate point process, as we have already 

seen (ref. Ch. 2), is defined as a Stochastic process whose 
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realizations are sequences of points occurring in time and/or 

space. Here we only deal with point processes which depend on 

time. 

Suppose, now, that N is a univariate point process 

with differential increments dN(t), where dN(t) is the number 

of events in (t, t+dt]. The differential process {dN(t)1 

generated from the increments dN(t) provides a convenient 

way of describing a point process since it takes the value 

zero almost everywhere, except for events (delta functions) 

at the random times t, t+t1, t+t1+t2..., where t is the time 

from the origin to the first event and ti, i=1,2,..., are 

the times between successive events (Cox and Lewis, 1968, 

p73)" 

It is assumed that the univariate point process N is 

stationary, orderly, and satisfies a (strong) mixing condition 

of the sort discussed in Chapter 2. 

Under these assumptions we have that the mean intensity 

(MI), denoted by pN, is a constant while the second-order 

product density is defined by 

PAlly dudf E{dN(ttU)äN(t)} u #o (3.2.1) 

and it may be interpreted as 

Prob{ Al event In (4 +u., {tu+duj and (t, f+dlII 

Another very important function which describes the 

second-order properties of the univariate process is the 

auto-intensity function (AIF) defined by 

mvw(a)du. = E{dN(ftu)/N} 0-40 (3.2.2 
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and it may be interpreted as 

ProbI N CYCni in (t+uj f+u*dkj/Neven of t} 

It follows from the properties of conditional probability that 

mNNýltý. 
) 

u#O 
N 

Furthermore, the (strong) mixing condition ensures that 

et mp 4ºýeolNN 

r`u/' 

and 
ei 

+n 7nNN ('ti) 
= P/V 

' 
u s-. eo 

Expression (3.2.5) suggests that, in practice, the 

(3.2.3) 

(3.2.4 ) 

(3.2.5) 

AIF should fluctuate around the MI of the point process for 

large values of u. 

In order to take account of the singularity at u=0 

(Bartlett, 1963a) we define the auto-covariance function 

(ACF) as 

C0V dN(ttu)3 PNd(u) + 9NN(")J du-cu 3 
(3.2.6) 

where 
E(u) is the Dirac delta function and gNN(u) is the 

cumulant function of the process N given by 

2, VN(U) = PNN(u)PN ' u,, 4 0 (gNri(u) is continuous at u= 0). 

This function will tend to zero for large values of u 

suggesting that increments of N become independent when they 

are well-separated. 
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We now turn to the problem of estimating the time-domain 

parameters defined above. 

In practice, the univariate point process is defined 

on a finite interval (0, T] . Then an obvious estimate of 

pN is 

T 

PN +J dN(t) = 
N(T 

0T 
(3.2.7) 

where N(T) is the number of events in the interval (0, T] . 
The value of this estimate is equal to the inverse of 

the estimate of the mean of the successive intervals between 

events of the point process. 

Let tl,..., to be the times of occurrence of the events 

in the interval (0, T] . 

Then the estimate of the AIF is given by 

A 
mNW()= TNýýý) 

b N(T) 
(3.2.8) 

where 

WN)(4)= {L4_ ý TK - rJ ý li+ JAK° 1ý... ý n} (3.29) 

for some bin width b of the small non-overlapping intervals 

in which the whole record has been divided. The symbol "# 11 

denotes the number of counts. 
A simple way of explaining the function JNN)(u) is to 

consider an interval of length T divided into small intervals, 

(lb, (1+1)b), 1 =0,1,2,..., L(= - 
-1 ) and then count the 

number of differences, tk - tj, which fall in each of these 

intervals. Also, since JNN)(u) is an even function, we have 
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only to calculate this function for values of u greater than 

zero. This can be done by calculating expression (3.2.9 ) 

for k> j. 
The asymptotic distributions of the estimates T(T)(u) 

pNN(u) and mNN(u 
are now examined. 

Theorem 3.2.1: Let N be a stationary point process on (0, T] 

which satisfies a (strong) mixing condition and such that 

pNN(u), PNNN(U, V), pNNNN(u, v, w) are finite, where pNNN(u, v) 

and pN(u, v, w) are the third and fourth-order product 

densities of N. Then the variate JNN)(u), as T'-- ý is 

asymptotically Poisson with mean bTpNN(u). Furthermore, if 

bý--O but bTý-- oo the variate JNN) (u) is asymptotically normally 

distributed with mean and variance bTpNN(u). 

Proof: The proof can be found in Brillinger (1976a). 

.T 
(T W 

Corollary 3.2.1: The estimate, PNN(u) _ bT , has an 

asymptotic Poisson distribution (bT)-1Po(bTpNN(u)) or an 

asymptotic normal distribution N(pNN(u), (bT)-1pNN(u))as 

bTº-" v (Po (a) denotes a Poisson distribution with mean a). 

Proof: The proof follows from Th. 3.2.1. 

Corollary 3.2.2: The estimate of the AIF, mNN(u), is 

asymptotically distributed as (bT)-1pN1 Po(bTpNN(u)). 

Proof: The proof follows from Th. 3.2.1. and Cor. 3.2.1. 

However, in applying Th. 3.2.1 in practical problems, we 

must have in mind the following approximation. 
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Rigorously the function 
4u) 

is defined by 

(r) 
T- u- ý' 2 

7NN(uý 
f1 

dN(t+s)dN(t) soo (Cox & Lewis, 1968; p1ZT). 
k- Z 

The expected value of J(2)(u) can be written as 

JNN tli) 
IJ 

E{dN(E"s)dn/(t 1 
PNNCs) dsdt (3.2.90 

DJ Jý_Iz 0 ý 

and by expanding the quantity pNN(s) in a Taylor series 

around u for small b we get 

lNN 
ýSý aL5 = 

6PNn/ýýý 6 PNN + ... = bPNN(u) 

On using this result in (3.2.10) we have for small values of 

b 

F{TNTN(u)} =f bPN, v()dt 
a 

When the argument u is small in comparison with T, then 

E! JNN)(u) can be approximated by 
l 

[JA (tq} -6T pNN%) (3.2.12) 

We now discuss ways of calculating asymptotic confidence 

intervals for the AIF. We know from Cor. 3.2.2 that the 

distribution of the estimate ma(u) can be approximated by 

a normal distribution N(mNN(u), (bTpN)-1 mNN(u)) for large 

bT. 

This normal distribution of i (u), under the assumption 
that the events of the process N occur randomly, becomes 

N(pN, 
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Then a simple approximate 95% confidence interval for 
mNN(u) is given by 

PN t 1.96 { ý, Tf !]2 (3.2.13) 

A second way of finding an asymptotic confidence interval for 

mNN(u) is presented in the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.2.1: The square root of the estimate of the 

AIF, (mNN(u) )ý, is approximately distributed as N({"NN(uý1 3 (4bTý, )j) 

The variance (4bTpN)-1 is stable for all u. (Kendall and 

Stuart, 1966, Vol. 1, p88). 

It follows from Prop. 3.2.1 that the 95% approximate 

confidence interval for (MNN(u))ý under the null hypothesis 

of independence will be 

'12 s ill 
fn ý/ý i f/R A {Pwj ± 1.96 f (ýbTPN) }-1 PNý ± {(bTPNi } 

. 
ýBriQeýnýerý f976a) (3.2.14) 

Finally, we refer to a suggestion of Cox (Cox, 1965) 

in which he gives another method of estimating the AIF by 

using weighting functions. In this case the estimate of the 

AIF will be based on 

I 
Wi b) (3.2.15) 

£=-I 

where the weights Wi satisfy the relation 2: W, =1 
3 

By combining Th. 3.2.1 and Cor. 3.2.2 we find that the 

distribution of the new estimate of the AIF, denoted by 
m,, (u), is asymptotically normal with mean mNN(u) and variance 

'mNN(&L), ý1n7ý(6Tp-' Hence the 95% asymptotic confidence interval 
v)O 
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for (NN(u))i will be 

(. MNN(u))/z± (w/bTpw)i'2 
. 

(3.2.16) 

Under the null hypothesis of independence mNN(u) 

becomes pN and the confidence intervals in (3.2.16) can be 

further simplified by substituting pN for mNN(u). 

Brillinger (1975b) gives a more general class of 

'window functions', as well as some useful theorems related 

to the asymptotic properties of the product density functions 

of second and higher orders. 

We now apply the above-mentioned procedures for estimating 

mHN(u) and its approximate confidence intervals to the four 

sets of data presented in Chapter 1 Figs. 3.2.1 (A-D) refer 

to the data set I and Figs. 3.2.2 (A-D) are a comparison of the 

four auto-intensities calculated for each data set. 

Fig. 3.2.1 (A) is the function J(T)(u) which has been 

calculated for a bin-width of lmsec (b'1) and u ranging from 

0-512 msec. This function is basically a histogram, called 

the autocor-re eafio2i histogram (ACH), and is used very commonly 

by physiologists (e. g. ref. Bryant et al., 1973). 

The peaks in the histogram occur at equidistant points 

because of the periodic response of the Ia sensory axon in the 

muscle spindle. 

Fig. 3.2.1 (B) is the normalised ACH, i. e., the function 

JNN)(u) divided by the product b. N(T), which is the estimate 

of the AM The estimate of the mean intensity (MI) pN is 

26.2 pulses/sec. The dotted line in the centre corresponds 

to the PAN and the two solid lines above and below this line 
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Fig. 3.2.1: Estimates of the AIF of the spontaneous Ia(T) 
discharge. (A) Histogram-like estimate JNN (u) 

computed with a bin width b-1 msec, 
(B) Estimate of the AIF obtained from the 
histogram-like estimate by normalising it, 
(C) Square root of the estimate of the AIF, 
and (D) Smoothed estimate of the AIF computed 
with a "hanning window". The dotted line in 
Figures (B), (C) and (D) corresponds to the 
estimated value of the mean rate (square root 
of the mean rate) of the Ia discharge. The 
horizontal lines are the asymptotic 95% 
confidence limits. 
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Fig. 3.2.2: Smoothed estimate of the square root of the 
AIF computed with a "hanning window". 
(A) Spontaneous Ia discharge, (B) Ia discharge 
in presence of a fusimotor input (ö s), (C ) Ia 
discharge in presence of a length change (1), and 
(D) Ia discharge in presence of Ys and 1. The 
dotted line in these figures corresponds to the 
square root of the estimated value of the mean 
rate. The horizontal lines are the asymptotic 
95% confidence limits. 
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indicate the limits of the approximate 956 confidence 

interval. It is clear that increments of the point process 

N are approximately independent more than 0.5 sec apart. 

The estimate is zero for the first'32 ursec because no pulses 

occurred closer together than that interval. The estimate of 

the mean interval between pulses is X=1 /pN = 0.038 sec and 

is exactly the point at which the first maximum occurs. The 

other maxima-occur at multiples of this value. 

Fig. 3.2.1 (C) gives the square root transformation of 

the estimate of the AIF. The dotted line in the centre 

corresponds to the (pN)ý and the solid horizontal lines are 

the 95% confidence limits, set at plus and minus two standard 

deviations about the dotted line. This figure improves the 

symmetry of the estimate given in Pig. 3.2.1 (B), especially 

for the area below the estimate of the MI. 

Fig. 3.2.1 (D) presents the square root of the estimate 

of the AIF after having been smoothed. The approach employed 

here makes use of weights of the form (--, which 

clearly gives less emphasis to values around the middle 

point. By using weights of this form we can get better 

estimates of the square root of the AIF, but we must be 

careful not to oversmooth the estimate, since important 

features may be obscured. 

The next Fig. 3.2.2 is a comparison of the four 

autointensities for the corresponding sets of data. Each 

data set gives information about the behaviour of the system 

in the different conditions described in Chapter 1. Our 
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purpose here is to see what, if any, useful conclusions can 

be drawn from the AIF for each particular set of data. 

Fig. 3.2.2 (A) is the smoothed estimate of the square 

root of the AIF in the absence of any stimulus. This 

estimate has been examined thoroughly in Fig. 3.2.1. 

The other three estimates of the square root of the AIF have 

been smoothed by using a ""hanning window" (Tukey, 1977), 

i. e. applying a scheme of weights of the form (4 
,2,4). 

The dotted line in the centre is the square root of the estimate 

of MI and the two solid horizontal lines are the 95% confidence 

limits given by expression (3.2.16). 

We now examine the characteristics of each transformed 

estimate of the AIF for the Data Sets II, III and IV. 

Fig. 3.2.2 (B) presents the transformed estimate of the 

AIF in the case that the response of the Ia sensory axon when 

gamma stimulation is present. It is obvious that the presence 

of the stimulus destroys completely the regularity of the 

Ia response. Other characteristics are the depression near 

the origin, and possibly the excitation which lasts until 

30 ursec. After that the estimate becomes a constant and 

behaves as the mean intensity of a Poisson process. 

Fig. 3.2.2 (C) and Fig. 3.2.2 (D) are the estimates of 

the square root of the AIFs in the cases when the Ia sensory 

axon is responding to a length change imposed on the muscle 

spindle and to concurrent static gamma stimulation and an 

imposed length change, respectively. Again we note the absence 

of any periodicity. In the first case we have a depression 
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of about 8-10 msec and after that a Poisson-like behaviour, 

while in the second case the depression is shorter followed 

by an excitation between 10-15 msec and after that the value 

of the estimate again becomes a constant. 

It is difficult considering Figs. 3.2.2 (B-D) to see 

any distinguishable effects from the three different stimuli 

by examining the estimates of the AIF, aside from the loss of 

periodicity under each input condition. Therefore, we turn 

our attention to the frequency domain in order to develop 

estimates of certain parameters which might be able to provide 

us with more information about the effect of each input 

condition on the Ia response of the sensory axon. 

3.3 FREQUENCY-DOMAIN PARAMETERS OF THE UNIVARIATE POINT 

PROCESS 

The analysis of point process data may also be carried 

out in the frequency domain. This analysis can be achieved 

in two ways. 

(a) By taking the Fourier transform of time-domain parameters, 

and 

(b) By going straight to the frequency domain from the 

original data. 

The second method, as we shall see, is based on the 

periodogram of a point process. 

At this point we must emphasise that the periodogram 

is the basis for much of our work on the spectral analysis of 

point processes. Theorems about the asymptotic properties of 

the periodogram are developed. Smoothed estimates of the 

power spectrum of a point process, and asymptotic confidence 

intervals for these estimates are constructed. Estimates of 
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certain parameters in the time domain are calculated by using 

the periodogram. Worked examples of several methods of 

estimating the spectrum and its confidence intervals are 

given. Finally, examples of the auto-intensity function 

calculated from the periodogram are compared to the estimates 

of the AIF calculated from the time domain. 

We now proceed to consider certain parameters of the 

frequency domain. Let N be a univariate point process which 

is stationary, orderly and satisfies a (strong) mixing 

condition. Let also pN and gNN(u) be the mean-intensity 

(MI) and cumulant function (CF) of the process N. Suppose 

that the CF exists and satisfies the following condition 

J 
gNN(a) a(u ao (3.3.1) 

00 

Assumption (3.3.1) is a form of asymptotic independence 

condition on the increments of the point process (Brillinger, 

1972). 

Then the power spectrum of N is defined by Bartlett 

(1963a) as 

TNN%) _(ýý) PN ti21rj 1NN(u)e " d� 
-o <1 <pa (3.3.2) 

The power spectrum (PS) of a point process N is a 

non-negative and even function of the parameter ?ý. In 

addition, it follows from the Riemann-Lebesque Lemma 

(Katznelson, 1968, p13) that the PS tends to a constant for 

large values of ?, that is 

III-so por (3.3.3) 
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This constant value corresponds to the value of the PS of 

a Poisson point process with the same mean rate. 

It is also clear from condition (3.3.1) that the PS 

is bounded and uniformly continuous (Katznelson, 1968, p121). 

These properties suggest that (3.3.2) may be inverted to 

give 

1, (U) =J (3.3.4-) 

In practice, however, since q(u) is sampled at intervals 

of length b, we define the power spectrum of the point process 

as 

&NN (' )= ý2ir) p, V +(Zrl) bZ 
1NN(uj) e ̀ ý4ý 

, -0o< a< 00 (3.3.5) 

for uj= bi j= o, t1, ±, 2, ± ... 
The PS gNN(? ) has period 21flb 9 and as gNN(? ) a 

gHN(-i'\ ), we may define the interval [0,7r/b] as the 

fundamental domain for gNN(? ý). The frequency 7T/b is known 

as Nyquist frequency. It is also called the folding 

frequency, since effectively higher frequencies are folded 

down into the interval [0, iT/b 

Now, it easily follows from (3.3.2) and (3.3.5) that 

the two power spectra gKN(\) and fNN(7) are related through 

the following expression 

00 
fNN 

-t- ý (3.3.6) `ý 
6 2rº ' ONNýaý 1 -IT 

I Z-00 

We see from (3.3.6) that the frequency X of the 
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spectrum gNN(? ) relates to the frequencies T, \± 2TT 
f ... 

of the spectrum fNN(% ). It is also related to the frequencies 

-, -± 
2TT 

", ... since gNN(7) is an even function. For this 

reason the frequencies 

2+2,7rj 5_, 

17jr 

have been called aliases by Tukey (Tukey, 1959b). 

If the power spectrum fNN(; \) behaves as a Poisson 

process with mean rate pN for ý greater than , r/b (Nyquist 

frequency), then 

yNN(I) = {NN (I) 
. 

(3.3.7) 

Alternatively, as stated in the beginning of this 

section, the estimation of the PS may be based on the periodo- 

gram of the point process. Bartlett (1963a) defines the 

periodogram of a point process by analogy with the periodogram 

of a stationary time series, that is 

7Nýý%)T )y -ao<ý<oo (3.38) 

where 
4T)(? 

\) is given by 

dIVW 
5 (3.3.9 -rz ) 

and d(N)(? ) is the finite Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the 

counting process N(t) defined as 

= fi'dAf() 
. 0 

(3.3.10) 

The properties of the statistic (3.3.9) are developed in the 

next section. 
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3.4 THE FINITE FOURIER-STIELTJES TRANSFORM OF THE COUNTING 

PROCESS 

Let N(t) be an integer-valued stationary point process 

defined on the interval (0, T] with differential increments 

dN(t) = N(t, t+dt]. Let 4T)( ) be the normalized finite 

Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the counting process N(t) 

given by (3.3.9). Then we have the following property. The 

Fourier transform 
4T)( 

2) is a complex function with respect 

to j satisfying the relation 

TA (-a)= T) 
(3.4.1) 

where 
4T)(A ) is the complex conjugate function of J(")(-A). 

We now turn to the problem of finding the asymptotic 

distribution of JNT) (ý ). If we denote by N10 (0,2 it f (ý) 

the complex univariate normal distribution with mean 0 and 

variance 2 -rr fNN(; k) (ref. Goodman, 1963), then we have 

Theorem 3.4.1: Let N(t) be a stationary point process on (0, T] 

with differential increments dN(t) = N(t, t+dt], satisfying 

Lemma 1.2 of Appendix I. For +o, the function JNT) (A) is 

asymptotically N1C(0,2 7r fNN(\ )) variate. Also J('2)(0) 

N(O, T]/T is asymptotically N1(pNTý, 2 Tr fNN(0)) variate. 

Proof: We will show that the cumulants of J(T)(a ) tend to the 

oumulants of the normal distribution N, C (0,2-it fNN(: A ))@ 

We have for the first cumulant 

ET ýý(ýý 
e- ̀ý r/2 s, 11 aT/z ýo 77.1 
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where pN is the MI. It is clear that the first cumulant tends 

to zero as T1 m- o. 

Next 

// 
r) 

! CO 
-l- r Ss'n -a)T 2 sih -a T 

a) o as fvw 
-� 

For i- ý we have 

cov(JNTI%)f 
t"O SýnP-a)Z Y /;, 

Vv(a)da, 

The function 1 1S'"ýýýaýT z becomes a delta function as 
Z7rT %'(X)/2 

Ti oO (Papoulis, 1962) and 

cov (TN )(1) 
, 

TN , (A 

Finally 

GUMý T 
i),... 

) 
7N(IK)j=( )T Li ( 3j)TN".. Nýal'... ýýK-! ) + o(% 

T 

where Qýý(a) =f e-`°`dU . This result follows from Lemma 2.1 
0 

given in Appendix I. 

The kth order cumulant of J(")(%) will tend to zero for 

k>2. The above form of argument was used by Brillinger 

(1970b, 1972) for continuous time series and interval functions, 

respectively. 

In practice, the Fourier-Stieltjes transform (3.3.9) 
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can be approximated by 

T N )ýa) 
= 

d7 /, 
z 

where now 
T-1 

dn ýrý(1) 
=Ee 

ýýN(t#1' 
- N(E) (3.4.3) 

t=a 
4N )(; \) then becomes the standardized discrete Fourier 

transform of the number of events of N(t) in the interval 

(t, t+1J, t=0,..., T-1 (ref. Brillinger, 1972 for a similar 

procedure applied in the analysis of time series). 

The difference { N(t+1)-N(t)J takes on the value 0 

when no events have occurred, and the value 1 when an event 

has occurred in the interval (t, t+1]. 

3.5 THE ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE PERIODOGRAM OF A 

POINT PROCESS 

Lemma 2.1 of Appendix I suggests that one could consider 

estimates of the form 
4T) (\) 4T) (7) for the spectrum of a 

point process. The periodogram given by 

Ný s ýý ý1IT 
gat z() 

21rT 7, 
dNýý)(a1- 

7rTl 
fe äN(E)> 

> -ao <o0 3.5.1 
0 

has the same symmetry, non-negativity and evenness as the 

PS of a point process defined by (3.3.2). These properties 

suggest that the function 
4(7) 

is an obvious estimate of 

the spectrum (Bartlett, 1963a; Brillinger, 1969). However, 

as we shall see, (3.5.1)is not a consistent estimate, and we 
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will consider the problem of constructing consistent estimates 

of the PS based on INN, (7). 

We start by examining the statistical behaviour of 

Imo) (%) in an attempt to clarify the source of difficulty 

of this estimate. The following theorems discuss the first 

and second order properties of the periodogram. 

Theorem 3.5.1: Let N(t) be a univariate stationary point 

process on (0, T] with MI pN and second-order CF gNN(u). 

Suppose that gNN(u) exists and satisfies (3.3.1). Let also 
NN)() be given by (3.5.1). Then 

2 
Pý ; IT/ j 

E{INNiý)}=(27rT)ýý Sin T(ý-a)lZ 
J� 

_ cx INN 
(a) da. t L( s' <4 <oo . (3.5.2) ( )ý2 

} 
2frT (-717f) 

Proof: The periodogram can be written as 

(r) I TT_ 

INN(A)= -(e 
(t-s)odN(t)dN(s) 

7f 0 

Then 

TT. 
Ef I (N 

2ýTJ 
Je `ýºCt-s)If dN(t) dN(s) 

00 

TT"C 
ý {-S 

_ -L 
I2T 

27r eE PNS(ý-s) + gA/N(4-s) .] di 
u(s +e `A(t-1) tds 

vJ , QrtT) ) 
00 

r1T 
. 27rT J 

CT lLl) C *1NN(, `)] e ýa aitc 
+- 

Pnc S' ýTý'? z 

T 2irT 
( 

V2 

6y subsf, 'iu. i, '. "y = t-s a'iaL v_s 
T 

2 ff_`ý"du pN 
T . ZIT 72- 



by ws%ii 
(3.3.2) 

70 
- 

cl" (a) da +N 
00 7 

1T loo ýýýT 
rl ý'/ er`(A ra) 

lNN 
s, n 1 T/ 

-T 2T ý7/z 

1 foO 7s117 (a-a)T/2 2. ý PN s, 1T/z ,2 
. 
ZnT J 

ao - l, v 
%) da + 

a)/2 

for 
- O°< 2 <°° 

In the case that .#0, the final term in the above 

expression is negligible and we see that E{ INN)(? ) is 

essentially a weighted average of the fNN(7 ), with weight 

concentrated in the neighbourhood of ?. 

Corollary 3.5.1: The periodogram I)(T) is an unbiased 

estimate of the PS fNN(7) as Tiºoo, p 

Proof: The function in expression (3.5.2) (iT'2)2 
becomes a delta function as Ti-'- oo 

Hence E{ INN(T) C ý) f-- fN (; \ ) as T i-ý oo 

Proposition 3.5.1: Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.5.1 , 

and if 00 f /uý'gNNý'ýýidý < then Ej Imo) (11 ) fN1p) 

+ 0(T-1) for 0. 

Proof: The proof is similar to that used for Theorem 3.5.1, 

and applying Lemma 2.1 of Appendix I. 

Theorem 3.5.2: Let N(t) be a univariate stationary point 

process on (O, T] with MI pN and CF gNN(u) satisfying 

1a IuI11 
u)IdG. < cp Suppose that ý, ý, U Then eNNý ý ý+- 
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k) fr) j 5lH0f-0T/2]2[ sýýº ia"ý`ýTý2 2/ 

C0v 
{1NN(a), INN(mI 

-I+%- 

JJf)VIV6 1 

+0 (T1) 

Proof: From the definition of the fourth-order cumulant it 

follows that 

d1, 
ß $ 

dpi I 

c 
(1) dN 0) 

54 Ný 
f'/I = Cl4M 

d 
'V" COV N 

{J 
Ný 

"r cum ICdN, Eý)}. cuýn! cý(N)(1) I 
d: t, 1`'/J dN)t=f`ý1 *u++, 

fdV' T 
-0)1. dNýý), 

CLOWn 
L( 

dd(I ))1. CU, rn ( cýN'ý; i) 7 aNýý`ý d1 / )t + Cw» S cýc, yý a)1. Cc1ºº1 
LJl 

+ cuýº, {d h)ý. 
tuýº, {a(N(µ)}. cum{ dN(-ý), dN("i`) + cu4n dN(-a) 

(T) T) 

"r cum{dNla)} ckm, { - }"cui, jdNT-I dN(µ)}+cu {d ý)}. curn{dN( . cuºnidN 

cu», {d, (r)0), 4(ý)ý"ck», [d 
+ cttlº1{dN(a)j d4(ß. 9. cup, { ci d,, iý(-f') Cý') 

r1 ý, 

Also, from Lemma 2.1 of Appendix I we have 

Curº'tf CltV d l, 
(2ir) 
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Ctlºn ci(N)ýý)ý 1 p(Nr)ýý`ý , 
(7ý- 

ý} (zn zQ(T) 
a 1'ý t o(1 

Cum{ z7r6(T(4-mý"VN(a)fý11ý 

Cum {dAt (-a)] = dýTý(-ý) ýN + 0(s) 

If we substitute these expressionsin (*) we get 

t 0( 

and so, 

cov{ INN(1)1 I, (ft. )] _ 
sin +ý)7'2 2+ 

srnýa-ý)Tý. Z 
z{0 N%)*0(T") 

f` J- )l2 

for I)ýI1±t -A0 

Corollary 3.5.2: Under the conditions of the above theorem 

we have 

Var ( 
VAIN] TNN 

N +ý ýr ý 

GOVT SNNN I, r .J (&) 
r0 

(T ) 

Proof: The proof easily follows from Theorem 3.5.2. 

Bri linger (1975a) uses the same kind of arguments in 

finding the second-order properties of the periodogram of an 

ordinary time series. 
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Corollary 3.5.2 suggests that no matter how large T is taken, 

the variance of will tend to remain at the same level 

f (; \). It is also clear from the second part of Cor. 3.5.2 

that adjacent periodogram ordinates are uncorrelated for large 

T. The asymptotic behaviour of the periodogram of a point 

process is, therefore, similar to that of the periodogram of 

a continuous time series. 

Finally, the following theorem shows that distinct 

periodogram ordinates are asymptotically independent XI variates. 

Theorem 3.5.3: Let N(t) be a univariate stationary point 

process on (0, T] satisfying conditions of Theorem 3.5.2. 

Suppose aj5 IK I ýj ±0 for I 43 <I .7" 
Let 

T 
I ýNýiý) 

=11f eý`ý{dNCt) 
z for -00< 2-ir T0 

Then INN)( are asymptotically independent 

f ýj)X2 variates. NN 1)- 

Pr: Th. 3.4.1 indicates that Re { 
4T)( 7j )} and Im 

4T)(? 
j)J 

are asymptotically independent N(0, ,r TfNN(? j) variates 

(Koopmans, 1974; ps 26-27). Then it follows in the same way 

as in Brillinger (1975a), p414, that- 

r) .0 
(1j) [Re dý ][4 

1ý 2 T( 

is asymptotically fNN(% j) The asymptotic independence 

for different ordinates I an), j=1,..., J, follows from the 
AI AV 

asymptotic independence of dN 
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3.6 EXAMPLE: ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE PERIODOGRAM OF 

A POISSON POINT PROCESS 

Let N(t) be a univariate stationary Poisson point process 

on (0, T] . The first and second-orderyproperties of the 

periodogram of this process are derived in the following 

theorems. 

Theorem 3.6.1: Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.5.1 the 

expected value of the periodogram Imo)(? ) for a Poisson point 

process is given by 

vTs, * 2 Ca) EI (r)( 
_ 

PN P, { 
NNa 

ýI 
Wr -Tr 2 T/z 

) 
for aO 

(i + PMT) (b) E{INN(ýý = 27r 

Proof: The power spectrum of a Poisson process is a constant 

given by fý (ý) _, -<c oo . 

Then applying Theorem 3.5.1 we get 

ýa) J. T 
N) 

%)J = 
PI97r 

-, T2- 
rwr -ý T12 -) 

V N27 ( S"'l IT/2 2 
for 2# 0 

E{1NN(o)r 
= 

PN 
t 

'2rr 

rCi 
,., 

L 
Styl 1%2 2_ PN 

+ PvT) 
( 

T/ a -ý v ,2 2ir 
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This result is also given by Cox & Lewis (1968), p128, 

who use a different kind of argument which may be difficult 

to extend to processes which are not Poisson. 

Theorem 3.6.2: Under the assumptions of Theorems 3.5.1 and 

3.5.2 we have for the periodogram of a Poisson process that 

2 
(a) Vag{ for a. o 

J 
, VT 

(b) covl 
NN(ýs)ý 

1 
(az)} for a1#az#ý 

and 

(C) corn (12)) 
11 T 

for 
PN 

Proof: If we apply the same argument as used in Theorem 

3.5.2 we have 

WN(n)+... 
1 Vary N(a)1 

= 
. 
Zý17)2 

LF'`'n)3T fVYV (1 - A) +(ßn)27.. t2 
l 

+f2 M,, V 
(I ) 

'WIV 

Sn' 
3+2Z +O(T'2) ) since Nis a Poisson Process 

z 
T _y T, ep- C PN 
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The same argument used in Theorem 3.5.2 also gives 

COV{. L'j, 1), I 
"V(1,2)} 

--2, ý 2z t2 'r) 
3TýNNNNýýt 

*... 

217 
TNN1VN(l1)-31'31) +Q(T2) 

2rr P1v (T-2) 8v I 
T (2ir) 3z7 

This result can be modified to give 

fý1 h) P2 ýs/T +PN) + coy 11NNýýsý, INNCýýý} 

. Zn) T1 T+PN) (27r) (1plý *p ) Czar) TPAI (1+Piv? ) 

z 
_fP, 

v (7 _z ý 
ýzn)z 1T for 

L PN ) 

By combining the above two relations for the variance 

and the covariance we find that 

corrýI 
,v 

11); I2)) cov 
T1;, 

A2) 
_ 

VarýZn, y(41)) Var y1 112 i+p T)2 

J PNT s PNT)2 ý+PNT t D(T"z) = 1+ PT, 
ýor 

N 

The results found here for the covariance and correlation 

of two ordinates of the periodogram of a Poisson point process 

are also the same as those given by Cox & Lewis (1968) who 

used an approach, which may only be applicable to Poisson 

processes, whereas our method may be applied more generally. 
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We now turn to the problem of smoothing the periodogram 

and constructing estimates of the PS of a point process with 

better properties than estimate (3.5.1) considered in section 

3.5. 

3.7 THE WEIGHTED PERIODOGRAM AS AN ESTIMATE OF THE POWER 

SPECTRUM OP A POINT PROCESS. 

Theorem 3.5.3 indicates that the (2m+1) adjacent 

periodogram ordinates INN)( + 
2-), J=0, ± 1,..., ±m are 

z 
approximately fNN(ý) X /2 variates. It is, therefore, obvious 

that a new class of general estimates of the PS may be 

presented by 

3.7.! TNNýa _ 
w'INN(at 1{O 

J= -sn 
/ 

-. r -etw'. rNN, +ý I '{ý'0 
(3.7.2) 

where Wj, j=0, ± 1,..., + m, are the weights satisfying 

I" Tw. _1 , 
(3.7.3) 

j- - on 

and also m/T ;0 as T t-- ca . 
The following theorems examine the first and second-order 

properties of estimate (3.7.1) to (3.7.2). 

Theorem 3.7.1: Let N(t) be an integer-valued stationary point 

process on (O, TJ with MI pN and CF gNN(u). Suppose that gNN(u) 
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satisfies 
f1 

gNN(u) I du < 00 . 
by (3.7.1) to (3.7.2). Then 

Let f 
(N) (T) be given 

vo E{TiyN)ýý)J 
= Aýýýct)ýNN(j"a)cta +ý w. 0t. 4p 7-Iý 'ý; jý#D 

L 
2ýr j--P, i (a t 1)l, ß 

I�o 
00 

TNNIýýQ)dcz + 
p^' 

w Sýn(ýt 
2ý' 

,,. z 
2 ,,, uýýa) 

where 

A'rta) r9 wý F(rt a 

B'(a)= ý 
Jai T 

YZ 
. WjFý'(a- 1-12i Wj 

j=s 

and 

a12 
1)- 

00 < a. < 00 

Proof: The proof is similar to one given in Theorem 3.5.1 

making the appropriate changes to include the weights Wj. 

Corollary 3.7.1: Suppose in addition to the assumptions of 

the theorem 3.7.1,3, 
N(u) sate-sfies 

flt4, /9h"v(")/c"4 < oo and '/T ß--S-0 as Ti--+- 00 . 

Then 

E{(N(A)} 
_, vNt0(T 

f) for 
- <<oo 

If Ti -- oo , fNN) (\) is asymptotically an unbiased estimate of 

fNN (? \ ). 
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Proof: From expression (3.7.1) we have that 

E{f(Nýýý)}_ Wj 
1*-M 

ý' 1 {d, 7i*) ffý Wj £ Div( )} where 

Mp 
ºn 

_ wJ 

. 
ZrrT C $1(dN 

ýa*) 
J 

div 
lýil ) -h 

8; 
W. sin a *7) Q% 

9=-rn C 
, 
2nT 

. 
1__M 

1 A*'/2 

P" 12xR 
_ Wj 27rT 

{2ýTýNN(ý#) 
-m 

Z %' wl t5ýA 12 
, 
P) 

' 

which follows from Lemma 2.1 of Appendix I. Then 

(r) j a* T1,2 E{{N N1 w' &'o") 

+ aý"T Z w; sät zTý t o(T"'j . 
For T º-ý and -, $o we have that aýº-ý a and f) (iý) is an 

asymptotically unbiased estimate of fNN(T )' 

Theorem 3.7.2: Let N(t) be a univariate stationary point 

process on (O, T] with MI pN and CF gNN(u) satisfying 
jI 

U/ J INN(u)I du < oo . Let fNN) (ý) be given by (3.7.1) 

and (3.7.2). Suppose ,/51 týy6 o, then 

V1r 2 rt 
arNNlj) - TN(1) 

ZW12 
fO(7--'j i, a,, #'0 

's-on 

vj}ý a-o las 

Also ý Mý COV {NN(1)i6, 
v(ý)]=O(T"l) 
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Pry: The proof follows from Theorem 3.5.2 and Corollary 

3.5.2 and taking into consideration the necessary changes 

for the weights Wj. 

If o, then for large T the variance of this 

estimate is proportional to 
'"wjt. 

f w2 will be minimized it- 

subject to the constraint ,: 
WJ =1 , if we choose 

1+ Js 
Wj =` 2m+1 for j=0, - 1,..., m. 

Theorem 3.7.3: Let N(t) be a univariate stationary point 

process on (0, T] satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 3.7.2. 

Let f(l) (ý) be the estimate defined by (3.7.1) to (3.7.2). 

Suppose qj±2k0 for 1<j<k4J. Then f) (ý\1), 
... , 

) (? J) are asymptotically independent with f(T)p\) f NN NN 

asymptotically 

{NN(ý)Z WjX, q(J)/2 If o 

and 

2 m 
vi X, 

' 
vj 

1°s "s J 

The different chi-squared variates appearing are 

statistically independent. 

Proof: The proof is similar to the one given in Theorem 3.5.3 

making the necessary changes for the weights Wj. 

The asymptotic distribution of f(2)(? ) is clearly a 

weighted combination of independent chi-squared variates. 
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In practice, there is a standard procedure (Box, 1954)used 

to approximate the distribution of the weighted sum of 

independent X2 variates by a multiple, ex; , of a chi-squared 

distribution, where ' are the degrees of freedom. In order 

to evaluate the mean and the degrees of freedom of the chi- 

squared distribution we equate the first- and second moments 

of this distribution with the first and second moments of 

the quantity 
ý 

Z, vj X, ýýý ý2 , i. e. 

M 

8v Wj or 

92. Qv Z WW2 or y_23.7.5) f=-m W1ý 

Theorem 3.7.2 indicates that the estimate of the form (3.7.1) 

to (3.7.2) will have minimum variance when 

Wj =I 
In 1-1 1) 

j-Ojtlj. --3. tpn . 

This choice of the weights then gives the estimates 

l(T)( T/ 2r , 
1NN1 ýýyt1 1NN1 a+ 1) for a#0 

'c-m 

ºn ;1 NN zrrl for 
T- 

). 
p. 

a 

(3.7.6) 

(3.7.7) 
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Theorem 3.7.4_: Let N(t) be a stationary point process on 

(0, T] satisfying assumptions of Theorem 3.7.1. Suppose that 

the CF gXH(u) satisfies the condition 

f ful 1 gNNýuýý d(. 

Then the estimate f)(? \) given by (3.7.6) to (3.7.7) is an 

asymptotically unbiased estimate of the power spectrum fNN(7 )" 

Also, the variance and the covariance of this estimate is given 

by 

ý/ar ýiYN (ý) ==+0 (T. lý for 1-0 3.7.8) 

= 
fm ýýý 

+0 (T, 1) for o 3.79) 

and 
0Vf fVV 

Proof: The proof follows from Theorems 3.7.1 and 3.7.2 and 

Corollary 3.7.1. 

The estimate given by (3.7.6) to (3.7.7) is a simple 

average of the periodogram ordinates in the neighbourhood of 

T. The mean value of f(T)(N) is a weighted average of the 

PS in the neighbourhood of 7. If m is not too large compared 

to T, and fNN(ý) is smooth, then E {f(7 ) may be close 
) } 
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to fXN(7) (see Th. 3.7.1). The bias of this estimate will 

generally be greater than-, that of Imo) ( 7\ ). (Brillinger, 

1975a; P135, discusses this point in the case of the 

periodogram of an ordinary time series). However, the 

variance of the estimate 
4(7\) is 

m+ 
times that of the 

unsmoothed periodogram which suggests that by choosing an 

appropriate value of m we can find an acceptable level of 

stability in the estimate. Moreover, the bias of the estimate 

f(T)p\) may increase as m gets larger, and so a compromise 

. value of m will have to be found. (For more details about 

this point refer to Brillinger, 1975a; p136). 

We now consider applications of this estimate to the 

analysis of the data sets described in Chapter 1. In 

addition, modifications'of this estimate to include convergence 

factors are also considered and then applied to the same data 

sets. 

Finally, the idea of a zero mean point process is 

introduced. We believe that it further improves the 

properties of the estimate of the power spectrum. 

3.8 FURTHER ESTIMATES OF THE SPECTRUM OF A POINT PROCESS: 

INTRODUCTION OF THE ZERO MEAN POINT PROCESS AND THE 

USE OF CONVERGENCE FACTORS: EXAMPLE OF SPECTRAL ESTIMATES 

BASED ON THE PERIODOGRAM OF ENTIRE RECORD 

The suggested method for estimating the power spectrum 

described in sections 3.5 and 3.7 depends on the calculation 

of the periodogram, 
4(7), 

which in turn is based on the 
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finite Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the counting process 

(ref. section 3.3, equation (3.3.10)). In practice, to be 

able to apply the fast Fourier transform we approximate 

equation (3.3.10) by taking the Fourier-Stieltjes transform 

of the first differences {i«tý1)-N(t) } 
of the counting 

process (equ. 3.4.3). It is shown in Appendix II how the 

spectrum of X(t) NSt+h -N t} is reQaLed to the spectrum 

of point process N(t) when h=1 and JAI,., -7r. 
The discrete Fourier transform of equation (3.4.3) is 

then carried out by using the Sande-Tukey Radix 2 form of the 

Fast Fourier transform (FFT) (Gentleman & Sande, 1966). 

Two features of the analytic properties of the discrete 

Fourier-transform must be kept in mind when applying this 

transform to the estimation of spectra. 

First, the application of the discrete Fourier-transform 

to a record of length T results in an estimated spectrum which 

at each frequency is a weighted average of the true spectrum 

in the neighbourhood of this frequency (Bloomfield, 1976; 

Brigham, 1974 and Brillinger, 1975a). This phenomenon is 

called leakage. Since the object of a harmonic analysis is 

to separate out the effects of different frequencies, and 

since leakage may obscure interesting features of a spectrum, 

procedures must be adopted to minimize leakage. One method 

is to multiply the data by a smoothing function prior to 

taking its transform. Functions used to multiply the data 

before taking its Fourier transform are called convergence 

factors, data windows, or tapers ( Brillinger, 1975a; Chapter 

3, particularly section 3.3). A second feature of the discrete 

Fourier transform is a kind of aliasing in the time domain, 
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and is called aliasing of separations (Tukey, 1980). The 

application of the discrete Fourier transform, using any 

algorithm, of length M leads to aliasing of time separations 

of T and T-M. Tukey (1980) demonstrates how aliasing of 

separations occurs, and shows that it may be broken by 

adding zeroes to the data. The addition of zeroes to the 

data is called padding by Tukey. 

Therefore, it is clear from above that the application 

of the discrete Fourier transform inherently carries with it 

an aliasing of separations, and leakage. 

In practice, in order to reduce the leakage and break 

up possible aliasing of separations we use the following 

procedures prior to taking the finite Fourier transform of 

a sample record: 

(i) Subtract the mean intensity of N(t) from the differences 
[N(t+l)-N(t)/ 

,t=0,1,..., T-1. 

(ii) Multiply the data resulting from procedure (i) by 

a convergence factor. 

(iii) Add zeroes to the record so that the length of the 

sample to be transformed is a power of 2. (In practice 

this amounts to adding approximately 512 zeroes to the 

data sets previously described). 

A second kind of aliasing called aliasing of frequencies 

is known to the spectrum analysts for many decades (Blackman & 

Tukey, 1959). In our case we avoid this problem by taking the 

sample interval to be 1 msec, which is adequate to ensure that 
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there is no aliasing of frequencies over the range of 

frequencies for which an estimate of the power spectrum 

is calculated. The range of frequencies, for which the 

estimate of the power spectrum is calculated, must be 

the open interval (O, ir) since rr is the Nyquist frequency. 

Continuing in this section, we now consider the 

sampling distribution of the Fourier-Stieltjes transform 

of the first differences of the counting process when a 

convergence factor is contained within the transform. In 

this case the Fourier-Stieltjes transform can be written as 

d1 (ý) =j KT ({)e týN(ý) 
Kr({)e `I4CN(t{s)-N(t)J 

where k(t) is a convergence factor. The function k(t) 

satisfies the following assumption. 

Assumption 3.8.1: The function k(u), -ý<a< ,9 is even, 

of bounded variation, vanishes for pul S, and takes the 

value 1 for u=0 (ref., e. g., Parzen, 1957 ). 

The asymptotic properties of the periodogram based 

on equation (3.8.1) are also derived. 

Furthermore, the fact that we subtract the mean 

intensity from the data prior to taking its Fourier-Stieltjes 

transform suggests the consideration of the sampling 

distribution of the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the 

modified counting process (called the zero-mean point processl 

and the asymptotic properties of the periodogram based on this 

modification. Finally, we show in the last section of this 

chapter that the introduction of the zero-mean point process 

considerably simplifies the derivation of the properties of 
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time domain parameters in terms of frequency domain 

parameters. 

Theorem 3.8.1: Let N(t) be a stationary point process on 

(0, T] with differential increments dN(t) satisfying 

Assumption 1.2 of Appendix I. Let also 
dNT)(a) be given 

by (3-8.1). Then, for #0, the distribution of d 
(T) (2 ) 

is approximately /N1C(o, 2fNN(() f k'(f)dt) . 

Proof: We note that the standardised first order cumulant 

is given by 

.r J/2E{dNr)(A) 
j=T 

k7(t)e. 'II -- 1z 
H ') 

'` 

where Hr(, ) _ Zk7(t) e"`ýt 
t 

Therefore, the first order cumulant tends to zero for all 

values of A (a # o) as 

Next, it follows from Lemma 2.2 Appendix I that 

TCum fý(N ýa) c(Ný(µ)} =TH 
ýýý+ 

i) {N /2) +0ý1) 

So, cum (4TH (2 ), dNT) (µ)) tends to zero as T. 

For 1=-» we have 

A (r) A A -T, Cam f T-Icov ýdý (A) ý Cý 

= T'i Var { [,, (7)ß1) fk2()cJf() 0(i) > 

and 

V r{a(Ný')) 27rTJk2(f)cat{NNp) 
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Finally 

T 
lum f dN ) iAs)ý... ý ýN%t)} =T 

e/x(sir) -IýTý * n(T'' t 
ýýs 

_ (27.0 t-i Ts-e12 K 
C(t). 

1, N" "N 

/" 

This cumulant of order 1 tends to zero as T º-ý oo for 1>2. 

Theorem 3.8.2: Let N(t) be a stationary point process on 

(0, T] satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 3.8.1. Let 

k(u), - oo< u <00 , satisfy Assumption 3.8.1 and dNT) (ý) be 

given by (3.8.1) . If we define 

im(rv 

e7r 'V cl v 

then for 2ýJý ±ý# p we have 

(ý) Ef INN(S)} f4/Al () f 
k2ýE)cýf t 0ý1ý 

and 

00 Go� 
ý INN (1) INN' ýi`ý} 0(Jý 

" 

proof: (i) For the expectation of the periodogram INN, ( ) 

we get 

IN ýý1 _ LirT 
Ef cam CäNrýý)i 

+2 1. 
{dA:?; )}E(ci, )}=XIrT 2 If, o)TNN(l)+ 

ýrTýI 
Ht ý1)J'+0(1) 

_ ýWv(i) f k2(f)ali + O(1) for 0 -yd 
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where 

ytTiý) = kWT) e_ 

and 

N, ý %) _ k2(t/r) =Tf k2(t)oLt 

Also, we have 

ýe- Hýr)ý 2j) k¢(t/T)e-`1J 

(ii) For the covariance of two different ordinates of the 

periodogram we find 

COV 
lI N)(ýý7 

1NN`ý)} -1 COV (dN)ýaýaNýý)J dNýý-)dNýkýl 
l- (zrT) jjj 

I (r) (7) 

2'rr)i if 
(z'r) Hi, °){NNNNýaf'ýýµ) +DT 

[ zn «z (a+mfNN(a) 
+0(7)]. [ z7ry (a /i (MvM +o(7)J 

+ 217H -/i. )4Nýý) t0(T)JC2rtHý ýý+µ)fNNýý)t0(7) 

IH 12+ 1 () i_ , {NN 
} 

(1) * 0(1) TT 

It is clear that 

CoV S 
.ý N) 

ýý) 
,1N, 

(, ) ] "' 0 ý1) for týi 0. 
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Theorem 3.8.2 suggests the following unbiased estimate of 

the PS of a point process- 

1' (7) 
_ 1NN) INýv 0) 

k2(ý)d f 
(3.8.2) 

Then 

Corollary 3.8.1: Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.8.2 we 

have 

(i) f,,, v(1) + o(s) 

ýii 

Cov I 
N)ýý) 1 

INNýý) 
_ ia'i')I2 ' N2 %)f ýI N4 + 

IHýrýý*f )I TNMýýýýý1) 

where 

K2(t/T)e and fly (a)= ZKf(f1T)^' TIK2(i)di 

Proof: The proof is similar to that given for Theorem 3.8.2. 

We now define the Fourier-Stieltjes transform based on 

the zero mean point process as follows 

dýv'ý(a) _ K(t/7) eý`ý{divý (3.8.3) 

where 

N(t) N(t) _PN L 

Theorem 3.8.3: Under the conditions of Theorem 3.8.1 
4TO\) 

has the same asymptotic distributions as d(T)(% 0 
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Proms The proof follows by substituting N'(t) = N(t)-pNt 

for N(t) and using the same arguments as in Theorem 3.8.1. 

In relation to d(T)(; \) we may now define the 

periodogram 
4T1(? ) as 

INS', '(; ) =L y7 o) 
d, () d) (3.8.5) 

The asymptotic first- and second-order properties of the 

modified periodogram are demonstrated in the next theorem. 

Theorem 3.8.4: Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 3.8.2 

are satisfied. Then 

Ef 
fr) ) 

5 INNýýaý) = 7NNýýý ýý1ý 

and 

cov{ Ij 
, 111 IN''lýýy =/ f%(0)/ /ý1 ýA-(`)I Z+ I HA (1+F)/2) 

INN(A) +oO) 
. 

Proof: The proof follows directly from Corollary 3.8.1. 

The remainder of this section presents examples of the 

use of two of the estimates previously described. We first 

consider the application of estimate (3.8.5) 

Xn s (o) 

to the calculation of the spectrum of the spontaneous 

discharge of the Ia sensory axon (Fig. 3.8.1). A smooth 
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estimate of the spectrum is obtained by using the following 

expression 

(T) 

(3.8.6) 

The first and second order properties and the asymptotic 

distribution of this estimate are considered in Section 3.9. 

Comparisons of the spectral estimates of the spontaneous 

Ia discharge are given when different weighting schemes are 

used. In each of the examples we use as a convergence factor 

a split bell cosine with a 10% tapering at the beginning and 

the end of the data (Bloomfield, 1976, p194). The first 

weighting scheme used is a simple averaging procedure of the 

periodogram ordinates (Figs. 3.8.2 a-d), the second one is a 

modified Daniell weighting scheme (Figs. 3.8.3 a-d), and 

finally in Figs. 3.8.4 (a-d) we demonstrate the use of a 

quadratic weighting scheme. 

In the other examples estimate (3.8.6)is used to 

calculate the spectrum of the Ia discharge when different 

input conditions are imposed on the muscle spindle. The 

spectrum of the Ia discharge in the presence of xS activity 

using a simple average weighting scheme (Figs. 3.8.5 a-d) is 

compared with the same spectral estimates when a quadratic 

weighting is used (Figs. 3.8.6 a-d). Finally, the spectrum 

of the Ia discharge in the presence of a length change 

imposed on the muscle spindle (Fig. 3.8.7) is compared with 

the spectrum of the Ia discharge in the presence of both a 

Ws input to the muscle spindle and an imposed length 
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Fig, 3.8.2: Estimated power spectrum of the spontaneous Ia 
discharge calculated by averaging 2m+1 
Periodogram ordinates (a) m=5, (b)1Am 10, 
(c) m= 15, and (d) m= 20. T2. 
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Pig. 3.8.3: Estimated power spectrum of the spontaneous 
Ia discharge obtained by smoothing the 
periodogram with a modified Daniell weighting 
scheme. (a) m=5, (b)14m = 10, (c) m= 15, 
and (d) m= 20. Ta20 
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Fig. 3.8.4: Estimated power spectrum of the spontaneous 
Ia discharge obtained by smoothing the 
periodogram with a quadratic weightin 
scheme. (a) m= 16, (b)14m = 32, 

(c) 
m- 40, 

and (d) ma8. T=2. The arrows in 
Figures (b), (c) and (d) indicate negative 
values. 
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Fig. 3.8.5: Estimated power spectrum of the Ia discharge 
in presence of a fusimotor input calculated 
by averaging 2m+1 periodogram ordinates. 

am= 7f (b) m1T 15, (c) ma 31, and 
(d) m=45. T=2 . 
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Fig. 3.8.6: Estimated power spectrum of the Ia discharge 
in presence of a fusimotor input obtained by 
smoothing the periodo ram with a uadratic 
weighting scheme. (a) ma 32, 

(b) 
ma 64, 

(c) m= 96, and (d) m= 128. T at 214. The 
dotted line corresponds to the estimated power 
spectrum of a Poisson point process with the 
same mean rate. 
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change (Fig. 3.8.8). 

in both of these cases. 

A simple average weighting is used 

The procedures used in the numerical evaluation of 

the periodogram I(TNº(N) presented in Fig. 3.8.1 are as 

follows: 

(1) The finite Fourier-Stieltjes transform is calculated 

by using the three steps described in the beginning of 

this section. 

(2) Once the finite Fourier-Stieltjes transform has been 

calculated, the calculation of INTNO(? ) is implemented 

by using equation (3.8.5). 

Each periodogram ordinate plotted corresponds to 

frequency n=2, n=1,2,..., 2000 where S is the 

extended sample equal to 214, since the original sample, 

T= 15872 was extending to S= 16384 by adding 512 zeroes. 

Although the expected periodic components are present 

in this spectral estimate, the lack of smoothness of the 

estimate obscures detailed features of these components. 

This lack of smoothness of the periodogram can be attributed 

to 

(a) The variance of 
4T1 (7) does not decrease as To-- oo , and 

(b) Adjacent ordinates of the periodogram are asymptotically 

independent (see Th. 3.8.4). 

(a) and (b) together suggest that the periodogram of 

a point process does not converge to the true spectrum. ( Cox 

and Lewis (1968) demonstrate a similar behaviour for the 

periodogram-based estimate of the spectrum of intervals 

between events, and Bartlett (1950) and Hannan (1960) 
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demonstrate similar properties for the periodogram of a time 

series. The cause of the instability of the periodogram of 

a time series has also been discussed by Jenkins (1961) and 

Brillinger (1975a)). 

The following figures demonstrate the effects on the 

shape of the estimated spectrum of using different smoothing 

procedures in the calculation of the spectral estimates. 
(i) Figs. 3.8.2 (a-d), illustrate the estimate given by 

(3.8.6) for weights Wj = 
1, j=0, ± 1, ± 2,..., ± m. 2m+1 - 

and it was calculated for m=5,10,15,20. It is obvious 

that the stability of this estimate improves as m 

increases. The maxima shown in these figures correspond 

approximately to the values na 420,840. The first 

maximum occurs at 26.5 pulses/second (cps), which is the 

inverse of the mean value of the inter-spike intervals, 

while the second one occurs at twice this value. 
(ii) Figs. 3.8.3 (a-d) are also estimates of the PS given 

by (3.8.6). The weights used in these estimates are a 

modified Daniell weighting scheme and are given by 

INN)ýaýýl11 

C++--CJ 

i_! 

For m=2 the weights are This three-points 

weighting scheme is called "banning". These figures 

indicate the same characteristics as those described 

in Figs-3.8.2 (a-d) and have been calculated for the eame 

values of m (= 5,10,15,20). The only apparent difference 
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seems to be the presence of small peaks in the middle 

of each side-band around the second maximum. (This 

can be explained from expression (3.8.7) since the 

periodogram at frequency ? is weighted by 1/m which 

corresponds to twice the value of the other weights). 

(iii) Figs. 3.8.4 (a-d) illustrate a third method for 

smoothing the periodogram. This method was introduced 

by Bartlett (1963b) who extended a method of Rosenblatt 

(1956b), and derived a quadratic weighting scheme 

which, under some regularity conditions, minimises 

the mean square error of the estimate when T is large 

and m is small (m/T t-" 0 as Ti-" oo ) (Cox and Lewis, 

1968, p 131). The estimates in Figures 3.8.4 (a-d) 

have been calculated for m= 16,32,40,48. 

The weights for m= 16 are 

91 
5_ 

21 
3395 g9 129 151 489 189 5 

J79 1344 134-4 1344 1344 ý13ýrý )1344 134 t3ý4 13' 

while for m= 32 we have, 

2176 2176 
. 2176 2176 . 2176 2J76 £ I76 2177 2176 2J76 2i7G 

133 1,, 1.53 14-1 
X176'2176'2176 '21762176 3.2ý 6s". "" 

Figs. 3.8.2 to 3.8.4 indicate the importance of 

smoothing the periodogram. The smoothed periodogram clearly 

demonstrates the periodic nature of the discharge of the Ia 

sensory axon, and also reveals the presence of side-lobes 

associated with the main peaks in the periodogram. These 
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side-lobes may be attributed to a sinusoidal modulation of 

the periodic discharge (gayly, 1968). These figures also 

indicate that it is useful to try several different smoothing 

procedures. For example, the quadratic smoothing procedure 

(Fig. 3.8.4) possibly suggests the presence of additional 

side-lobes in the spectrum. 

The choice of a particular set of weights for estimating 

an unknown spectrum, (which is usually the case in practical 

problems) may be difficult.. In practice often little 

information is available in connection with the real spectrum. 

Thus the choice of a particular weighting scheme depends on 

experience. For example, a uniform scheme of weights is 

better for a flat or linearly increasing (decreasing) spectrum, 

but poor for peaked spectra (A discussion of this point is 

given in Lewis, 1970). 

The weighting schemes used for the smoothing of the 

periodogram of the Ia/ ''s were discussed earlier and are 

illustrated in Pigs. 3.8.5 (a-d) and Fig. 3.8.6 (a-d). The 

values of m used were 7,15,31,63 and 32,64,96,128, respectively. 

The comparison of these Figures indicate that the choice of a 

particular weighting scheme does not appear to affect the 

shape of the smoothed periodogram. 

Finally, the estimates of the power spectra for the Data 

Sets III and IV (Ch. 1, p22) are given by Figures 3.8.7 and 

3.8.8. They were calculated for ma 31. The number of 

ordinates of the estimates plotted were 3000 which correspond 
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to frequencies 

2n 'A, n = n= t)21"""1 3000 wýiere , 

Fig. 3.8.7 clearly suggests that the points of the 

process are further apart for low frequencies and gradually 

reach the limiting situation given by expression (3.3.3). 

Fig. 3.8.8 seems to include features of Figures 3.8.5 and 

3.8.7. 

3.9 A NEW CLASS OF CONSISTENT ESTIMATES OF THE POWER 

SPECTRUM OF A UNIVARIATE POINT PROCESS. EXAMPLES 

OF SPECTRAL ESTIMATES BASED ON THE FOURIER TRANSFORM 

OF THE AUTOCOVARIANCE FUNCTION 

In this section we consider the following estimate of 

the power spectrum of the univariate point process N, 

ýe ýauJ 
1 

(3.9.1) 
TNN' rN + 2ir ) 

sb 
7- 

(uj)1NN`uj 

where b is some bin width, uj = bj; j- 09 ± 1,... 9 
The function s pN and q., (u) are the estimates of the mean 

intensity and second-order cumulant function of the point 

process N. The function kT(u) a k(bTu) is a convergence 

factor satisfying Assumption 3.8.1. 

The constant bT is called the bandwidth of the estimate 

(3.9.1) (Parzen, 1957 ). It is assumed that bT tends to 0, 

as Tº----o in such a way that bTT i--co (Parzen, 1957; Brillinger, 

1975a)* 
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Convergence factors are also called data windows or 

tapers (Tukey, 1967). 

The Fourier transform of k(u) is defined as 

s r°° iau (3.9.2) 
k( V) e 

K(a) satisfies the following assumption. 

Assumption 3.9.1: K(a), - co 4aL ao 9 is real-valued, even , 
of bounded variation, with 

fK(adci=1 
and 1 K(a )f da <c 

p 

The estimate (3.9.1) may also be written in the form 

f 
N? 

M = 
L: KTaIda (3-9-3) 

where INN)(a) is the periodogram of the point process N 

defined by (3.5.1). The function KT(a) is called a spectral 

window (Parzen, 1961) and is given by 

T 
KT (cl) 

'2 
I? 

KT(14) e 
iaud4 (3.9.4) 

Following Brillinger (1972) we express estimate (3.9.3) as 

2n ZK '(ý 
_ , 

ý, ýs7 ()r 2ns (3.9.5) 
bTý- 

ZK(6iL 
Tlr J). 

rNNt 
'% 

) 

We now turn to the problem of developing the large 

sample properties of the mean, variance and covariance of 

the estimate (3.9.5). 

Theorem 3.9.1: Let N(t) be a univariate point process with 

differential increments dN(t) on (0, T3 . Suppose that the 

©econd-order cumulant function gNN(u) satisfies 
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Let fNNý( A) be given by (3.9.5). Then 

'T 1 
or -ao < <"ý . bTcr clot + 0(b T 

ý1NN }f KC I {NNýa 
-JT 

-op 

Furthermore, as T- oo, 
4 (1) is asymptotically an 

unbiased estimate of f(ý 

Proof: It follows from Lemma 2.3 of Appendix I that 

+00 

TNN' 
(ý 6T1 f If (b 

L J) - a3) 1, 
(a) datO (b 

.Tr, 
) 

and so, 

{ 
TN, 

ýýý} 
= b7 f00 

, 
Kl bT c 

-a]) 
EI INN(a» 

.+ 
0(CTT. t/ 

_ 

CK 

Iý- TbTa) dO(6T 
/ 

by using Th. 3.5.1 and Prop. 3.5.1. 

Now, for T- oo we have that bTý-- 0 but bTT 1- vO 

Thus 

E {fNN 
]NN() as To-co 

This implies that f ý(ý) is asymptotically an unbiased 

estimate of fNN(a). 

Theorem 3.9.2: Let N(t) be a stationary univariate point 

process on (O, T] with differential increments dN(t). 

Suppose that cumulant functions up to the fourth-order 

exist and satisfy 

0 

fJ1uJh/, 
((LJ, "", ý u7.1)f 

duý.. 
"a y.. j <00 6r 

J, 2)3)4 and 
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Let fNN) (A ) be given by (3.9.5). Then 

.d 
ei-, b7T Gov{ f N)(1)7 

fai, (j = 2r/Cý{ýýýý {ýtý} JfX 'rw o0 

where 

s :fu. =o 

0 o{{ýerwise 

Proof: For the covariance of f 
(2) (a ) and fNN) ( jý) we have 

that 

cov{ IV' Ný0ý} 
bT2JýJ. 

oivný"ý}o{a' 

00 00 

+ O(br T'ýý = 6TZý a]ý 111 r1 
(. 1, n aO'a'1T l }rin 

a-ci Tyý2 

, Via) + O(T-i))äada' 
, 

b1 kling Th. 3.5.2 

qq' 

= bTý 
.� 1q "(br b-cL])Wbr'[f 

-ctýp{ý .Ma. a'T/2ý2 { z(aýdada' 
a #a)T/2 

/ 
NN 

' bT l� ýo, Ki6TCa-a))K(öt'rý-a']ý (i c ') )2 ýNNýa)dada' 
1) 

o l6T2T'2) * 
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The first term in (*), if we substitute ßa bT-1( p 

can be written as 

br 1ýKý6Trýº-a])Kýbr ýýC-a'J)ý sºn a+aý 
z{Ndaala 

(« # )T/2 /z J 

+o0 

(, x &T 712 
(, x+ý-brP)TIX 

ý Q(a)d-aalA 

r 

tao 
6T 

/ 
00 
J 11 l 

6T 
J 

Kt 
l') 1 7T/ 

TNN 
ýö 

-ý + 6Tß d/' ýÖ 
1 

by setting -X- a+k-bTP 

For the second term in (*) we get 

b' KC6Tla 
! 

+ýý týýK(ýý s'ÖTý. 
2 

ýýýNN(! 
" G+brrýýrý' " 

Substituting these two expressionsin (*) we obtain 

fao 
bTTcvv{TNN)1'ý) 

/NNN(/')j ' J/ t1l6Týa? #j) fpJ 
K(ß)_L. 

71' 
i 

2'2) 
FNl ýýý+6T1'/ýrdÖ 

_ 
rN 

+2ý ff Krb; ýý, ý'%`+ý)ýßýK(ýý2ýT S12 
221 

(4 +0 (L 
.' 

,) 
+v(br) 

I: f we take the limit as T F-. - oo we have 

T... 0brT 
ýov17NN, ýaý) 

TNiy'ý/"ý f= 
211jf KZrß, ö1 /ý tµfÖý "ýýý TNN(3) cod 

. 00 

. ao 

4. N la ) dß dl 
. 00 

Caýa ýý +d 
( 

L]J (NN(. 1) 
fýJl ZIY)df 

' 
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Corollary 3.9.2: Under the conditions of Theorem 3.9.2 we 

have for ý_t, 

rao e, *, m brT ýýr f 

Proof: The proof easily follows from Th. 3.9.2 . 

Theorem 3.9.3: let N(t) be a stationary univariate point 

process on (0, T] with differential increments dN(t). Suppose 

that N(t) satisfies Assumption 1.2 of Appendix I. Let f(I) ( A) 

be given by(3.9.5)with K(a) satisfying Assumption 3.9.2. Let 

also fNN( 0j) # 0, j=1,..., J. Then, as T--ºco, fNN, ( 2! ), 
""", 

f 
(T)( 2T) are asymptotically normal with covariance structure 

given by Theorem 3.9.2. 

Proof: The proof of this theorem follows from Cor. 4.6.4 of 

Chapter 4. 

It follows from Cor. 3.9.2 that 

doc t 3.9.6 VarfTNNC }} = bTT 
"' INN(1) fýKýi 

{oC 

2 +°d z 
TNNýý)fou ; =0 (3.9.7) 

Thus, the variance of f 
(T) (2) tends to 0 as bTT º-º oo. 

This result and Theorem 3.9.1 implies that 

Qi'ºr, 
G fNN, (2) - TNN(A ) 12= 0" 

Tº-- Co 
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Therefore, under the conditions of Th. 3.9.1, and if 

bi-- 0, bTT --- oo as T º---- ýo , then f 
(T) (A) is a consistent 

estimate of fNN(7 ). 

Consistent estimates of the power spectrum for the time 

aeries were obtained by Grenander & Rosenblatt (1957) and 

Parzen (1957,1958). The asymptotic mean and variance of 

these estimates was discussed by the same authors and by 

Blackman and Tukey (1959). The asymptotic normality of the 

estimates in the case of time series is given by Rosenblatt 

(1959), Brillinger (1968,1975a), Hannan (1970) and Anderson 

(1971). 

The estimate (3.9.1) which is based on transforming 

quantities from the time domain require the use of convergence 

factors. We introduced convergence factors in section 3.8 

of this chapter when we discussed procedures for the reduction 

of leakage. Some particular convergence factors are given 

below. 
s i{ <s 

k(u)= 

0o Ekerwise 

;f /uý< 1 

K(u) 

0 OLttrw'se 

1- 6/LL1'2t 6/a/3 ;/0 tiuK 

K(u)= 2 (1-/u! )3 4 161u1<1 

otterwise 

Rectangular window 

Bartlett window 

Parzen window 
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E cos 7ru/p 1 ý( o4 U< P/2 

split-bell %2 
cosine window 

2[ 1-cos n(T-u)/p J, f s- p/z u<1 p is the total 

proportion of 
the data 
tapered 

In the case of the rectangular window the estimate 

(3.9.1) becomes 

{Ný(a) - 
(2)-LPN 

+(2w 
s6 Al 

ZM SNA 
N(uj) 

e uJ (3.9.8) 

jr- 

Estimate (3.9.8) is the Fourier transform of the 

unsmoothed auto-covariance density. The consequences of 

not smoothing this estimate which is seen to be equivalent 

to using a rectangular window or a finite record length, 

is that the problem of leakage is considerable, and since 

KT(a) may assume negative values, the estimated spectrum 

may itself take negative values (Bloomfield, 1976, p82). 

Brillinger (1975b)indicates that a disadvantage of estimate 
(3.9.1) is that it possibly leads to negative power spectrum 

estimates, even if K(a) > 0. An example of this problem 

is seen in Fig. 3.9.1(a) which gives the estimate of the 

power spectrum of the spontaneous activity of the Ia 

sensory axon calculated by using a Tukey window. (The same 

problem appears when a Parzen window is used). When such 

problems appear in practice we recommend the use of the 

procedures discussed in section 3.8. 

More details about convergence factors and their 

properties can be found in Brillinger (1975a), Jenkins & 
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Watts(1968), Hannan & Thomson (1971) and Neave (1972). 

Using Parseval's theorem (Jenkins & Watt, 1968; 

pp 21-23), (3.9.4) may be written in the equivalent form 

so 1 VarfNN (ýý NT ,T{, ýN(ý) 
=(u) du for 0 (3.9.9) 

Since k(u) =0 for Jul>1 we further have 

Var [ýý ý1ý /a !ý_ N(ý1 fMN= 
brT I)k (u) du. _T krý4)dý 

-M 

t 
ýM 

3.9.10) = N(ý) k 2(brv) dv for 1,60 
M 

where M=1 and bT is the bandwidth of the estimate. 
T 

Priestley (1962) gives a comprehensive discussion of 

the bandwidth and its role in increasing the precision of 

spectral density estimates. The bandwidth is, as we saw 

above, the inverse of the truncation point M which is 

related to the variance of the estimate of the spectrum 

through the expression (3.9.10). From this we see that 

the smaller the value of M, the smaller will be the variance 

of fNN)('A ) but the larger will be the bias (Neave, 1971). 

if M is too small, important features of fNN(7t) may be 

smoothed out, while if M is too large, the shape off 
)(A ) 

becomes more like that of the periodogram with erratic 

variation. Thus a compromise value must be chosen. A 

useful approximation is to choose M to be about 2. Ti 

(Chatfield, 1980, p141). This choice of M will ensure that 

as T p--oo, M ia- oo in such a way that M/T ý-ý- 0. 
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To complete the theoretical part of this section we 

give the first-and second-order properties and the asymptotic 

distribution of estimate (3.8.6) in the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.9.4: Let N(t) be a univariate stationary point 

process on (0, T] satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 3.9.3. 

Let k(u), - Po< u <, o, be a convergence factor and W j, j=0, 

± 1, ± 29 ..., 
±m be weights satisfying relation 3.7.3. 

We set 

N, v 
f 

ýýý=(21rTJk2c)c&)1/J kT(t)exp(-t. t/dH(t)'2 1 . 100 

and 

CA 
fr) mi( 

TNN 
(, ) 

- 
wý INN f) Let Tý--". oo ýM F-b- Polbutt T, 0. 

Then fNT)( f(T)( 11. ) are asymptotically jointly normal 

with 

eL'n E{i for 
.p 

Tº-" co 

Var l<4o)alt 2zf ý TNN Iýýý" Kz(ýE)Cýý zý wj fNNý2) f o(% for #0 
JlJý j--ºn 

and 

Cov 1 TNN, 
ýý ý7 

TNN)ý 
)= ý(T 0 anal ýtý U" 

Proof: The proof in general lines is given in Cor. 4.6.4 of 

Chapter 4. 
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The variance of this estimate depends on the factor 

J k0(t)cL From the Schwarz in ualit we have that Jk2(t)dL )z 4Y 

1 f k2(1)oLf )'2 Gf ký'(i)di (Koopmans, 1974,001). In 
o 

the case of the split bell cosine the factor (j K2({)d, 2 =s"o55 

when we taper the first and last 5 percent of the data. 

Bloomfield (1976), ps. 82-85, has shown that the convergence 

factor can reduce the leakage by a factor T 3. The small 

increase in variance caused by the presence of the convergence 

factors is therefore a small price to pay for the considerable 

decrease in leakage afforded by the use of convergence factors. 

We now illustrate estimates of the PS based on taking 

the Fourier transforms of the time domain parameters. 

Equation (3.9.1) is used to find estimates of the power 

spectrum for Data Sets I-IV. This procedure requires 

estimates of the MI and the AIF. These estimates can be 

rapidly calculated by methods described in section 3.1. 

Figs. 3.9.1(a-d) illustrate estimates of the power 

spectrum which correspond to the four sets of data described 

in Chapter 1. In these figures each spectrum calculated 

using 512 lags of the autocovariance density followed by 

taking the discrete Fourier transform using an FFT algorithm. 

Fig. 3.9.1(a) shows the periodic character of the spontaneous 

Ia discharge. Fig. 3.9.1(b) gives the effect of a static 

gamma stimulation on the Ia discharge. A loss of the strong 

periodicity of the spontaneous Ia discharge, and a reduction 
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Fig. 3.9.1: Estimated power spectrum of the Ia discharge 
calculated from the estimate of the AIF. 
Tukey window was used with T= 512, and the 
actual calculation carried out by employing the 
PFT. (a) Spontaneous discharge, (b) Ia 
discharge in presence of a fusimotor input 
(ö s), (c) Ia discharge in presence of a 
length change (1), and (d) Ia discharge in 
presence of äs and 1. The dotted line in 
each figure gives the estimated power spectrum 
of a Poisson point process with the same mean 
rate. Arrow in Figure (a) indicates negative 
values. 
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of the spectral density at low frequencies is quite clear 

compared with the asymptotic value of the spectrum. Fig. 

3.9.1(c) presents the effect on the spontaneous Ia discharge 

of a length change imposed on the muscle spindle, and 

clearly shows a reduction of mass at low frequencies which 

disappears gradually as the spectrum approaches its 

asymptotic value. Fig. 3.9.1(d) represents the effect of 

a combined gamma stimulation and a length change on the 

spontaneous Ia discharge. This spectrum seems to be a 

combination of the separate effects illustrated in Figs. 

3.9.1(b) and 3.9.1(c). As we have already mentioned a 

disadvantage of this method is that some values of the 

estimates of the PS are negative (see arrow in Fig. 3.9.1(a)). 

Figs. 3.9.2(a-d) again illustrate the application of 

equation (3.9.1) to estimate the power spectra of Data Sets 

I-IV. In this example we do not use the FFT, but calculate 

the spectrum by directly evaluating the cosine transform 

of the autocovariance density 

(') PN 
1NN 

(ýý y 2ýr 
{1 +2 ý KT(u) '"NNIýI ' PNý coqu. j (3.9.11) 

If we compare Figs. 3.9.1(a-d) with Figs. 3.9.2(a-d) 

we see that for identical record lengths using the same data 

window the use of the FFT may shift the entire spectrum 

downwards. This small shift may account for the presence 

of negative values in the estimated spectrum, when the 

value of the true spectrum itself is close to 0. A 

disadvantage of this last method is that it takes much 
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Fig. 3.9.2: Estimated power spectrum of the Ia discharge 
calculated from the estimate of the AIF. 
Tukey window was used with T= 512, and the 
actual calculation carried out by applying 
the traditional method of adding up a number 
of cosine terms. (a) Spontaneous discharge, 
(b) Ia dischar e in presence of a fusimotor 
input (ö s), 

(c) 
Ia dischar e in presence 

of a length change (1), and (d) Ia discharge 
in presence of Xs and 1. The dotted line 
in each figure gives the estimated power 
spectrum of a Poisson point process with the 
same mean rate. 
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longer to calculate the power spectrum. 

Therefore we conclude that it is helpful in having 

a method which does not give negative values for the 

estimate of the power spectrum, and does not take long to 

calculate. 

We now proceed to discuss this new method which is 

similar to the one described in section 3.8 of this chapter, 

but has the advantage of not requiring large storage space 

for long data sets and so it is appropriate to be used in 

small computers. 

3.10 ESTIMATION OF THE PS BY DIVIDING THE WHOLE RECORD 

INTO DISJOINT SECTIONS 

Alternatively, the PS of a point process N may be 

estimated by dividing the whole record T into a number of 

disjoint sections. Suppose that the number of the disjoint 

sections are Z, each of length R so that T=LR. 

We define the periodogram of the jth section, 
O,..., L-1. as follows 

INN (1) i) _ 
07rR) lc//NR) (ý'1) 

Cif 
v(, j) for ýO 

(3.10.1) 

where 

(R) 
(jti)R 

t d (I)j) = 
tZ 

P--"' [N(f*l) 
-N(i)] far J_05... ) L-1 

9 

An estimate of the PS of the point process N may now 

be given by 
L-1 

{ (ýR)ýý) 
=L! INN (1) j) for (3-10-2) 

NN ý=0 
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The asymptotic first- and second-order properties of 

f 
)( 

ý) are examined in the next theorem. 

Theorem 3.10.1: Let N(t) be a univariate stationary point 

process with differential increments dN(t). Suppose that the 

second-order cumulant gNN(u) satisfies the following condition 

J/NN(u)Idu 
<o 

Let f 
)(A) 

be given by (3.10.2). Then, f(L 
)(A) 

is NN NN 

asymptotically an unbiased estimate of fNN(A ) as T º-"- 0 

Also, the variance of S(RL)(,; ý) is approximately given by 

(L R) s2 r2 [ 3.10.3 Var TNN 
(a 

C: -f- 
ýNN ýa J= 

-ý- T NN 
(il) 

Tor i14-0 . 

Proof: The proof follows directly from the asymptotic 

properties of (3.10.1) demonstrated in Ths. (3.5.1) and 

(3.5.2). 

The smoothness of estimate (3.10.2) may be improved 

by using a "hanning" procedure, which requires the construction 

of the following estimate 

IA(GR)/ 
(LR) (LR) (LR) ýNN(1-1)*y 1,, (1k)+ 4 

ýNN(IK+1) 

where 
2rrk {o/ Km 1)... 1 

The large sample properties of estimate (3.10.4) are 

discussed in the next theorem. 
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Theorem 3.10.2: Let N(t) be a univariate stationary point 

process satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.10.1. Let 

also 
4)c ) be given by (3-10-4)o Then, f) (A) is 

an unbiased estimate of fNN('A) with variance given approxi- 

mately by 

Var{ýý, NLR)(1) J=0 
. 
375 T JVv(A (3.10.5) 

Proof: The proof follows from the fact that fNLR) (A ) and 

f are asymptotically independent. 

Theorem 3.9.3 suggests that the estimates f( , 'R)( A) and NN 
(IR ) (*A) are asymptotically normally distributed as T ý-" oo , 

R oo and R /Tý-º 0" 

Figs. 3.10.1 (a-d) illustrate estimates of the power 

spectra of the Data Sets I-IV calculated according to the 

procedure described above. 

The whole record was divided in 31 sections of length 

512 msecs. Clearly the characteristics of these estimates 

are similar to the ones given by Figures 3.9.1,3.9.2 and 3.9.3. 

We believe that this method of estimating the PS of a 

point process is the most appropriate one to use in practice 

since it is fastest, does not give negative values for the 

estimate, and requires smaller storage space. 
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Fig. 3.10.1: Estimated power spectrum of the Ia discharge 
calculated from the periodograzn by dividing 
the whole record into 31 disjoint sections 
of length R= 512. (a) Spontaneous discharge, 
(b) Ia discharge in presence of a fusimotor 
input ( ös), 

(c) 
Ia discharge in presence 

of a length change (1), and (d) Ia discharge 
in presence of Ys and 1. 
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3.11 CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE ESTIMATED SPECTRA 

This section considers separately the construction 

of confidence intervals for each of the procedures used to 

estimate the spectra of a point process. 

Procedure I: Confidence intervals for spectral estimates 

based on the periodogram of the entire record 

Let f 
(")(*A ) be the estimate given by (3.8.6). Then 

Theorem 3.11.1: Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.9.4, and 

if fß(7) p 0, logt 0 I( \) is asymptotically normal with 

ký(t)dý (Qoq e)2Zln1" Var Qoyso (Z(1) =f 
"1 

(f 
kz(f)dL) 010 ; r-l" 

Proof: The proof follows from Lemma 2.4 of Appendix I. 

Theorem 3.11.1 suggests the following approximate confidence 

interval for the estimate log10 
4( 

2ý, 

W ! /2 toYJ0 {Nivia 1.96 Qooso eI Cie Z WJ )3.11.0 

1--», 

where 

CK _ 
k4. (! )oft 

f kl(odo2 

Under the limiting condition (3.3.3) and if W1 j, 2m+ 
ja0, ± 1,..., ± m, the confidence interval (3.11.1) becomes 

Qoho v/2 r1 76 QoJlo e{ 4k s/ý 
for #v (3.11.2) 
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When zeroes are added to the record T the variance of the 

log10 f 
)('A ) may be written as 

Var Oýio4::. c «oydoe)z f j, ýJi2 for 
js-M 

where S is the extended record. 

The factor -- may be regarded as a correction for the 

finer spacing of the frequencies (Bloomfield, 1976; p192) which 

occurs as a consequence of extending the record. 

The approximate confidence interval (3.11.2) now 

becomes 

A Cie Qoj Pvl2lr ± 1.96 lo'no e 
{-r- 

zn+i 
} (3.11.4-) 

The use of this form of confidence interval is illustrated 

in Figs. 3.11.1 - 4. 

Procedure II: Confidence intervals for spectral estimates 

based on the autocovariance density 

Let f) (a) be the estimate of the power spectrum 

given by (3.9.1). Then 

Theorem 3.11.2: Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.9.3, and 

if fNN(; ý) ý 0, the log10 f)( j'`) is asymptotically normal 

with 

Var Coq / (; ) _ 
6T T'l(eojjoe)22'r f ý, )d 'T ,ý f'o 

( 3.115 ) 

b T-i(E; Joe)z4,, rf Kta)°1a ̀ { a=o ' 
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Proof: The proof follows from Lemma 2.4 of Appendix I. 

By using expression (3.9.11) we find a relation for the 

variance of the log10 f)( A) which involves the convergence 

factors kr (u), that is 

Var COgsO TNN (ýý = 
(e-T-f 

°eý 
jM 

kT (u) dLt 
T2O 

zMT e2JMM kT(u)du ifj O 

(3. n. 6) 

Thus, a 95% approximate confidence interval for log10 f 
)(A ) 

is 

Qogso 1NN(") ± 1.96 109le l MK ! /ý 
{ #o 3.11.7) 

0} 

and under the limiting condition (3.3.3) this becomes 

A e0 
10 

PN/ßßr ±196 Qo2soe f kT(uldu 
o 

(3.11.8) 
T 

)J/-Q 

Applications of this type of confidence interval are 

illustrated in Figs. 3.11.5 - 7. The structure of this 

confidence interval depends on the choice of convergence 

factors. For example, in the case of the Tukey window 

(u) dw is equal to 0.75M. The confidence interval fm Mk 
T 

(3.11.8) then becomes 

o ? w12 ± 1.96 eo e 
(0.7S 

# /T)s/' 
(3.11.9) 

1r ýs0 
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Fig. 3.11.5: Log to base 10 of the estimated power spectrum 
of the Ia discharge. Tukey window was used 
with T= 512, and the calculation carried out by employing the FFT. (a) Spontaneous 
discharge, (b) Ia dischar e in presence of 
a fusimotor input ( 

Ys), 
Ia dischar e in presence of a length change (1), and (d) 

la discharge in presence of Ys and 1. The 
dotted line in each figure corresponds to the 
estimated power spectrum of a Poisson point 
process with the same mean rate. The 
horizontal lines are the asymptotic 95% 
confidence limits. 
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Fig. 3.11.6: Log to base 10 of the estimated power spectrum 
of the Ia discharge calculated from the AIF. 
Tukey window was used with T= 512, and the 
calculation carried out by applying the 
traditional method of adding up a number of 
cosine terms. (a) Spontaneous discharge, 
(b) Ia discharge in presence of a fusimotor 
input ( b's), 

(c) 
Ia dischar e in presence 

of a length change (1), and (d) Ia discharge 
in presence of Ys and 1. The dotted line 
in each figure corresponds to the estimated 
power spectrum of a Poisson process with the 
same mean rate. The horizontal lines are the 
asymptotic 95% confidence limits. 
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Fig. 3.11.7: Log to base 10 of the estimated power spectrum 
of the Ia discharge calculated from the AIF. 
Parzen window was used with T= 512, and the 
calculation carried out by em loying the FFT. 
(a) Spontaneous discharge, 

(b) 
Ia discharge 

in presence of a fusimotor input ( Xs), 
(c) Ia discharge in presence of a length 
chap e (1), and (d) Ia discharge in presence 
of 

's 
and 1. The dotted line in each figure 

corresponds to estimated power spectrum of a 
Poisson point process with the same mean rate. 
The horizontal lines are the asymptotic 95% 
confidence limits. 
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Procedure III: Confidence intervals for spectral estimates 

based on dividing the record into sections 

Let f)( 'A) be the estimate given by (3.10.4). Then 

Theorem 3.11.3: Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.10.1, 

4LR 
and if fNN(A) # 0, the log10 fNN) (2) is asymptotically 

normal with 

Vag 03 10 
ý, 

N 

, 
ýý J=T (¬0210eý2 0.375 . (3-11-0) 

Proof: The proof follows from Lemma 2.4 of Appendix I. 

An approximate 95% confidence interval of the estimate 

logj 0 f(kLR) ( 2) is given by 

1 
ýý 3.11.11) 11oTNNýý)±1.96Qo e 

[0.375 
-R7- 

and under the limiting condition (3.3.3) this interval 

becomes 

AR 1ýý (3.11.12) 10) 
10 

P'/2ir t 1.9 6 &; ef0.3 75 --. ý -ý 

Fig. 3.11.8 illustrates the use of this approximate 

95% confidence interval. 

The remainder of this section presents examples of the 

application of the confidence intervals derived for each of 

the methods used for the estimation of the spectrum of a 

point process. Data Sets I-IV again provide the examples 
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Fig. 3.11.8: Log to base 10 of the estimated power spectrum 
of the Ia discharge calculated from the 
periodogram by dividing the whole record into 
31 disjoint sections of length R= 512. 
(a) Spontaneous discharge, (b) Ia dischar e 
in presence of a fusimotor input (ö s), (c) 
la discharge in presence of a length change (1), 
and (d) Ia discharge in presence of ýs and 1. 
The dotted line in each figure corresponds to 
the estimated power spectrum of a Poisson 
point process with the same mean rate. The 
horizontal lines are the asymptotic 95% 
confidence limits. 
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for this section. In each of the following figures the 

broken line corresponds to the logarithm to the base 10 

of the estimated asymptotic value of the spectrum, and the 

solid horizontal lines represent the approximate 95% confidence 

limits. The abscissa in each figure corresponds to the value 

ý12n = n/, S 

For the Nyquist frequency the ratio 1/2,. corresponds 

to 0.5 cycles per unit time (see, for example, Robinson (1967), 

p85). Now, for a sampling rate of 1000 observations per 

second the Nyquist frequency would be 

jo= 0.5 cycles/0.001 sec = 500 cycles/sec 

In the examples given in this section the highest 

frequency plotted was 250 cycles/sec. It is clear that in 

all Figures the estimated power spectra have reached their 

asymptotic values. 

Figs. 3.11.1-4 illustrate the application of confidence 

intervals based on procedure I for the estimation of the 

spectrum. 

Figs. 3.11.5 (a-d) -7 (a-d) in addition to illustrating 

the application of confidence intervals based on procedure II 

for the estimation of a point process spectrum, also allow 

one to compare the effect of the choice of a particular window 

on the shape of the estimated spectrum. 

The comparison of Figs. 3.11.5 (a-d) with Figs. 3.11.7 

(a-d) suggests that the choice of the Parzen or Tukey window 

does not alter significantly the shape of the estimated spectra, 

although there are slight differences in the value of the 95% 

confidence intervals. 
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Finally, Figs. 3.11.8 (a-d) illustrate the application 

of confidence intervals based on procedure III for the 

estimates of the power spectra corresponding to Data Sets 

I-IV. In each data set the record was divided into 31 

sections, and the estimated spectrum taken by averaging 

the periodograms of the 31 sections. 

We now proceed to estimate the AIF by using methods 

which involve the frequency domain. 

3.12 ESTIMATES OF TIME DOMAIN PARAMETERS OBTAINED BY 

USING FREQUENCY DOMAIN METHODS 

Equation (3.3.4) gives the CF as a function of the PS of a 

stationary point process N(t) defined on (0, T] . This 

expression is helpful in finding an estimate of the CF through 

an estimate of the PS. An obvious estimate of the CF will be 

A 
Tr 

(r) A 
INN(LL) = 

[1{ I, (A) 
- 

_. } 
ei, "dA 

I 
3.12.1 

where I)(ý) is the periodogram given by (3.5.1) and pN is 

the estimate of the MI of the point process. 

We start by examining the asymptotic first- and second- 

order properties of the estimate (3.12.1). 

Theorem 3.12.1: Let N(t) be a stationary point process on 

(0, T ] with MI pN and CF gNN(u) satisfying jýuIIINNA")ld< 

Lot gNN (u) be the estimate given by (3.12.1). Then 

£1n 
NN (u)) z (t4) +0 (T'' ) 

n C2 i ýu+ýý iT1=/ ýýiu-vl 
cový lwv(u) ANN (V) I 

7" 
fJ 

jr 
7, yMaýe 

ýý rNNýýli eIt 
Lr 
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if Ir 
f' 

fJ 
TNNNNýý)-p) 

} 

0( z/ i) far UP�O0 
_n .n 

Proof: Taking expectations in (3.12.1) we have 

ir 
27r 

f 

7r 

and by using Corollary 3.5.1, 

it [{fN- PNý2n e`'ý"dA +0(7'') 

- gNN("') 

This shows that gNN(u) is asymptotically an unbiased estimate 

of gNN(u). The covariance of the estimates q (u) q (v) is 

given by 

CoV (to , 2, 
vm(v)1 

cov INNýýýý 
2ýT / 

e`ýud/ý) 
ý (I 

N)ýlýýý 

r 77 f cov WH) e" ir TT -TA10)) -TX cl v 40 

-W -Ir 
IZ ýn lif f 

NNN(j)"jJ ? +'ýýýj +')! 
2 1w )+ IQýýýýýýIý 

=T3"ß 
} 

c1 + 0(T ZET) () b,, consýder'º, ý Th. 3.5.2 

The function p(T)( a) has the following property 

J Iýýý(ý) I dA =0 (E Y) (Edwards, 1967; p 80) 
. 
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Also, we have that 

z 
JLI, 1+ý)12d = 2-rrT 

and 

2ýr Z? r 

I Iýý'(ý+ý)I2e`/ 2 
t4 t- 2fTe-`av) f eßµ = 2'r77e`ýv 

o0 

By substituting these relations in (*) we get the required 

result, that is 

Iff -ff GO�j gNN(G) )qNN`V)} % J7 JttýNNNNlý1ý/17ýýe``ýk 
r 

výý 

1 

+7 
ýýN2%) 

eLýýý 
d, 

ý +T 
ý{ zi1) 

e`a 
ý". vd Oft "2 T 

In connection with the cumulant function we have defined 

the product density. An estimate for the product density 

is given by 

ý 
Pam(a) = PN + ý� 

n 
{2m 1 et .a "d, ý (3.12.2) 

The first and second order properties of pNN(u) are 

discussed in the next theorem. 

Theorem 3.12.2: Let N(t) be a stationary point process on 

(0, T] satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.12.1. Let 
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PNN(u) be given by (3.12.2). Then 

E PNNýýý} PNNýuý *ý`Tr1ý 

and 

COQ t PNN(u) i PNNýv ]# fA, 
*2 

'r 
f 'Z ' TN 

f (NNN(°)A) eýýýdý 

t zr 
NN(O)m evl 

T{N(I)e`ýý" ýýda 

7, 
V)q T JttJýTNNNN(I-A)ý)e 
d4 

I- O(T-ý) for a., v00. 

Proof: Taking the expected value in (3.12.2) we find 

n .ýn 
E{PNN(k)} = E(PN) +f EfINN)'(I)- )eýýýýýi 

r7l 
A 

ly )e 
Ir grr 

Pm t T' Cov{d5 (off, dN'ý(o)) ý1NNýuý 

= PNN(ýi [ 27r T{NN(0) +O(s) 
J- 

PNN(u) ' 
Q(T r, ) 

f 

TT 
where d, (o) =f dN(f) , 0 
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For the covariance of ANN(u) and pNN(v) we have 

cov "2 "Z + cov "z "7T h1ý 
eýývd COV(PNN`lL) 

)PNN(V) 
} ýPN)PNý {PNýIý1NNýNý ýý 

tcový J 
NN'ýý1)eýýýdý1 

PN }+ cový f JNNýia)e`ad, ýý J INNý(ý)e`ý 1 for aývýo . 
-ýr 

We can now prove using properties of the cumulants that 
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Similarly we show that 

Ir 
Cov 12r rý) u}_1r fr1 f*ý f*1 Jh1 1 
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Finally for the last term we get 
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if Ir if I 
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2rr 't ý 
Ir 

Hence the required result for the covariance follows by 

combining all the above expressions, that is 

11 
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Finally we discuss an estimate of the AIF which is based on 

the modified periodogram of the zero-mean point process Ni(t). 

This estimate is given by 

MNNýK) = ý"'ý) = PN +ýf 
ý1N`N'ýaý' }etýuc4 (3. ý2.3ý 

NNJ 

The approximate first- and second-order properties of mNN(u) 

are developed in the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.12.3: Let N(t) be a stationary point process on 

(0, T] satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 3.12.1. Let 

mNN(u) be given by (3.12.3). Then mNN(u) is asymptotically 

an unbiased estimate of mNN(u) as T.. ,4. Also the covariance 
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between mNN(u) and m(v) is given approximately by 
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Proof: Taking expectations in (3.12.3) we have 

1r CE{ Je`auda 
"- 

i-r 
mNN(u)} = E( 

,)+I1 

Now, by using the approximate expression for the expected 

value of a ratio (Kendall & Stuart, 1966, Vol. 1, p260), we 

get 
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and the required result for expected value of mNN (u) follows, 

i. e. 
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The covariance of the two estimates mNN (u) and mNN(v) can 

be written as 
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The last two expressions follow from Kendall & Stuart, 

Vol. 1, p247 by applying the Taylor expansion for the 

covariance of two functions of random variables. Hence 

the approximate expression for the covariance of mNN(u) 

is and mNN(V) given by 
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3.13 EXAMPLE: DERIVATION OF THE FIRST- AND SECOND-ORDER 

PROPERTIES OF THE CUMULANT, PRODUCT DENSITY AND 

AUTO-INTENSITY IN THE CASE OF A POISSON PROCESS 

BASED ON THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN PARAMETERS 

In this section we give as an example the approximate 

first- and second-order properties of the estimatesgNN(u), 

pNN(u) and mNN (u) under the hypothesis that the point process 

is Poisson-. 

We start with the estimate cj (u). 

Theorem 3.13.1: Let N(t) be a stationary point process on 

(0, T] with mean intensity pN. 
gNN(u) is given by (3.12.1). 

point process, we have 

Suppose that the estimate 

Then if N(t) is a Poisson 

En. (a)) =O`T_, 
) 

3 a#o 

and 

z 
filar{ jWly(u)) 

=T 0(7*-zIOJ7) 
; ßj0 

Proof: The first result follows from Theorem 3.12.1 since the 

cumulant gNN(u) is zero for a Poisson process. 

The second result follows again from Theorem 3.12.1 if 

we substitute in the expression for the covariance of q (u) 

and gNN(v) 

IiVN(I) 
= 

PAI 
avid fNNNN(ý 01 ) J) PN/(, 

* 7r)3 " 
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These are expressions which hold for the second and fourth 

order spectra of a Poisson point process. 

The next theorem examines the first- and second-order 

properties of pNN(u) under the hypothesis that N is a Poisson 

point process. 

Theorem 3.13.2: Let N(t) be a stationary point process on 

(0, T] with mean intensity pN. Suppose that pNN(u) is an 

estimate of the product density given by (3.12.2). Then, 

if N(t) is a Poisson point process, we have 

PNNýuý} =2+ Q(%_i) Ep 

and 

(,, za var Sp 
, 

(u. )] =t+ p(T'2) u¢o 
N, 7' 

Proof: The proof follows from Theorem 3.12.2, since 

1 
fNv(() 

= 
PNý27, and PNN`uý P2 TNNNN(a)ýýi1ý`ý 

hold for a Poisson point process. 

The covariance of the estimates pNN(u) and pNN(v) for 

a Poisson point process is given by 

rn n 
C0V1 PNNýý)7 PNN(V)} aT f O(r ') for 

a, V� O" 

Finally the properties of mNN(u) are examined when N 

is assumed to be a Poisson point process. 
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Theorem 3.13.3: Let N(t) be a stationary point process on 

(0, T] with mean intensity N. Suppose that mNN(u) is the 

estimate of the auto-intensity function given by (3.12.3)" 

Then, under the assumption that N(t) is Poisson point process, 

we have the following approximate expressions 

fvn 
NNýu)) PN+ (T lý 

and 

Vag { 
ºº'ýNN ýý) ý=t 

1ý 0 

Proof: The proof follows from Theorem 3.12.3, since 

mNN(")=PN ; 
&V(I)" PM277 

and JNNNN (1) 
-31 µ) = 

PNf2ii)5 

hold for a Poisson point process. 

The approximate covariance of MNN(u) and mNN(V) is 

given by 

C0Vf MANN(u) 7 MANN(v) 
I= 

-T' 
for u, V 0" 

We now use parameters from the frequency domain to estimate 

the auto-intensity function. 

3.14 ESTIMATES OF THE AUTO-INTENSITY FUNCTION OBTAINED BY 

USING METHODS OF THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN 

The use of the frequency domain estimates to derive time 

domain parameters is illustrated in this section. The 
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procedure required involves the calculation of the 

periodogram of a point process and the inversion of this 

to obtain time domain parameters. This procedure may be 

faster than the one used to estimate time domain parameters 

directly. 

We describe here the calculation of an estimate of the 

AIF by using the following equation 

sl 
mmv (u-) = 

p, 
ý +f {NN' (ý) -} `ý "ýý 

In our calculation we use the periodogram IOP) (f) of the ýff 

zero mean point process given by expression (3.8. S). 

As indicated in sections 3.8 and 3.10 the periodogram 

I(A ) can be calculated in two ways 
(T 

(a) By using the whole record (see section 3.8) or 
(b) By dividing the whole record into sections (see section 3.10) 

In the first method the inversion of the periodogram 

is quickly done by using the Past Fourier transform. Figs. 

3.14.1 (a-d) show the square roots of the estimates of the 

AIF for the Data Sets I-IV. If we compare them with the ones 

calculated by using the time domain approach we can see that 

they are almost identical. 

The second method splits the whole record into sections. 

In each section the periodogram is calculated and is inverted 

in order to obtain the estimate of the AIF of the particular 

section. By averaging the estimates of the AIF in all 

sections we get the required estimate of the AIF. Figs. 

3.14.2 (a-d) give the square roots of the estimates of the AIF 
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Fig. 3.14.1: Smoothed estimate of the square root of the 
AIF of the Ia discharge calculated by 
inverting the periodogram. (a) Spontaneous 
discharge, (b) Ia discharge in presence of 
a fusimotor input (X s), (c) Ia dischar e 
in presence of a length change (1), and (d) 
Ia discharge in presence of Xs and 1. The 
dotted line in each figure corresponds to the 
estimated value of the square root of the mean 
rate of the Ia discharge. 
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Fig. 3.14.2: Smoothed estimate of the square root of the 
AIF of the Ia discharge obtained by inverting 
the periodogram. The periodogram is calculated 
by dividing the whole record into 31 disjoint 
sections of length R= 512. (a) Spontaneous 
discharge, (b) Ia dischar e in presence of 
a fusimotor input ( 's), 

(c) 
Ia discharge 

in presence of a length change (1), and (d) 
Ia, discharge in the presence of äs and 1. 
The dotted line in each figure corresponds 
to the estimated value of the square root of 
the mean rate of the Ia discharge. 
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for the Data Seta I-IV. These Figures again are quite 

similar to those calculated directly from the time domain. 

This method provides the most rapid calculation of the AIF 

of a univariate point process. 

3.15 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter we presented certain parameters of the 

univariate point process in both time and frequency domains. 

The estimation of these parameters was discussed. The large 

sample properties of the estimated parameters were examined, 

and their asymptotic distribution developed. Confidence 

intervals based on the asymptotic distributions were constructed 

under the null hypothesis that the univariate point process 

was random (Poisson point process). 

The main emphasis of this chapter is given to frequency 

domain methods which are based on smoothed periodogram 

estimates of the power spectrum of a univariate stationary 

point process. 

We may summarise the important and useful properties 

of the frequency domain methods as follows 

(i) Estimates of the power spectrum can be calculated by 

using two different methods in the frequency domain 

(sections 3.7 and 3.10) (A third method based on 

transforming time domain parameters is also discussed 

and compared with the frequency domain methods (section 

3.9)). 
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(ii) The large sample properties of these estimates based 

on the periodogram of a point process are developed 

by proving a number of original theorems, which are 

shown to be valid for a general stationary point 

process (sections 3.7 and 3.8). The asymptotic 

distribution of these estimates is also established 

(section 3.9). 

(iii) The previous steps lead us to the construction of 

asymptotic confidence intervals for each of the 

different methods of estimating the power spectrum. 

In addition, it provides us with information about 

the range of frequencies in which the estimates of 

the power spectrum are significantly different than 

the estimated power spectrum of a Poisson point 

process with the same mean rate (section 3.11). 

(iv) By inverting estimates of certain parameters in the 

frequency domain we obtain estimates of the 

corresponding time domain parameters. Original 

theorems based on the properties of the periodogram 

of a point process are proved in order to establish 

the asymptotic properties of these estimates (section 

3.12). 

(v) Finally, it is shown that it may be faster to 

calculate estimates of the time domain parameters by 

using the periodogram analysis of a point process, 

especially if there is a large number of events of 

the univariate point process in the interval (09T] 

(section 3.14). This is achieved when the original 
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idea of computing the periodogram of a point process 

by using the Fast Fourier transform is employed as in 

the case of a discrete time series (section 3.8). 

The applications of the steps described above are 

demonstrated by a large number of illustrations obtained by 

using the four data sets of Chapter 1. All the Fortran 

programs involved were written by us with the only exception 

being the use of a subroutine calculating the Fast Fourier 

transform. Useful results for the Physiological data can 

be extracted from the interpretation of the different 

estimates of the power spectrum, while the auto-intensity 

function does not seem to provide valuable information in 

our case. 

The clear results, which the estimates of the power 

spectrum provide, lead us to feel that the use of these 

methods in other physiological problems involving the 

analysis of point process data are appropriate and helpful. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

IDENTIFICATION OF A TIME INVARIANT SYSTEM 

INVOLVING POINT PROCESSES 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter the bivariate point-process is 

introduced. The purpose is to examine the properties of 

the muscle spindle by relating the response of the Ia 

sensory axon to the presence of gamma stimulation. This 

is actually a problem which involves the identification 

of a point-process system. In order to identify such a 

system we propose a model analogous to the Volterra 

expansion for Gaussian processes (Wiener, 1958). 

The simplest form of this model describes the linear 

relation between two point processes. The statistical 

analysis of the parameters of the linear model requires 

the definition of new quantities in both time and frequency 

domain. The estimation of these quantities and the 

construction of asymptotic confidence intervals are 

discussed. In the final part of this chapter a more 

complicated model is examined taking into account the 

non-linear relation between the two processes as well. 

We start the analysis of the bivariate point process 

by defining certain parameters useful in finding how the 

univariate point processes are related. 

4.2 CERTAIN PARAMETERS RELATED TO THE BIVARIATE POINT 

PROCESS 

Let (N1(t), N2(t) ) be a bivariate stochastic process 

on the interval (0, T] with differential increments at time 

t given by I dN1(t) , dN2 (t) I-{ N1(t, t+dt ]9 N2 (t, t+dt ]) 
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The bivariate point process is a special case of the r 

vector-valued point process presented in Appendix I. 

We assume that the bivariate point process satisfies 

the following assumptions 

(a) It is completely stationary. This means that the 

joint distribution of the counts in an arbitrary 

number of intervals in each process is invariant under 

translation. 

(b) It is orderly. This is a condition which prevents 

multiple events occurring in a small interval of time 

for each of the components of the bivariate proceae, 

and 
(c) It is strong mixing. This additional condition implies 

that events of the bivariate process well-separated in 

time are independent. 

More general assumptions for an r vector-valued point 

process are given in Appendix It section I. 1. 

The assumptions given above are necessary for the 

introduction of certain parameters of the bivariate point 

process. 

The first parameter of interest is the second-order 

cross product density denoted by p21 (u) and interpreted as 

Prob I N2 event in (t+u, t+u+duj and N, event in (t, t+dt] I. 

This function has been defined in Chapter 2 by 

expression (2.11.4). It is clear from (2.11.4) that 

Py1ýuý ° P12 (-u) 
' 

(4.2.1) 
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Also, as a consequence of assumption (c) we have 

, LLei , 
Pisý"> = P2 P! 

where pl and p2 are the mean-intensities of N, and N2 

respectively. 

From (4.2.1) it follows that 

4z!. (`t) = 912(-u) 3 

(4.2.2) 

(C23) 

where g12(u) is the second-order cumulant function defined 

in Chapter 2 by expression (2.11.7), and abbreviated as CCF. 

For large values of u, q21(u) will tend to zero, since 

increments of the two processes become independent. 

Another useful function in practice is the cross- 

intensity function (CIF) defined by 

»121 (u) ol. u. =E1 dN2 (f+u) / 
even{ of Ni of t 

and interpreted as 

Prob 
f 

N2 event in (t+u, t+u+du]/given an N1 event at tl 
J 

We see from (4.2.4) that the CIF is not an even function. 

Also, it is clear from (4.2.2) that the CIF will fluctuate 

around p2 for large u. 

We now go on to consider certain frequency-domain 

parameters of the bivariate point process as the Fourier 

transforms of the time-domain parameters discussed above. 

Suppose that the CCF exists and satisfies the following 

condition 
00 J/9(u)id 

tt oo (4.2.5 
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Then the cross-spectrum (CS) of the bivariate process 

is given by 

J21(I) - (27r)--! j oOý 
1(tq e" a "du. 

)-004,1<0 0. 21 
(4.2.6) 

This function may be interpreted as reflecting how a 

certain frequency of the process N2 is associated with one 

in process N1. 

The CS is generally a complex function which has the 

property 

f2t (1) = lr 2l^) = 
12ý 

5 (4.2.7) 

where is the complex conjugate function of f12(a ). 

Also, by applying the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma 

(Katznelson, 1968), we have 

Qim{2t(1)ý0 
III. 

-Do 

An approximate expression for the cross-spectrum 

f21(a) is given by 

(4.2.9) {z! (1)=zýZ1. (a)eil"j 

where uj = bj, j=0, = 1, = 2,..., and b is a scale parameter. 

The time and frequency domain parameters discussed 

above can be found in Cox & Lewis (1972), and Brillinger 

(1975b, 1976a). Lewis (1972) contains papers which examine 

the existence of cross product densities and cuinulant 

functions. 
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4.3 IDENTIFICATION OF A POINT PROCESS SYSTEM 

The muscle spindle, i. e. the system under investigation, 

can be described as a point process system. Specifically, 

it is assumed that the muscle spindle is a system which 

gives rise to a point process (response of the Ia sensory 

axon) when it is influenced by another point process (gamma 

stimulation). The two point processes involved are called 

the output and the input of the system respectively. 

A simple graphical representation of the system is as 

follows 

amma sfiý, uQas 
v" ut t e¢ la response 

input SpinäQ¢ ou*0 E 

We denote the input and output processes by N, and N2. 

We say that the system is stochastic if it incorporates 

random features. We also say that the system is time 

invariant when the bivariate process (Nj, N2) is stationary. 

The problem of the identification of a time invariant 

point-process system involves the determination of the 

characteristics of the system from the available information 

contained in the input and output point processes. In the 

case of a stochastic system complete identification is not 

possible and the most we can hope for is to determine 

average quantities or parameters that characterize the 

statistical properties of the system. 
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As we have already mentioned above, for the 

identification of a point process system it is necessary 

to consider a model which relates the input and output 

processes. We start with the following model which 

describes the linear relation between the two processes 

N, and N2 

E{dNZ(WNj)={ ao tf al(t-u)dN, (u) di (4.3.1) 

where, by Ef dN2(t)/N1} we mean approximately the 

Prob { N2 event in (t, t+h3 / N1 event at tI. 

The integral equation (4.3.1) is similar to a model 

proposed by Hawkes (1972) for investigating mutually 

exciting point processes. Rice (1973) has introduced a 

similar kind of model to examine the relation between point 

processes, and Brillinger (1974a)has extended it to processes 

with stationary increments. 

The function a, (") of the linear model (4.3.1) is 

called the impulse response function and is useful in 

predicting whether there will be an N2 event u time units 

away from an N1 event. The parameter ao is a constant 

and gives the rate of the process N2 when N1 is inactive. 

We now turn to the problem of estimating ao and a1 (") 

in (4.3.1) from the parameters of the bivariate process 

N1 (t)' N2(t) 
1 

By taking the expected value in (4.3.1) with respect 

to the process N1 we have 

f E[E{dNz(L)/N, }] _ {a9pýJ(tE(dNt]Jc 
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which gives, by using the properties of the conditional 

expectations, 

p2 = «o + P, fat (u) du . 
(4.3.2) 

Similarly, by multiplying (4.3.1) by dN1(t-u) and taking 

the expected value with respect to N, we have 

EC F{dNz(t)/NIcLN, (f-u)3 = 
[a. Ef (t-u)} * 

fa(t-v) E(cW, (v)dNs(t-a)f ]di 
, 

which gives after some calculations 

4xf (w) = Pa al(u) + fat (u-v)g11(v)dv " 

In the case that N1 is a Poisson point process we have 

q11(u) equal to zero and so a1(u) is given by 

af(u) = 12I(')/p, 

For large values of u the function a1 (u) will tend to 

zero since increments of the bivariate process become 

independent. 

(4.3.3) 

(4.3.4) 

The general equation (4.3.3) is an integral equation 

with respect to a, ("). In order to solve this equation we 

get the Fourier transform of (4.3.3) as follows 

(27rý f/q, 
ý 

iu) e `1d`` =(27r) 
f [pt at (u) + fa, (u-v)5,, (")dvj e `ß"d4 

, 

and by using Brillinger's arguments (Brillinger, 1975b) 

we find 

fig(a)= f (f)A(7t) 
' 

(4.3.5) 
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where f2l (! A) is the cross-spectrum between N2 and Nl, and 

fil(l) is the power spectrum of N1. 

The function A(A) is the Fourier transform of al(u) 

defined as 

00 A(2) =f ct, (u. )e `ý"olu 
-oo<ý<oo 

(4.3.6) 

_, o 

We call A(7) the transfer function of the linear system. 

The equation (4.3.2) can now be written as 

Pz =°b{P1 A(0) 

The equations derived above in both time and frequency 

domain have been given by Brillinger (1975b, 1975c) and 

Brillinger et al. (1976). 

Another way of deriving equations (4.3.2) and (4.3.3) 

can be achieved by minimising the mean squared error (MSE), 

given by 

EidN2(t)-[aco+fa, (t-u)dN, (u)]dLlZ , 
(4.3. ß) 

with respect to a0 and a, ("). 

We now consider the following process with stationary 

increments 

d6(t) =dN, z(t) - [ao+ fa, (t-u)dN, (a)]di . 
14.3.4) 

The process E(t) is a kind of an error process. 

It is clear from (4. 3.9) that E { dE(t) I=0. 

The product density of dE(') at t& t' is given by 

E{ dE (tý C{')} _{ q22 (f - f') + pz P1 (t-u) 12f(ý' u) du 
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- 
Ja, (i= v)221(. _ v) dv + ff at (i-u) a, (t = v) f gj4((L-v) 4 Pfs(u-v)Jdudv)diclt' . 

Alternatively, after some calculations we have 

(t- t') +P S(t-t') . e; A(t-t'd 
PEE fI22(ý) [l -I RZ, (A)Iz] , 

(4.3.10) 

(4-. 3. n) 

where f22( A) is the power spectrum of N2, PEE(-) is the 

product density of E, and pE is the mean intensity of E. 

The quantity JR21(" )1 2 is called coherence and 

defined as 

R21(A)ýZ. 
frr(a)[22(1) (43,12) 

0 or {j(()=0 

The coherence is a very useful measure of the degree of 

association between the two processes N, and N2. 

Equation (4.3.11) can also be written as 

fjs0) =f22(1) [I -I R2f (A )121 ' 
(4.3.13) 

where fec (21) is the power spectrum of process E. 

It is obvious from (4.3.13) that fEE( A) will be 

zero when the coherence is one. This further indicates 

that there is then perfect linear relation between N1 and 

N2. 

The problem of estimating quantities defined in the 

previous sections is now considered. We start with 

quantities in the time domain. 
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4.4 ESTIMATES FOR THE TIME-DOMAIN PARAMETERS OF THE 

BIVARIATE POINT PROCESS 

Let {N1(t), N2(t)] be a bivariate point process on 

the interval (0, T] which is stationary, orderly and satisfies 

a (strong) mixing condition. let the times of events of the 

process N, be si, s2,..., and the times of events of N2 be 

t1 t2,...,. Let also b be a scale parameter. Then 

estimates of p21(u) and m21(u) are based on the following 

variate 

(T) 

Tzý 1 U-- -< {j _SK U ff' 3 fj SK j 
, 
ýa lý... ýN, ýC! ) & k= i,... )N(T j(4.4--1) J 

where N1(T) and N2(T) are the number of events of the 

processes N1 and N2 respectively. The function J( 
)(u) 

21 

counts the number of differences, ti - sk, which fall in 

a cell of bin width b. Thus J21 
)(u) 

is a histogram-like 

statistic considered in Cox & Lewis (1972). By normaliz 

appropriately this histogram-like statistic we can find 

a cell of bin width b. Thus J21)(u) is a histogram-like 

statistic considered in Cox & Lewis (1972). By normalizing 

estimates of the CPD and CIF given by 

PA 

(T) 

21 ) 
bT 

(4.4.2) 
ý(ý) 

n 

b (4.4.3) 

If u is large compared with T. then the unbiased 

estimate of CPD should be considered since the expression 

(4.4.2) holds approximately (refer to the alternative 
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definition of J21)(U) which is discussed below). The 

unbiased estimate of p21 (u) can be obtained from (4.4.2) 

by replacing bT with b(T- Jul ) in the denominator. 

Brillinger (1976a) considers the following modified 

estimate 

P2(")=A21(")+Jul PT PýZ (4.4.4) 

The estimate (4.4.4) has better overall mean-squared 

error properties (Parzen, 1961). In our case we only 

consider estimates of the form (4.4.2) since p21(u) and 

£ 
1(u) have asymptotically the same properties for Jul not 

large compared to T. 

By an extension of Theorem 3.2.1 we find the following 

asymptotic distributions for p21(u) and m21(u). 

Corollary 4.4.1: The estimate p21(u), given by (4.4.2), is 

asymptotically distributed as (bT)-'Po(bTp21(u)) (By Po(a) 

we mean a Poisson distribution with mean a). 

Corollary 4.4.2: The estimate m21(u), given by (4.4.3), is 

asymptotically distributed as (bT)-1pý1Po(bTp21(u)) 

The proofs of the Corollaries are given in Brillinger (1976a). 

For large bT the estimates p21(u) and m21(u) will be 

approximately normally distributed. 
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An alternative definition for the variable J21 )(u) is 

given by 

(T) 7-1u1-ß º'&I + 
T21 (u)^ f f6 dN2(t+s)o1NN(i)) Silo . (4.4.5) 

For the expected value of J21 
)(u) 

we have 

T-lul-T Iujt _ (r) 
E{ Tz, (U)} =ff P2s(s)dsdt , sto 

0 Irt1_. . 

and by expanding p21(e) for values of a in the neighbourhood 

of u we get 

l 
T-IkI--ý 

E ? ýý"ý1 
'f 6Pit(u)df 6(T i pzf(u) = 6(T-! ) P21(u) foe smaý b. 

o 

Furthermore, for small values of Jul compared to T we have 

E{ T21(u)} = bTp2, (a) (4.4.6) 

It is now clear that Corollaries 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 are valid 

under the assumption (4.4.6). 

The estimate (4.4.1) involves the comparison of 

N1(T). N2(T) values. In our situation the number of events 

N1(T) and N2(T) are quite large, which implies that the 

computation of (4.4.1) takes a long time even for a high 

speed computer. However, there is an algorithm suggested in 

Brillinger (1976b) for a direct computation of J2ý)(u) with 

one pass through the data. This algorithm can be described 

in our case as follows: 

Suppose the data are denoted by (rj, mj), j=1,2,..., 

N1(T)+N2(T), where r1 < r2 / r3 < ... < rN 
1(T) + T) and 

ri is an sk if mj = 1, rj is a tk if mi = 2. Then for the 
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computation of J21 )(u) the following steps are required 

(1) initialize NP (lh, h) and NN (lh, h) to be 0 for 1s1,2,... 

(2) for j=1,2,... and kj+1, j+2,... if m1 12 2, 

Mk a1 compute 1= uk - u3 and set NP(lh, h) = NP(lh, h) 

+1 or if m3 = 1, mk 2 compute 1= Uk - uj and set 

NN(lh, h) = NN(lh, h) + I. 
(2)(u) 

is not even, the array Since the statistic J21 

NP corresponds to positive values of u and the array NN 

corresponds to negative values of u. 

The estimate of the CIF can now be calculated by 

using relation (4.4.3). The square-root transformation 

(Proposition 3.2.1) can also be applied in order to calculate 

approximate confidence limits for the estimate, m21(u), of 

the CIF. 

Corollary 4.4.3: The square root of the estimate of the CIF, 
siz -1 m2l(u), is approximately distributed as N( (m21(u)), (4bTpj) )" 

A 
: /2 

The variance of (m21(u)) is stable for all u. 

It follows from Corollary 4.4.3 that the approximate 
J12 

95% confidence limits for (A21(u)) are 

) 1l2 (6TP, ) A '+l2 ý"ýzýiu) =. (¢. 4.7) 

Under the assumption of independence the CIF will be 

equal to p2 and the approximate confidence 95% limits given 

by (4.4.7) become 

A +/2 -1/Z 
PZ) ±{1 N1(T) J (4.4.8) 
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Fig. 4.4.1(a) gives an estimate of the CIF of the response 

of the Ia sensory axon in presence of a gamma stimulation 

(Data Set II). The effect of gamma stimulation is clear 

when the distance between an Ia spike and a Is spike is 

in the interval 10-30 msecs. The dotted line is the square 

root of the estimate of the MI of the process N2 while the 

solid horizontal lines are the approximate 95% confidence 

limits. 

Fig. 4.4.1(b) is the estimate of the AIF of the N1 

process, i. e. the static gamma stimulation ( 'Is ). This 

figure clearly shows that the process N1 is a Poisson point 

process. 

The estimate of the impulse response function is 

easily calculated from (4.3.5) by subtracting the estimate 

P2 from the estimate m21(u). 

We now turn to the frequency domain to calculate 

estimates of the cross-spectrum by using the estimate of 

the CCF described in this section. Also, estimates of the 

transfer function, phase and coherence are discussed and 

illustrated. 

4.5 ESTIMATION OP FREQUENCY DOMAIN PARAMETERS 

The cross-spectrum in the case of a bivariate 

stationary point process is defined by expression (4.2.4) 

as the Fourier transform of the cross cumulant function 

g2l(u). An estimate of the CS is given by 
7n 

= (2-ff )r'b kTýuý)Qztý"1ýe sauf for uý_bj (4.5.1) 
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Fig. 4.4.1: Estimates of the time-domain parameters when the 
muscle s indle is affected by a fusimotor input 
( 's). 

p(a) 
Estimate of the square root of the 

CIF between the la discharge and the Ys stimulus. 
The dotted line gives the estimated square root 
of the mean rate of the la discharge. The 
horizontal lines are the asymptotic 95% confidence 
limits; (b) Estimate of the square root of the 
AIF of the fusimotor input. The dotted line in 
the middle corresponds to the estimated square 
root of the mean rate of the fusimotor input 
and the horizontal lines above and below this 
line are the asymptotic 95% confidence limits. 
This figure clearly shows that the fusimotor 
input behaves like a Poisson point process. 
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where kT(u) is a convergence factor. 

The estimate f21) (a) is a complex function since 

m21(u) ' m2l (-u) and it may be expressed as 

fif 61) = Re{, (a) +iIm f21( ) (4.5.2) 

where Re f21) (7) and Im f( 
) (, A) are the real and imaginary 21 

parts of f21)( 2 ). Estimates Re f21ý (A) and Im f21) 

(A) are calculated when estimates of the CIF m21(u) and the 

MIs p, and p2 are available. 

The transfer function may now be estimated by 

r 
+22A) 

(4.. 5.3) 

where f11)(A) is the estimate of the power spectrum of the 

point process Nj. 

Two new real-valued functions related to the complex 

function A(2 ), the gain and the phase, are defined as 

follows. 

The gain G( 'A ) by 

G(a) _ IAN I 

and the phase e (7) by 

e(20= arq{ A(ß)1 " 

The gain is non-negative and even since 

G(, I)= G(-A) . 

(4.5.4) 

(4.5.5) 

(4.5.6) 

The phase is also defined as the argument of the cross- 

spectrum, that is, 

0 

1901) = ark f f2f(a)fl . 
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This result follows from the fact that f 11 
(q )>0. 

The phase is an odd function since 

e(a)=-e(-ý) 
. 

(4.5.8) 

This implies that 0('A) is zero for ý=0. 

The functions G(a) and G (I ) may be estimated by 

6(r)(, )='q', I =f 
"r, N)1 

(4.. 5.9) 
1,71m ) 

and 

r) 
e1(ß)=cu / 

(ýa) 
= tah'{Iým(21f(a) Re{ýT(ý)l 

. 
(4.5.10) 

Finally, we give an estimate for the coherence by substituting 

estimates of the cross-spectrum and power spectra of the 

input and output processes in the expression (4.3.13), i. e. 

(r) 2_ {. 
%f )2 

Rzt (ý)ý -- 3 (7) ' (4.5.11) 

where 

Re 
rýýi)}2t {Imý2fýýý}Z (4.. 5.2) 

The functions and their estimates considered above can be 

found in Brillinger (1975a) and Koopmans (1974) for the 

case of ordinary time series. 

We now consider the properties of the estimate f21)(ß 

based on the estimate q21(u) of the cross-cumulant function. 

This estimate, as we shall see in the next section, is 

equivalent to an estimate of the cross-spectrum which 
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involves the cross-periodogram of the bivariate process. 

So, it is essential to examine the properties of the cross- 

periodogram before we go on to refer to the asymptotic 

properties of f21) ( ). 

4.6 ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OP THE ESTIMATED CROSS-SPECTRUM 

The statistic of interest is the estimate of the CS 

given by (4.5.1). It is possible to express f21)( 2) in the 

following equivalent form 

T 
`ý```ýu f2f (A) =(20)'f 

Tk(bTý`) 
22+<uý e- 

(f 
12ýt) Jk 

(6T 4) 
ff 00121)(a)eiakcia] 

e `l"oiu. 

T -oo 

00 
[-i' k(bTL) e_i(a-aludu 

}I ; l(a)ds 

"00 -T 1 

00 

= 6T ýý K 6T (a-a)] j', )(a)cda 
. 

(4.6.1) 

The arguments used for the development of expression 

(4.6.1) can be found in Parzen (1957,1961) for the case of 

ordinary time series. The estimate (4.6.1) is clearly 

based on the function I( 
)(a). 

21 
This function is called the cross periodogram and 

defined by 

, 2, r 7' 
dz (a) df (a) -ý <aC oo 

(4.6.2) I 
f(a) 
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where dýT)(a) and d2T)(a) are the Fourier-Stieltjee 

transforms of the processes N1 and N2 respectively 

described in section 3.3 of Chapter 3. 

The cross periodogram 
4(a) 

is a complex function 

whose conjugate function satisfies the relation 

121a) 
I-' . 

I2, '(-a) 
(4.6.3) 

The first-, second- and higher-order properties of 

the cross-periodogram are now examined. We start with the 

first-order moment of I2ý)(a) presented in the following 

theorem. 

Theorem 4.6.1.: Let f N1(t), N2(t)} be a stationary 

bivariate point process on the interval (0, T] . Suppose 

that the second-order cumulant gkl(u), defined for processes 

with indices k and 1, satisfies 

f (uIi Ke(u. )I d" < oo for k) Q- 1o2 . 

Let I(T)(a) be the periodogram for processes with indices 

k, l. Then 

Ef IKe(ýI)] = 2v. -r 
f 

-a) 2 
)ZýKe(a) 

cýia + ($in t `2 
l) 

Furthermore, Iki)(ý) is asymptotically an unbiased estimator 

of fkl (a) as T 

Proof: It is clear that 

E{I e(. )}= 2f E{dK'la)dý(a) }= 2 cum (4('), 4i) Ta+ E{dKýýý}E{ ýý} 
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and the rest of the proof follows in the same way as in 

Theorem 3.5.1 and Proposition 3.5.1. 

The next theorem gives the second-order properties of the 

I(T)(a). 

Theorem 4.6.2: Let { Ni(t), N2(t) J be a stationary 

bivariate point process on the interval (0, T ]. Suppose 

the cumulants up to the fourth order exist and satisfy 

J... fijIIal 
.. aT ) ar,..., ayf, 2 7s23 

and j = 1,..., J-1. Let ,&0 and I(T)(2 ) 

given by (4.6.2) for k, 1 = 1,2. Then 

(T 2 Ot, 

*c ov'ke, %)) = -P)+ Li ýa-) )ý T 
where 

T 
ýýýa)= fe dt -Ö<a, ýGDO and kl'KZ, E,, t'2=I, 2 

0 

Proof: It follows from the properties of the second-order 

cumulant that 

coV . 
jl`rJ rk 

P ýý) = Camf 
, 

t' ), I f 
krk 

(µ)} ki Qj 1; Z Kr Q, 
t2 

and the rest of the proof is completed by applying the same 

arguments as in Theorem 3.5.2. 
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The variance of the cross-periodogram I(T)(, Afollows 

from Theorem 4.6.2 by setting j_ in the 

formula of the covariance, i. e. 

ý 
Var fIr 

e(i)} _ 
Ikkýiý1(Q( ) +O(i ) 

For k=1=1 we have that 

Var{T; t, )(3) }. &z(a) + O(T-) 
5 

i. e., the variance of the periodogram of the univariate 

(4.6.4) 

process N, discussed in Chapter 3. 

It is now clear that expression (4.6.4) emphasizes 

two important points 

(i) The properties of the periodogram of the univariate 

point process are special cases of the properties of 

the cross-periodogram, and 

(ii) The variance of the cross-periodogram (k ' 1) does 

not decrease as T becomes larger. 

The second point suggests that, as in the case of the 

periodogram of the univariate point process, the cross- 

periodogram is not a good estimate of the cross-spectrum. 

Hence smoothing procedures are needed to improve the 

properties of this estimate. We refer to these procedures 

after the next theorem which examines the higher-order 

properties of the cross-periodogram. 

Theorem 4.6.3: Let Ni(t), N2(t) be a stationary point 

process on the interval (0, T] . Suppose that cumulants up 
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to the Jth-order of the bivariate point process exist and 

satisfy 

4,..., uJ ' 
ýýuý I ga,.. .( 

aT 

for a1,..., aj a 1,2; J-2,3,... and 

Then, if one of ýj, + jj2 #0 or one of 0 

(ii, '2 = we have that 

-TA, 
0 [at T>2 

where k1,11,..., kJ, 1J - 1,2. 

Pr: The required cumulant takes the following form 

Cuml Ik er'ýaýý1... 
ý 

Ik7e7ýaTýl -T (T) 

lJ{ 

for J=2,3, """ " 

It follows from Lemma 2.5, Appendix I. that the cumulant of 

the right hand-aide can be expressed as 

cup, { dk0, )(ý1)ý... ý d() )dý(-ý7)ý 1(2, r)"'- 7" e7' 
1f 

JK6 
ý1K) T 

(A9K 
) Jk 6Y, ) + 0(1)] 

' t'() J, l (P1 

where the summation extends over all indecomposable 

partitions V= {v1 
.... vp ) of the following table 

(ill) (1,2) 

(2,1) (2,2) 

(J, 1) (J, 2) (ref. Leonov & Shiryaev, 1959). 
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Also, the following notation has been used in (*) 

N2 =It , I`e, _-ýt i 1=1,... 17 .. 

mi denotes the number of elements in the partition v i, 
i 1,..., p, ýjk means that the last µ is suppressed. 

Further, it follows from Brillinger (1969) and the 

fact that 4f )/T (A# o) tends to zero, as T1 o--o, that 

the required cumulant will tend to zero for J>2. 

We now turn to the problem of finding the asymptotic 

properties of the estimate fki) (T). This is a weighted 

estimate of the periodogram Iki)( ý) in the neighbourhood 

of given by expression (4.6.1) but for general indices 

k, l 1,2. 

Theorem 4.6.4: Let { Ni(t), N2(t) J be a bivariate 

stationary point process on (0, T] . Suppose that cumulants 

up to the Jth-order of the bivariate point process exist 

and satisfy 

f 
, **j 

I u, 711la,... g7iufs... s uT-f il äut 
... [iuT-f < 00 1 

for a1,..., aJ = 1,2; J=2,3,... and ja1,..., J-1. 

Let K(a) satisfy Assumption 3.9.1 and fki)(A) be the 

spectrum of the processes Nk and Nl (k, l a 1,2). Then, as 

T º-- co , if bT 0 and bTT º-+- pa 9 we have 

E1 rKe Oi = fK2%) *0 (bT T -') 
s 
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2 Q, 
m 

bTT COV 
(r) (r) 

r, -. ao 
fK, 

l, %1)ý ýKaý2(ý) }= 27r/1ý (a)da C {ýýµý {, 
ýfKfa) 

fe, 
l(ýý 

TK1Q2( )u,, 
K: 

(- I)] 

and 

Proof: 

cGºnf fK , ýý+),... 
ý 

fkTQrla7)ý 
= D(bý rf T. T*1 ) or K, KT, QTz (, Z 

. 

9{A-ý)_I fo� a-/So ahd so 0tAerw; se) . 

For the expected value of fki)( a) we have 

E {Ke(a)}=4 J00]ý[6T(A-«)] EfI, e(a))da 

= bT fýKý 6Tiý-Q)ý (Ik¬(a)+O(T')Jda, 66 appýýý�j Th. 4.6.1 

= 
Jý K(a)ýkQ( a"bra)da +Q(; 

'r') 

and as T- 

E {f ke 
(ýý J 

ý--ý' 
1KQ(ý) 

Similarly, for the covariance of 1(T) (1) and f(") (µ) we 
1 11 22 

have 

[ýr) 
(fi 

I' 
lf fr" 

fr) 
I COJ 

{ 
TK, e, 

( )5 
! Kiel(#) e, (A) 

I IK2tlýý) 
J 
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1 ff°x ý 
= 6T C bT ýý-aýý3 KC bT? -a=)ý cov{ Ik ý, (a, )' rK: lt(aý)} ola, daý 

_00 

z+" 6T If 1{ b; ýýý-aý)ý K[ b7-a2)ý f($1Zm (a -a )T/2 2) {K, K 
(ai) { d da 

+00 
' 

SI(/ 
i a. a T= + 67 11 xýbTýý'a, )ýK[ 6riµ-a2jý 

lt a, raa)7 2)} 
Iic, P: (al{-ei, 

((-al)4 z: 
-00 

t 0(b- T-2) + 0(T'') , (*) 

Now, 

Z .a 

C6TTy-ff K[ 67<i -aol 
KE 6Týµ-a2)] 

l 
'a( r. 

2T 
2ý1 {K, 

kt(w) 
{(, (1(-ýf) ° 

by setting ß, = -at t becomes 

+ßO 

b7 T-2 (f Kýßý)Ký 6Tiµ-a1)j{ý sin -b , -at T/2 )21 6Tßi) 1 ýbTj+)dý°(°`t 
-00 i-b1ß, -ß0/2 /1 !r_ 

which gives by substituting ßt =A- 6rß, -a2 

6TT 2fý11of) f Kýbtýý"ý+6T 
N1+Y2ýJ ISiýiBYT1/ 

A similar expression can be found for the second term in (*). 

Then, as T º---- -o , we have 

Q» öTTcoV{{KýýiA)f{k 
ltý/`ýý = , 7([g{j-ýj {KKK: ýa){4ýt('a) +ýlýtf ýýKýf: ý11)fQýKý&I )ý jKýaý°ý 

which is the required covariance of fkT)Nand f(T) 
11 212 

It can be proved with similar arguments as in the case of the 

ordinary time series (Brillinger, 1975a; p437) that the 
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cumulant 

cum { [k(') ){ 
(t)(aJJý 

is of order 
b,. T. 

7"; 
Ekaf is T 

ýý1 
ý... ý 

7Q? 

(1) 
1(T) / T+l -T* Cum { fK, 1, (41)'... 

) TKTeT(a? )I. 
Q16T ?" 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 

Corollary 4.6.4: Under the conditions of Theorem 4.6.3 and 

if bT --- 0, bTT i °° as T F--ý co º then f 
(T) ( ý ý) º""", kill 

f(T) (aJ) are asymptotically jointly normal. 
JJ 

Proof: The first- and second-order properties of f(T) (ýý)º 
11 

are examined in Theorem 4.6.3. Also, the same 

theorem suggests that the standardized joint cumulants will 

be of the following order 

7/2 H T/ 7/2+f (6TT) 
Cam {K7e/ 

7)) _ o(b; Zt! T-1 
/ 

Hence, the standardized joint cumulants of order greater 

than 2 (J > 2) tend to zero (as T'-' °°) and the required 

result follows from Lemma 2.6 given in Appendix I. 

The asymptotic first- and second-order properties and 

the joint probability distribution of the estimates of the 

cross-spectrum considered by Rosenblatt (1959) in the case 

of ordinary time series. Parzen (1967) also discussed the 

asymptotic theory and certain empirical aspects of these 

estimates in the case of ordinary time series. 
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The estimate (4.6.1) can also be written as 

co 
"e ýý)= fo 

11T(i-a)I g(a)dcr 

6T 37 WbTlýa- TLJ, j r1(Ts 
for Kjj= (j$ 

r $'o 

where KT(a) is the "spectral window" discussed in Chapter 3. 

In practice this estimate is calculated for ra je 7r . 
In connection with the properties of the estimate 

f21)(ß) of the CS we now discuss the properties of the 

estimates Re f21) (a) and Im ef 2A). 21 
These real-valued functions are the estimates of the 

real and the imaginary parts of the true value of the CS 

and are useful in estimating the phase. 

A discussion of the Re f21) (ý) and Im f21) (1 ) is 

given by Jenkins (1965) in the case of ordinary time series. 

The next Theorem describes the joint asymptotic 

distribution of Re f21) (A) and Im f21) (a) 
. 

Theorem 4.6.5: Under the conditions of Theorem 4.6.4 the 

joint distribution of Re f21) (A ), Im f21) (. A) is 

asymptotically normal with mean Re f2l (' ), Im f21(a ), 

variances, 

Zn K 

Ta)c 

r1; Slz'ý)JL fig%){zz(a) { ReI: )) {I»+{pia)}1, /2 

7( 

21r 
bK(a) 

26 r1-ä{2a}ýýfý(a){12(a) 
-ýRe fz, (a)) (IN, fw3)/2J/2 
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and covariance 

21r K2(a)d r1_c{zalJ` {Rei(q(i)J1 Imf2()}] 
" (, 6TT 

2) ('A ) as follows Proof : We write Re f21) ( 71) and Im f 
(21 

I (r) (r) fj (a )+ 
Re It 

2 
f2f 

f 
ýZý () -1fzßr)' a I,,, {2ý(a) = 

T) 

It follows from Theorem 4.6.4 that the mean of [Re f21) (1 ), 

Im f21) ( A)] is asymptotically [Re f21(ß Im f21(ß 

Also, from Theorem 4.6.4 and the expressions for Re f21 
)(A ) 

and Im f21)(, A) given above, we have after some computations 

eim 6TT cov Re{ýt(1), Re f2, (µ)J 
Tº-+ ad 

+ Ta 221) *{ReisA)}= {Inh fti(ýI)}2 ] 

So the limit of the variance of Re f21) (a) will be given 

by 

Too 

Similarly for the variance of Im f21 
) (, A) we have 

lm 6TTvar[I«, {; 
r+ oo 

(A)]=[i- 
-f Ref:, l l+ 11,42MIIIT fKCa)d 

T 
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Finally, for the covariance of Re f21) ( A) and Im f21) ( 1) 

we get 

Pam bTTcov{Re{11ý(a), IM{; )(ý)] =- 4ý ýý1'ä{ýa})f: 
ý(a)f,: l-a) 

- (! -S(za}) ff2(A)f21("A)] 2, r 
f KIN 

= 2'ßf Kýý)daC{ Rýýtýýý)}{Imý2ý(aý}, 
. 

The asymptotic normality follows from the fact that f21 (a ) 

and f21 (a ) are asymptotically normally distributed. 

In the last theorem of this section we discuss the 

asymptotic distribution of the estimate of the modulus of 

the CS I f( 
)(ý)I 

" 21 

Theorem 4.6.6: Under the conditions of Theorem 4.6.4 the 

distribution of If21)(A )I is asymptotically normal with 

mean l f21" )I and variance given by 

eim 6TT var ýTz(rýýI }' 
Irý1 +ý12ýIJ lT14 

i22(A)2f(A)1 2ý/KZýaida' 

T, -º oo 

Proof: : The estimate of I f21(ß )I is given by 

If,, k)I 
=[{Reji'm(1)) +{IM 

On expanding if21)( A)/ in a Taylor Series with respect to 

Re f21) (A) and Im f21) (1) in the neighbourhood of Re f21( 

and Imf21")weget 

(i) 

s+Ct 

(1) Irr) A'1 If:, (a)I If=, (a)I Rý :, la) - Rýf: ý(a)ý If:, (a) 
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It follows from Theorem 4.6.5 and the above expansion that 

1(1f2,1( )J)- If2f(1)1 fo(6TT"') 
. 

For the covariance of 
lf2(T, )(*A)l 

and 
I )I we obtain 

, V(If (r),, a)l, Ii'ýµ>I) = ReIu(ýRýfi, rk, cav 21 [R f=ý, ýa>> Re 1 ft, (a)ll f2fP01 :t f14)] 

+ 
IM (a) I. ( 

cov [I {(r)ým Im I ? /) e Won fir 
{21(m1111, (µ)1 '^ It :ý:, (a)I1 ft, (ý"ýl `ýV f:. P 

ma Re ( 
+ f: 1(2)IIf: +(µ)I 

covClMA, 
(i) (2), (r) RC{, W] 

. 

Now, it follows from Theorem 4.6.5 that 

ej, 
n 

b1T f2', 
z )'J &i b7T Re =: ýN Var { Rt 12%i)} ýtVarýlinýýf a)1 ; 2l(I)II 

T I-. 00 r-01oo 

+2 
Re 

Ift, P iIZ 

which gives after some further calculations 

Qcm 67T 1/ar1 1a CS 
tS{21 

JL " 
1Z2 f, 

171 fx 
f ýý 4" 

TF--. oo 
J 

The asymptotic normality follows from Theorem 4.6.5 since 

the joint distribution of [Re f21) ( a) , Im f() (ý) ] is 21 

asymptotically normal. 

As a consequence of the above Theorem we have the 

following corollary. 
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Corollary 4.6.6: Under the conditions of Theorem 4.6.4 the 

distribution of inlf21)( \)j is asymptotically normal with 

mean 1n If21( A)) and variance given by 

Ti--M- 

40 
Io fI+Sf2, ý}][I+jRI, (a )j 2 J'rrfK(ý)da 

Tº-ý 

Prof: The proof follows from Theorem 4.6.6 and by 

applying lemma 2.4 of Appendix I. 

Corollary 4.6.6 indicates that the distribution of 

log ý0 
If 

21) 
(2t) I is normal with variance, 

Q'm bTTV r{Qojjo (I '')1) f 1+S{zA}j[1+ IR2, (1)12]Trto340e1K%I 
. Ti-. oo 

In the case of ordinary time series most of°the above 

results can be found in Brillinger (1975a). 

We now turn to the problem of investigating the 

asymptotic distributions of the estimates of two important 

functions, the gain and phase. 

4.7 ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATES OF GAIN AND 

PHASE 

We start this section by examining the properties of 

the estimates A(T)(, A) of the transfer function A( 2 ). 

Theorem 4.7.1: Under the conditions of Theorem 4.6.4 and 

if f11( A) p0 the distribution of A(T)(A) is complex 
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normal with mean A( A) and variance given by 

Qtmb T Varýý ?fA ýýl}= {z2(1){, (l)[1-JR: 
i(A)I']Y'r 

fKla1ý- 
" Tº-+ o0 

Proof: Using Corollary 3 given in Mann and Wald (1943) we 

have 

AIT)(ý) = A(ý1) + 
(1){l)-{ 

(a) 
_A 

q") r h) 7,., 

For the expectation of A(T)(, I) we get 

E {A(t )} = A(ý) +0 (b7 T ý') 
s 

i. e., A(T)( 2) is asymptotically an unbiased estimator of 

A(2). 

The covarianoe of A(T)( 2) and A(T)( j) can be written as 

coy [Aý`ý(71), A9'1)3 _= covL{sr z2(a), 
fý(f')] frrla)firýPý r 

+ 
A(_ A() fr) F) A(') 
{, (2)(0v 

[f', (a), f, (A) ]- cor 
(r) (r) 

AM 2 
ýý ý) 7, ýf) CoV [ý (1)' 

* O(6T T'2) 

and by applying the results of Theorem 4.6.4 we obtain 

cov i Aýil`)ý fK ia)da f O(brT"t) 
; ýt ýk) 4lµ) r 
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Hence, for the variance we get 

-g Qim bTT Va({Aýý(711} 
= cz(a){�(ß) f1 

-IRtt(a)ý: 32n JKt(a)äa 

"1 

The asymptotic normality follows from the fact that f21) (' ) 

and f( 
)(a ) are asymptotically normal with covariance 11 

structure given in Theorem 4.6.4. 

As a consequence of this Theorem we have 

Corollary 4.7.1: Under the conditions of Theorem 4.6.4 and 

if f11 (*A )#0 the distribution of In G(T) ( A) is 

asymptotically normal with mean In G(2. ) and variance given 

by 

eLm bTT Var{QnG'ýýý)} 
= ýRtý(ý)ý-2-1 nJ K2aýda 

o0 Ti-.. 

Proof: The in /A(T) (A) I can be expanded as 

Qn fAEýý(ý)ý = enIA(ý)I +A A(a Aý- - (-ý +... --C--] ý-3-C-A(-a) J 
and no we get 

E{enG(r(j)) =QnG(1)+O(bTT ") 

For the covariance of In G(T)(a) and In G(T)(µ) we have 

co�{e G(T(a), QnC /)j rr 
+ 

_____j A(a)A(-p) 

+4 A()q(µ) cov fA (ý) Aß(µ)1 * A(-a)AFp) 
tovCA'ýä)ýAýh j7 
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and by applying Theorem 4.6.7 we further have 

eim brT Var fri ('?, )) =f 14,91 1ýn JK (a) 
TO-W 00 

INA)l of 
FI) fit (3) 

=C1 R2, (i)i 
2- 11 it JK'ccIa . 

The asymptotic normality of this estimate follows from 

Theorem 4.7.1. 

Corollary 4.7.1 suggests that the variable log 10 
G(")( a) is asymptotically normal with mean log10 G(A) and 

variance 

Vai (to 6(r( »= 'b ° 

The variance of log 10 G(T)( \) depends on the coherence 

IR21") 12 in such a way that it becomes zero when the 

coherence is one. 

Fig. 4.7.1(a) gives the logarithm to the base 10 of 

the estimate G(T)(A). The estimated gain is large for 

small frequencies and decreases almost linearly for higher 

frequencies. Fig. 4.7.1(b) is the logarithm to the base 

10 of the estimate of the power spectrum of the input 

process. This figure clearly shows that the PS of the 

input process is a constant and does not differ significantly 

from the PS of a Poisson process with the same mean rate. 

We turn now to the phase e (A) which is defined as 

the argument of the transfer function A(a ). An estimate 
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Fig. 4.7.1: Estimates of frequency-domain parameters 
calculated by using the estimates of the time- 
domain parameters when the muscle spindle is 
affected by a fusimotor input ( "s). (a) Log 
to base 10 of the estimate of the gain; (b) 
Log to base 10 of the estimate of the power 
spectrum of the fusimotor input. The dotted 
line in the middle corresponds to the estimated 
power spectrum of a Poisson point process with 
the same mean rate, and the two horizontal 
lines above and below this line are the asymptotic 
95% confidence limits. This figure also 
indicates that the fusimotor input behaves like 
a Poisson point process. The value of T- 512. 
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n (X. ý) 
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of the phase is given by relation (4.5.10). The asymptotic 

distribution of this estimate is developed in the next 

theorem. 

Theorem 4.7.2: Under the conditions of Theorem 4.6.4 the 

estimate 6(T)( ,; ý) is asymptotically normally distributed 

with mean E)(2) and variance given by 

Cýc'rn 6,, T uar(e, ý, ý ýJ. 71 (i-dl zý }jj 
1f 

(1) 
T22( 2 -If 1(l)l ,l 

lTilýa)ý JKta)da 
a 

n (1-S{2.1} J{ I -IR2I(A)l23 ýRtý(ý1)f 2f K (a)da 

: 7T( 1_S f2AI]C 111 JK=t4, da 

Proof: The estimate of the phase can be written as 

efrh) = ocrý 61 ( i) 

By setting e+F= f21) (a) and ea f21(A) we express 

arg {e+F} in the following way 

art{e+El =ar81e0+-e-)1=arje+aryfý1+ e )I 

. are+ýe -e 
ýý4i eT-'eýý)+. ." 

The last part of the above expression follows from the 
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fact that 

argl(1+-e )l. 
zý 

Ceo2(1+ e )- Qo1(1+ 
e )j 

2i ee 4i 
e --e , 

+... . 

Then we have for arg f( ýA) 21 

ar3 
ýý%) 

= aýý{ý%) + 
.. 12f ) 

, 
(a) 

_2_ 
(-a)-: º('a),... 

z+ 
-92j(-; 1) 

and further, by using this expansion, we are able to 

calculate the asymptotic first-, second- and higher-order 

cumulants of the estimate e(T)(2ý ). 

For the expected value of e(T)( 9ý) we have 

E {e(r'(a )} =E {ary f ('T, )(. 1)) = 9(a) t O(6T T-') 

since 

Also, for the covariance of e(T) (I ) and e(T) (i) we 

have 

cov [ A(')(2), e(r)µl] = covýarý{t(r(ý)) ar, f 
Z, ß(µ)] 

c! 1 `* tr( 
ICt)ý {zi(P)} -v- 

' 3) 1l1µ) 
covf �(al, 1 z, k)I 

_ff 
fr) (? ) fý) fry cov {Z, iµ)} +µ 

=' 

ý) 

; ýýk)cov{{Zs(-a)ý 
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This relation follows from the properties of the covariance 

for complex variables. 

Further, by using Theorem 4.6.4 we get 

T. -w no 

(2. ){: 
1(; ){ft(1)]znJKia)da Q: 

m 6T7Vaf f BIrtA)} =ý {, (A)l= 
f'ý(ý){a: (A) tS 

4 =ý(ý)ý2g(ý) L 
ýýzýf f, ()f22() +f21Wf2('a)J 2lrfK'(a)cta 

_f1 fu 
2f-1)T1fýýýýIf2(1) 

[2f1 
i(A)(A 1rfx: (d)o6 

t4! 
rt'cý) 

`v{2) 
{11ýý) {2fi'a) +fý(a){zs(a), 21r 

fK(a)da 

) =l 
IT'- ýaýý3 L 

! -d{Zý}, 
1 

fýýýTZ2ýý) - 
[ý-d 

lZýýJ 

} 
IT 

fKada. 

since S(za} is zero everywhere except for ýa0 

2 llrfK (ix)cla 

[I 
-S{22}][I -IRzt(1)1z]IRt, (4)1 fKZ(a)da 

= r- {za}ýLýR21( )ýýZ 1], r fK(a)d-a 

The asymptotic normality follows from the fact that 
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f21) ( "A)...., f21) (A 
J), J=2,3... are asymptotically 

normal proved in Theorem 4.6.4. 

Parzen (1964) 
, Jenkins (19636)and Jenkins and Watt (1968) 

have examined the properties of the estimates described above 

in the case of ordinary time series. Brillinger (1974a)extends 

some of these results to the case of Stochastic process with 

stationary increments. 

Figs. 4.7.2 (a-c) give the estimates of the real and 

imaginary parts of the cross-spectrum as well as the estimate 

of the phase. 

The unconstrained estimate of the phase (Chatfield 

(1980), p181) is plotted against the value n 
2Tn 

n=0,1,2,..., 45 and T= 512). 

It is clear that the estimated phase can be approximated 

by a straight line passing through the origin. This straight 

line indicates a delay between the two point processes equal 

to the slope of the line. Mathematically we express the 

delay as the ratio given by 

t(a)= e(a)/ý (4.7.1) 

and is interpreted as the time delay between the harmonic of 

the process N2 at frequency 

(1974), p138)" 

over that of N, (Koopmans 

An estimate of t(A ) is found t, y using expression (4.7.1) 

to be approximately 15 ursec. This estimated value of t( ý\) is 

also in agreement with the one given by the estimate of the 

CIF (ref. Fig. 4.4.1(a)). The last function in the frequency 

domain which we have already mentioned in section 4.5 and 

which is of great importance is the coherence* 
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Fig. 4.7.2: Estimates of frequency-domain parameters 
obtained from the estimate of the CIF in the 
case when the muscle s indle is affected by 
a fusimotor input ( 'a). (a) Estimate of 
the real part of the cross-spectrum; (b) 
Estimate of the imaginary part of the cross- 
spectrum and (c) Estimate of the phase. The 
value of T= 512. 
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The coherence provides a measure of the degree of 

the relationship between the processes N, and N2 and also 

gives the range of frequencies in which the process N1 has 

an effect on the process N2. 

An estimate of the coherence is given by (4.5.11). 

The calculation of this estimate requires estimates of the 

cross-spectrum between N1 and N2 and the power-spectra of 

the component processes N1 and N2. The density function 

of the estimate of the coherence, R2(T) (A )12, at each 

frequency p0 is the same as the density function of the 

ordinary correlation coefficient of two normally distributed 

random variables. This follows from a general result given 

by Goodman (1963) which states that the density function of 

the estimate of the multiple correlation coefficient of the 

variable Y and the r vector-valued variable X has the 

following form 

ý1 "ýRrxý )ý: Fiýsýs3ýý IRrxl IRrxI=) 
rl r(r IRy ltf-p(1"ýkrxý )s". ý' (4.7.2) 

where 2F1(") is a generalized hypergeometric function 

(Ref. Abramowitz and Stegun (1964)) and JRyXj is the 

estimate of the multiple Correlation coefficient IR 
yxI 

2. 

Applying the above result to the case where we have a 

point process M and an r vector-valued point process N we 

see that expression (4.7.2) is now the density function of 

the estimate of the multiple coherence I RMN) (2\) 12 at 

frequency A 

In the case JRMN(a )I2 = 0, expression (4.7.2), for 
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the corresponding estimate of the multiple coherence, 

becomes 

(_(s) RMN(ý)I z.. z(i 
_ IRMN(a)ýý)sr. ý for 100 

r(s-r) r(r) 

where s =-- -6. r 
T 

-- = --brT- (4.7.4) 2VJKý. )dA Jk(k)du 

Expression (4.7.3) shows that the estimate JR)(a )12 

has a Beta density function with parameter r and s-r under 

the null hypothesis that the coherence is zero. 

In order to be able to test the null hypothesis we 

need to compute a 100a per cent point of Rte) (a )I 2. This 

can be done by using the following formula given in Abramowitz 

and Stegun (1964) 

Prob (IRM, (l)I2<z J: S+(;,, 
z(i-z) for 0<z<! 

For the particular case that M= N2 and N= N1 we 

get from (4.7.5) that 

+/s-1 zs 1- (1-a) 
(4. '. 6) 

Expression (4.7.6) gives the 100a per cent point of 

IR(T) 2.21 

A second way to test the hypothesis IRMN 12 -0 

against the alternative RMN(a )12 >0 is given"by the fact 

that the statistic 

Srr 
1I 

(T) 

RR, 1p)jý=F2r) 
2(S-r) (4.7.7) 

has an F-distribution with 2r and 2(s-r) degrees of freedom 

for 1#0. 
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We reject the null hypothesis if 

I Rmw(A)1 
2) 

rc(a)/[s+r{c(a)-! }] , (4.7.8) 

where c(a) = F2r, 2{e 
2 is the upper a per cent point 

of the F-distribution. A similar test in the case of 

ordinary time series can be found in Koopmans (1974), 

p289. 

For the particular case MQ N2 and Na N1 we reject 

the null hypothesis if 

S +C(a)-i (4.7.9) 

Fig. 4.7.3 (a) gives the estimate of the coherence. 

The dotted line is the 95% point of [R21)(a)l2 calculated 

from (4.7.6) to be 0.072. The value of s is approximately 

equal to 41 for a Tukey window, Ta 15872 and bT = 1/512 

We get the same confidence limit for IR21) (a) 12 by 

using expression (4.7.9), in which a is the upper 5% point 

of the F-distribution and sw 41. 

Fig 4.7.3 (b) is the logarithm to base 10 of the PS 

of the process N2. The spectrum of the output process N2 

is involved in the calculation of the coherence. 

The estimate of the coherence suggests that the gain 

and phase are significant for frequencies up to about 

60 pulses/sec but should be neglected for values higher 

than that value. It has been shown in Rosenberg, et al 

(1982) that the estimates of gain and phase are consistent 

with the transfer function of the form 
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4.7. fO) 

for frequencies in the range 0- 60 pulses/sec. 

The estimated values of k, and T are 0.73,0.006 

and 0.008 respectively. The pure delay time of 0.006 sec 

is consistent with the estimates of the delay due to the 

known conduction velocity of the sensory and fusimotor 

nerve fibres. The form of the transfer function is in 

agreement with the transfer function found by Andersson 

et al (1968) using sinusoidal modulation of the fusimotor 

inputs. The technique based upon the frequency domain 

approach, described above, provides an alternative way of 

the transfer function of the linear system which is simpler 

and faster to use since in the conventional approach we 

apply each sinusoidal frequency separately. 

4.8 ALTERNATIVE ESTIMATES OF THE FREQUENCY-DOMAIN 

PARAMETERS 

Let N (t) = (NS(t), N2(t)) be a stationary bivariate 

point process on (0, T] with differential increments 

{dN1(t), dN2(t)) . Suppose that N(t) is orderly and 

satisfies a (strong) mixing condition. Then we define the 

following quantities 

E{ dN(t)} . PN cit 

cov{ dN(t. aý, dN(eý j. äCNN(a)cit (4.8.2) 
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Let also the cumulant matrix be given by 

1NN`ýý -C 1Keýkýý - (4.8.3) 
1z, c 4u(k) 

with entries gkl(u) satisfying the condition 

+00 lý2. (4"ö4) 11kQ(4)I 
du < °O for k, Los 

The spectral density matrix of the process N is now 

defined as 

4 +00 

f N(1) _ (2 r) 
Je ""udCNý, (a)ý 

.d 

The matrix fNN(' ) may also be written as 

{NN (a) = {ke(A)ý for 

where the entry fkl(a) is seen to be the power spectrum 

of the process Nk if kaQ and to be the cross-spectrum 

of the process Nk and the process N1 if kpf. 

The fact that the entries of the matrix dCNN(u) are 

real-valued implies the following property 

'7NNI7) = fll(-A) = 
fA�VN()'r (4-. 6.7) 

where fNN(a )' is the transpose matrix of fNN(a ). 

It follows from (4.8.7) that fNH(A) is Hermitian. 
NN 

We consider the following statistic 

(r) fýý -+ (r) FA) (4.8.8) r; Nýýý=ßl, 1 )j=[{zýytfo, } d ()d ] 
as an estimate of the spectral density fNN(a )' 
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The function 4T)( 
A) defined by 

fr) T 
(4.8.9) 

is the finite Fourier transform of the process N. 

Also, the function H(")(0 ) is related to the window function 

kT(u)through the relation 

H2 ýýý = 
JKT(u) 

Ci4 (4.8.10) 

The asymptotic distribution of the statistic 
4T)( A) 

N 

is as follows 

Theorem 4.8.1: Let N(t) be a stationary point process on 

(0, T] with increments {dN1(t), dN2(t)} . Let pN and gNN(u) 
rr 

be the MI and the CF of the process N. Suppose that the 

entries gkl(u) satisfy the condition (4.8.4) for k, l - 1,2. 

Then 
4T)( ) is asymptotically N2(0,2 nT[ H2(0)fkl(a) 

# 0. Also, 
4T)(0) 

aj kT(u)dN(t) is asymptotically 
L 

N2 (T [ H1(0)pkl, 2 'r T [H2(0)fkl(0) J ). 

Proof; The proof follows by applying the same arguments as 

those in Theorem 3.8.1. 

Theorem 4.8.2: Let N(t) be a stationary bivariate point 

process on (0, T] satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.8.1. 

Let also k(u), - oo <u<+, a , 
I(")(i ) be given by (4.8.8). 

MN 

satisfy Assumption 3.8.1 and 

Then 

LýE{I 
ýyiyiA) 

ý= ýNN 
IýJ 
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and 

Qýýcov 
Ike(a), 1"t, (pý} = {a-ý}fK, K, 

# 

Pr: The proof follows in the same way as that of 

Theorem 3.8.2. 

In the following theorem we indicate the asymptotic 

distribution of the matrix of the second-order periodograms. 

Theorem 4.8.3: Let N(t) be a stationary bivariate point 

process satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.8.1. Lot 

k(u) satisfy Assumption 3.8.1 and INN)( 7) be given by 
N 

(4.8.8). Suppose 2 j, ý j± 'A kj0 for 1 44 jKbJ. 

Then INN)( \j), j=1,..., J are asymptotically independent 
NN 

W2C(19 fNN( 2j)) variates (W2C denotes Complex Wishart). 
MN 

Proof: The proof follows from the fact that the variates 
4T)( . Aj), j=1,..., J are asymptotically independent NC 2 
(9,2 -yr T[ H2(0)fkl(a )J )" 

Two important conclusions can be extracted from above: 

(i) The limiting distribution of I 
)( 

i) is a Wishart UU 

distribution with 1 degree of freedom which implies 

that it is well spread out about fNN( T). This 
NN 
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further indicates that I(")(A) is not a good 

estimate, and 

(ii) In the limit the "window function" seems not to have 

any effect on the covariance between periodogram 

ordinates. (Theorem 4.8.2). However, this is not 

the case since the window function reduces the 

sample bias before we actually get to the limit. 

These two points are discussed in Brillinger (1975a), 

p238 in the case of ordinary time series. 

Theorem 4.8.3 suggests a way of constructing a better 

estimate of the spectral density fNN( *A)' 

If 

7 Ný(a)= 
2 )l 1{ KT(t)e dN(t)) (J{ Kr(e)C ýtdN(eýý7ý 4.8.11) 

then the distribution of the variates I(T)( ý+2), 

j=0, ± 1,..., ±m may be approximatedNN by 2m +1 

independent W2C(1, fNN(j )) distributions. 
NN 

This result suggests the consideration of the estimate 

TnrNýý) = rnrf ýS_ýINN ýT .ý for AoO 4.9.12) 

in 

=º Re I Ný (1 + T! ) for a=O . 
(4.8.13) 

'_ I MN 

The asymptotic properties of f(T)(A) are given in the next 

theorem. 

Theorem 4.8.4: Let N(t) be a stationary bivariate point 

process satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.8.1. let 
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k(u) satisfy the Assumption 3.8.1 and fNN)(A ) be given 
ýw 

by (4.8.12). Then 

Trrp £( 
(N()) 

= 7NN(. ) for -r0 < (oo 

and 

Q. ýT, ý, 
_ 
ýfý-w1I1k e aý fak) fý, etýyfe., -aý cm tový fK/ýlid)ý{xs? 

t(ý`lý- 2m#f 
for 2! #O 

Proof: The proof follows from Theorem 4.8.2. 

It is clear from the above theorem that the variability 

of the estimates is reduced as m increases. Hence by 

choosing an appropriate value of m we can reduce the 

variability of the estimate f(T)( i) to a desired level. 
NN 

The asymptotic distribution of f(T)(, A) is now 
NN 

considered. 

Theorem 4.8.5: Let N(t) be a stationary bivariate point 

process satisfying the conditions 

k(u) satisfy the Assumption 3.8.1 

by (4.8.12). Then fNN)(A ) is as 

as (2m + 1)"1W20(2m +1, fNN(a )) 
vN 

of Theorem 4.8.1. Let 

and fNN) ('A) be given 

ymptotically distributed 

if 2p0. 

Proof: The proof follows directly from Theorem 4.8.3 and 

the fact that the distribution of f(T)(A) is 1/2m +1 times 

the sum of 2m +1 independent W2C(1, fNN(a )) distributions. 
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The diagonal elements fkk(a ), ka1,2, are 

asymptotically distributed as the chi-squared variates 

given in Theorem 3.7.3. 

It may also be shown that the estimates fkl)(') are 

normally distributed as m/T. -. o (T "- . vo). 

The approximation of the distribution of the spectral 

density matrix by a complex Wishart distribution for a 

vector-valued time series was suggested by Goodman (1963). 

Brillinger (1972) gives the same approximate distribution 

for a vector-valued interval function. 

In practice we modify the statistic (4.8.11) as 

follows 

INN-ýý) =2 TH2(0) (J KT(t)e ~N 0)(f KT(tle ̀ ýýdN%)ý T, (4,8.14) 
t 

where dN'(t) = dN(t) - pNdt is called the bivariate point 

process with zero-mean. 

The asymptotic properties of the new estimate of the 

spectral density obtained by using the statistic (4.8.14) 

are the same as those of estimate (4.8.12). The advantage 

of using the bivariate process with zero-mean is that the 

bias of the estimate is further reduced. 

It is clear from (4.8.12) that estimates of the 

cross-spectrum of N, (input process) and N2 (output process) 

and the power spectra of N, and N2 can be obtained in a 

direct way, since 

IT) 
INNý%1ý= 

[f 
Qýýý)] 

for 
K, Qn(, Z 
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Once estimates of f(2)( A ), f(T) (ý ) and f 
(22 T) (7 ) 

are available then estimates of the gain, phase and 

coherence may be calculated as well. 

The asymptotic distributions of these estimates 

developed in the same way as the distributions of the 

estimates described in section 4.7. 

The limiting distribution of the estimated coherence 

is given by expression (4.7.2) with na 2m +1(I' 0). 

A comparison of Theorems 4.6.4 and 4.8.4 shows that 

2m+4 =T 2ir K laýda 
(+. 8.15) 

Figs. 4.8.1 (a-b) illustrate the estimates of 

1og10lf21( a) I and R21(ß )12 for the Data Set II ( '©. -i- Ia), 

where j f21(ß) I is the modulus of the CS of N2 and N1. The 

95y, point of the estimated coherence is calculated from 

expression (4.7.6) for s= 2m +1 and ma 21. 

We now present another way of estimating fNN(a) by 
MN 

splitting the sample record into L disjoint segments of 

length R. 

In this case the finite Fourier transform is ©et to 

be 

ýR 
fob 

-oooc 
4.8.16 ýK( 

, 
j) 

=feý, 
t 

K(t) <ae. 
0 

where T= LR 

From (4.8.16), for the matrix of the second-order 

periodograms, we have 

'AIN(a, 1)= L aýR 
d ýaý1)deýia- {oý ý. o, """ (. -ý 
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It follows from Theorem 4.8.3 that the estimates 

IN)( -A, j), j=0,..., L-1 are asymptotically independent 
'N 

W2C(1, fNN(A )) variates if A#0. This suggests that 

we should consider the estimate 

(Rý 
INN iý 1)- °° << oo ; 0, ... )L -f 

The asymptotic first- and second-order properties of 

estimate (4.8.18) are given in the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.8.6: Let N(t) be a bivariate stationary point 

process satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.8.1. 

Suppose k(u) satisfiecthe Assumption 3.8.1. Let also 

f(r)(? ý ) be given by (4.8.18). Then 

Gim 
E{f, (U 

= 
1«e(1) {or 1-00 and K, Q= 1)z 

TI-+o0 

and 

ei cov{ý 
e'(a))fK eýlµ)I 

- 
ý1 

-ýýýýK, K, 
(a)ýý, L(-1ý)t0{a*µý7K, P: ̀ý)ýi, 

k1(aý 

Tº-. co 
zt1ý. 

{Or 
Olt IKI f `,, 

t,, ff2 
. 

Prof: The proof is similar to the one given in Theorem 

4.8.4. 

The first-order moments show that f)( ) is an 
NN 

asymptotically unbiased estimate of fNN(A ). The second- 

order moments depend on the factor 1/L 
which indicates 

that by choosing a suitable value of L we may reduce the 

variability of the estimate f(T) (, A) 
". j 
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For the asymptotic distribution of f(r)(I) we have 

Theorem 4.8.7: Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 4.8.1 

are satisfied. Let f(T)(ý ) be given by (4.8.18). Then 
NN 

f)( ý) is asymptotically I; -1 W20 (L, fN A)) if -A ý 0. 

Proof: The proof is similar to the one given in 4.8.5. 

In the case of Data Set II we estimate the cross- 

spectrum of the two point processes N1 and N2 by splitting 

the sample record into 62 disjoint segments of length 256. 

In the same way we estimate the power spectra of processes 

NI and N2. 

Figs. 4.8.2 (a-c) present the estimates of 

logy f21(ß ), O (A) and I R21(" ) 12. The 95% point of 

the estimate of the coherence is calculated by setting 

s=L= 62 in the expression (4.7.5)" 

The estimate of the phase decreases almost linearly 

for mean rates ranging from 4 to 105 pulses/sec. This 

clearly shows that there is a delay in the system of about 

15 msec when it responds to gamma stimulation. The 

stimulus becomes uncorrelated with the output at frequencies 

higher than 105 pulses/sec since the estimate of the 

coherence is close to zero and the estimate of the phase 

oscillates rather abruptly for n> 27. 

The methods of estimating the spectral density matrix 

of the bivariate point processes described in this section 

can be compared with the method discussed in section 4.7 
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since the estimates of the frequency domain parameters are 

quite similar. Therefore it does not seem to matter which 

method we use in identifying a linear system involving 

point processes as input and output. 

4.9 ESTIMATION OF THE TIME-DOMAIN PARAMETERS OF THE 

BIVARIATE POINT PROCESS THROUGH PARAMETERS OF 

THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN 

Let N(t) be a stationary bivariate point process with 

MI pN and CF gNN(u) = [gk1(u)] such that the entries gkl(u) 

satisfy the condition 

fII3Ke()Ida <oo (4-. 9.1) 

An estimate of the function gkl(u) can be defined by 

0 (U) =T Ikeefor k# ( ('1'"9'2) 
I(f 

J#O 
where u is assumed to be a real parameter, 

ýý _ and Iii! 7r/b . T 

The frequency 'Aj is restricted in the interval 

(- b'b] in order to avoid problems of aliasing since 

um = bm, m=1,2,..., for some scale parameter b" 

In the next theorem we examine the properties of the 

estimate (4.9.2). 
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Theorem 4.9.1: Let N(t) be a stationary bivariate point 

process as described in the beginning of this section. 

Let qkl (Lt) be given by (4.9.2). Then 

IT/b Ake f 

"'alb 

1KQ(a) -F 
O(T") for Kee 

and 

Coy KqQf(LL)) Kt1Y(v)ý -r 
2ir i (a 14 -p) ff ýKýelk=PI "1 )C 

-'r1b 

It/b 2 7r +Tf 
ý/b{K`K2ýa){e, 

/- )ev)dý +T 
/{KIQZia){QýMS(-, 

ý)e'Aiu+''dý J /b 

t0 (T'21og T) , 

Proof: The first relation follows from the fact that 

E{I e'(1)}= &e(a) -e o(T. 4) 
. 

For the covariance we have 

I AU 
Wi(r) iv 

cov 
[ gK, erýU) gK3eZýV)J= Cum fý IK, P, ýýI)e ýdj 

i 
fAýblºýlxýF`%ý µ`ý 

+r/b 
= 

f1' 
ccm EI(, I/i3 

''r/b 
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It follows from Theorem 4.6.2 that 

/"/b e ýr z `A 
uAdý c0v [ 

gki4(")' 2kie(")) 
ff 

= 
ta- , fK, 

Ktlý)ft, e=(-4)e` 
l`_pv) 

-'Tlb 
7" 

7r/b (r)ý t *r/b 
t 

rJl 

a 
Tai 

{K,? 
t%){Qrr(: 

i'a) eý 
ýau-ý 

Kfe, tjei(39"a ) -f) IC did 
/b /b 

+0(T-2&o T) 
I 

where Q(T)(A ) is approximated by 

T-1 

-e too 
" 

The above expression, after some simplifications, becomes 

Ir/b 
cov gKjQ, ýu)fýK2QývýJ {ºc, 

Kt(m{Qý 
it /6 =%. 

1) ev) 

Ir/b 

+6T 11r/b {k, e; ýýfKý, VdbI-/) 
-77/b 

ý" 

+ O(T'2eog T) 

The above theorem indicates that the estimate qkl (u) is 

an asymptotically unbiased estimate of gkl(u). Also, it 

shows that the variance of gkl(u) has the following form 

Var{gKQ(u)I =bT 
ý/6fKK(a)ie(-2) 

ýf/ e`a2uda 
lb -n/b 

11/b 

If fXeKP(ý! '1 - fr) e`(a-µýd, ýolýcý for kQ. (4.9.3 

-11/b 
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Fig. 4.9.1 gives the estimate of g21(u) calculated from 

(4.9.3) for a bin width ba1. The horizontal line© are 

the 95% confidence limits for the estimate of the CCF when 

we assume that the two point processes are independent. 

Under the hypothesis of independence the variance (4.9.4) 

will be approximately given by 

Var` 12f(u) 1 
-ý 

f {11(ß) 
T12(ý)dýj " 

(4.9.4. ) 

So an estimate of the variance can be calculated from the 

expression 

(4)-tr 2 fº, I, (+. 9s) 

In practice we increase the estimate of the variance by 

multiplying (4.9.5) by a factor which depends on the taper and 

the finer structure of frequencies used. In the case of the 

confidence limits of Fig. 4.9.1 we have multiplied (4.9.5) 

by the factor 1.089. 

In connection to the-CCF we consider an estimate of 

the cross-product density (CPD) of the bivariate point 

process given by 

P9t(LL) = Pk PI +To IKCýýj) eýýýk {or /ýý1ý 
14.96) 

The asymptotic first- and second-order properties of pkl(u) 

are developed in the next theorem. 

Theorem 4.9.2: Let N(t) be a stationary bivariate point 

process as described in Theorem 4.9.1. Let pk1 (u) be 
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given by (4.9.7). Then we have 

PKQPk 
p` + C()Q1cL+0(T4) 

= PKe(a) + O(7'') 
> 

AA 2o 21r 2ir GOV [ PK'Q, 6') 
7 PKZQZ (V) = 

ý- 
fK4 fKZfeet(0) 

t 'T' TK#Ttz T4K/o) + 
ý- 

ýýTK=(, (o) 

t 
{`, 

it K, KZýpý 

fý7 [IT 
n 

i 

+L ýlýýT'(µ)I c4ka(ý)e. ýý`ýdý 
+f ýýý'fµ)ýaIk, Q: (µ)e ̀ß`dµ 

Ir ?r f- "j f7r 26 
f[; 

ýa)°`auda t-#-f Ia1(i)I 
2KKK=(ý)e4d11 

., r 

f/fl)J2fflL T4dj 
* 

$sr 1 iýiu-v) 2 IT 
#_ [7TýKýQi(a%fy"K2(-A)e di 

tTf, 
ýfý 

tk, e, Kjµ daa +O(Tý T) 
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Proof: 

follows 

The expected value of pkl(u) can be obtained as 

1r 

PKe(U)} = E{PKPe] +j E{I Q'(, 
)}e`a "dI 

-if 

Ir 
= Pic P¢ +2T 

(off 
+f 

,f 
fKQ(3) eaacAdA + 0(7'., ) 

" PKI (u) + (T 't) . 

For the covariance of pk 
1 

(u) and pk 
1 

(u) we have 
1122 

nnnnlpný Y) J 
CO� PKLQ=(V)l = COVCIKý1tf 5 PxZ? (2) 

*CO�[IK, PQI, 
1ITýlýfýl 

etý�a/ 

Ir (-r) 
A 

+cov Jý. r ()e"dPk1P4] +cov{ J IKýpfia)e"d, ý IK, Z(µje`1 dý 
. Ir -, r 

The four terms in the R. H. S. of (*) can be written as 

ý°`) cov{ PK, PG PKZPQ: ý "T EýdK'lo)d;, '(o)d s(o)d'fo)} 
- Ef d6 (o)dý(o)] E{d ; lo? d =(o)Il 

since 
A)s CI K 

('O) 

Pk T -r 

Now, by using properties of the cumulant functions we find 

CO�{ Pkf ' PKtp -ýzý-" TKýfK 
{l ýýý + 

-r IKýflj, likt`ýý +T 
fel 

KIfKf(t 0) 

t ßj1 =1t ei 1 

z 
+T {4, fetfa, K=(0) +0 (T+) 

4 
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(b) cov 
[ PK, peg fjr 1'k2v tY w e`kdý 

fcov[J, 
4 

r k=ýiiý)ýey 
ýu 

For the covariance inside the integral we get 

GoVCex, PQ, 
2e2f` Jr 211r -r cav Xi (0) 0) Ktµý ý1 ! ̀ 1 

1bý. / 6) 4oj ký ýi 
2irT1. 

El dKf) Li.. E {c4 'oý £ýdK2ýýýý(1(` )ý' 

This expression after some calculations gives 

LOV 
C 

PK, PI, 7 
IK=I=(µ)] - 

1-6 

<T-`) 4`k, t, (/L)l/hiµ)II t0 
So we have 

AA (f) v7r TX 
it týl+� 

coy PKPlýý /ý jkset(k)e ýäýý =--stz3 Idýývfl, 
G(f )e df` 

ýLl(rµ)ý + 
17 fý 

Kiý + 
fK 

1 jýý? µ)jif #O(f') 
st T 

(C) Cový 
f IKtý(ý)eýaýd P, & }= {T 

'J 
7r 7r 
'ýý(ý1)ý ý!,!: (". 1)ý+ýýýr ý( ýdh(a)ý3{, 

r, Kic )ýýýda 
J -u T 

. If 

4 
if 

+ LidiZj 
K2F. 1)ý`ý dl + 

4y"ýý)ýýa4 
0( 2) 

(CO cov { II(, (A)e`a"dd IK 
t(µ)C`ý`ýdý =ff tov Ix; ý; (a)) 7K1, (ý`)I e`U4fµ�da# 

.n 

If 

== fir 2ß j ýK, t=ýa)ýl, Ktc al `A(ý'ýýda 
lir 

2+r (AU -AV) x 
+ -r 

fl fk, e, kýP; (a, -a, -p) es+ 0(-rhg T) 
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If we substitute the results of (a), (b), (c) and (d) 

into (*) we get the following expree©ion 

LOV 
C 

P, 
(, e 'i Pk=(t(V)1 - t, 

(0) +T TKý7(17(ýkt10ý f T(ý1kýTkýtt(0) 

'r 7r 

+T {e, f (kg, (0) 1 
{- i" J // /t)ý {t, tl('i e lýdf 

'' Tf ! ! d? ft)I {k, k (/') t jýdý` 

Ir Ir 
+ 

{Ts 

7r 
+ TfK 

(ý/Qý*ýý)f 
eiludj + 

' 
f/g-)12fek=(A)e`ýýd, 

ý 
{T fýldý`ý. 

1)JrýiyQria)ý`ýdý 

+Tf 
TK, k, 

%) 4e, (a) e 
alK_�dý 

-ý2, 
r 

7r 

' 
ýKý! 

=ýaiTýýK=%ý) 
e`'ýýký�ýý 

_ýl 

n 
+TJl ")djaf 

+O(T-? 4)T) 

The CPDs are very useful in measuring the degree of 

association of point process when they are suitably 

standardized. 

We now consider an estimate of a1(u) using the 

frequency domain. This estimate may be presented as 
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follows 

a, (a) _ A(rt21) 
jo 

for /Ail s1T (4-. 9.7) 

The asymptotic distribution of this estimate is given in 

the next theorem. 

Theorem 4.9.3: Let N(t) be a stationary bivariate process 

as given in the beginning of this section. Let also 
ä1(u) be given by (4.9.7). Then ä1(u) is asymptotically 

normally distributed with mean a1(u) and variance 

Ir var { ä, (u)ý (2-trT)-'f, ýRz, MI2J 

(27r-r)-' 
Ir 7r fý[ f2f2d, 

-7T 7r 

- 

Sf1() 
. 

Proof: It follows from Theorem 4.9.1 that 

E {a+(,, )} =If 
ir 

A(ýº) e ýaudý + 0(1 
- 

= Cr (w) + O(T ") 

by assuming that j- 2- 
and II jt Ir . 
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Moreover, by using the same arguments of Theorem 4.7.1 

we have 

Ir -r cOv [ä, (m), Q4(v)ý = 
(77 ) {zz(1)f, (1) [1- IR21(A)I: ý e`1(u-vgl 

1it 1r 

t(zýry -ir 7t 

#0 (7 2) . 

By setting u-v in the above formula we get the result 

for the variance. The asymptotic normality follows from 

the fact that the cunmulants of ä1(u) of order greater than 

2 will tend to zero. 

In our case we may estimate A(A) by the following 

expression 

P, /zur 1 70) 

since fl, (? ) is a Poisson point process. 

Under the assumption of independence of the two 

processes the variance of ä1(u) will be approximately 

given by 

if 
Val { ä, (u)} a (2rr r) ff 

lW/P, /Zff) 
-77 

(4.9.8) 

IT 
f /P, dj ýýý uO (4.9.9) 
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4.10 QUADRATIC MODEL OF A POINT PROCESS SYSTEM 

Let N(t) = (N1(t), N2(t)) be a stationary bivariate point 

process satisfying Assumption 1.2 of Appendix I. In order 

to take into account the non linear interactive effects of 

two events of the input process N, on the output process 

N21 we extend the linear model (4.3.1) in the following 

way 

E {dNz(f)/N. } {a, 
+f Q4(f-a)dNi(u)+/I a: (t-u) f-v)dN(u)aÜº; (v)ý d! (4.10.1) 

utv 

The function a2(", ") is called the second-order kernel of 

the system and gives the non-linear interactive effects of 

two input events occurring at different time instances. The 

model (4.10.1) has been proposed and discussed by Brillinger 

(1975d). 

Before we discuss the solution of equation (4.10.1) 

and propose an estimate of the second-order kernel, it is 

necessary to define higher-order point process parameters 

in the time and frequency domains and examine their 

asymptotic distributions as well. 

It follows from Chapter 2 (section 2.11) that the 

third-order product density of a bivariate orderly point 

process is given by 

Ef dNy(t+a)dN, (f+v)dN, (t)} = P211(a)v)du1vd! üVO /, O0 
(4.10.2) 

The third order product density p211(u, v) may be interpreted 

as 

Prob { NZ event in (t+aI t+u+c{u], N evenI in (t"v, f+v+dv] and N evtgt m (tot. dj]] . 
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The definition of the function p211 (u, v) and the 

additional assumption of a (strong) mixing condition 

suggest the following properties 
(i) P211(u, v) ° p211(u-v, -v) ° p112(v-u, -u) ° P112(-u, v-u) 

(ii) ei" P211(u, v) a p21(u)p1 . VO-6.00 

Another useful function is the third-order conditional 

density defined by 

e"n FroL f N2 evens in (t)t+hJ IN, 
events al 1-it and f-v)/k. 4.10.3) 

h«-"o 

Alternatively, since the bivariate process is orderly, 

we have 

m=1, (u) v)di = E{dN2(t)///f events at t-u anal t-vI . 
(4.10.4) 

Using the definition of the conditional probability we find 

that m211(u, v) is connected to p211(u, v) through the 

expression 

m2ýý (u, v) =+ 
('", u-v) (4. lO. S) 

mýý(k-v) P, 

In the case that N, is a Poisson point process (4.10.5) 

becomes 

m2«(u, v) _k u-v 
P, 

It follows from the property (ii) of p211(u, v) that 

eimMall(U)V) (4.10.7) 
V>-co 

Following expression (2.11.5) given in Chapter 2 we now 

define the third-order cumulant function of a bivariate 
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point process as 

4: �(u, v) dudvdi _ cu f aW2(#. u), dN, (t. v), dN, (i)} "toi 

The third-order cumulant function measures the relationship 

between the increments of the process N2 and the increments 

of the process N1 at two different time instances. 

The functions g211(u, v) and p211(u, v) are related in 

the following way 

g2tt ('Ll'*I) " P2fI("'v) -PfP&, (") -P, Pzt(v) -P2At(u-v) #2 pffP2 0 
(4.10.9) 

This formula is a particular case of the general 

expression (2.11.8) presented in Chapter 2. 

As v, oo we have 

Qim qzit (a)V)=O 
Vi-roo 

(4.10.10) 

In the frequency domain we define the third-order spectrum 

of the bivariate point process as 

ý. e 

(4.10. fß) (2")2f2 
f(2, 

µ) = 
ff 

7211(11)v)e `ýaaýµdi4v, ujv 4 

This definition follows from expression (2.12.5) of Chapter 

2. The third-order spectrum is a complex function satisfying 

the property 

fi, 
l(I)H = 

{Z, 
1(-11- 

0 

f211(ß ,µ) is also bounded and uniformly continuous since 

+00 

ffi 
�(u, v))ddv 4o 
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By inverting (4.10.10) we get 

r( 4.1a. f2 JJ 
-00 

We now turn to the problem of estimating the time domain 

parameters of the bivariate point process defined above. 

In Brillinger (1975c) an estimate of the third-order 

product density is given by 

__ A T44 (u) V) (4.10.13) P21(u, v) 2Tf 

for some scale parameter b. 

The function J2ý, 
)(u, 

v) is defined by 

V(it, 
v»41 u --<fý-$K 

< utz 

for distinct triples (tj, sk, s1); Ja1,..., N2(T) and kp1 

1, ... , N1 (T) (4-40.14) 

The two ordered sequences t1 < t2 < ... < tN 
2 

(T) and 

81 < s2 <"'< 8N1(T) are the events of the two processes 

N2 and N1 respectively in the time interval (0, T] . 
The computation of the function J211(u, v) is exceedingly 

time consuming for a large record of data. This suggests 

that, for large data sets, we should split the data into a 

number of disjoint stretches and calculate estimate (4.10.14) 

for each stretch. The final estimate is then obtained by 

averaging the separate estimates. Mathematically, this 

procedure is expressed as follows 
Q 

'Tiff (u, v) =Q, T: �R'1ý, ýý , (4.1015) 
1.4 

where T= Rj ;j=1,2,..., 1. 
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The quantity m211(u, v), under the assumption that N1 in 

a Poisson point process, may be estimated by 

A Pi� (u, u-v) 4.10.16) 
m211 (u)v) =_a PI 

Theorem 4.10.1: Suppose that the bivariate process 

satisfies the Assumption 1.2 of Appendix I. Let p211(u, v) 

be continuous at (u, v). Then as Tt -ý , 
(i) the variate (4.10.13) is asymptotically Poisson with 

mean b2Tp211(u, v) and 

(ii) if b1 3-. o, but b2T º-ý co , the variate (4.10.13) is 

asymptotically normal with variance b2Tp211(u, v). 

Corollary 4.10.1: Under the conditions of Theorem (4.10.1) 

we have (i) as T ý--º ý, the variate p211(u, v) is asymptotically 

(b2T)-1 Po(b2Tp211(u, v) and (ii) if b º--ý- o, but b2T º-> °° , 

the variate p211(u, v) is asymptotically normal with mean 

p211(u, v) and variance (b2T)-1P211(u, v)' 

[Po(a ) denotes a Poisson distribution with mean a] 

Corollary 4.10.2: Under the conditions of Theorem 4.10.1 

the estimate (p211(u, v)) is normally distributed with 

mean (p211(u, v))ý and stable variance (4b2T)-1. 

These results are discussed by Brillinger (1975b) 

An estimate of the third order cumulant function is now 

given by 

A 
V) = r2 �( 

") -AA (4) .^A`-An 
(l. 

-v 
^^ (4.10.17) 

2241(u i P, Pl, ( PIN, (vl Pi P� )+ 2P1 P, 
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Alternatively, from (4.10.12) wo have 

2, r 2 h) i(A1u+ýýý) utv 92ff(u, v) 
ý Zol211(Ij 

3JKe I 4. o) v$o ' 
ý4.10. f8) 

where I211(1 , µ) is the third-order periodogram defined as 

I�(ýýµ)= 
(2- T di)(1)d (P) d, -ý< a, ý<ý (4.! 0.19) 

The definition of the third-order periodogram is considered 

by Brillinger and Rosenblatt (1967a) in the case of ordinary 

time series. 

We examine now the properties of the modified third- 

order periodogram given by 

. 10.20 IKýKZK3 (aid) = 2nd rdk; (V)dK ýµ)dK1 
) k" , KZ K3' 1,2 f 

(4 ) 

where d(1)(a) is defined as 
1 

T_ 
dk%)= f CAI dNq&) 

0 

and Nki(t) is the zero-mean point process presented in 

Chapter 3. 

Theorem 4.10.2: Let N(t) be a stationary bivariate point 

process on (0, T] satisfying Assumption 1.2 of Appendix I. 

Let Ik: Tk, 
k" 

(A 
, /. ) be given by (4.10.20). Then 

123 

L{1K =Kiýý)ýýý- ff TKIK=Kj 
(, 

)µ) *Ö(T 
Iý 

x17K2)KJ°2 

Proof: We write I( T)j 
kI 

(I 
, µ) as follows k"k 123 
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let , Irt "V; cl 
-f ý11 A) C192 (N 

2rß T(4s() - PKf ?? )JE 41)(W -P, (2 (I')J1 41' '-a-p) "PK, ýh1 ý-µýý 

where 

0 

So, we have 

E{ IKýK,, (A)µ)} 
2I C 

{CGdK'(A)-PK, d?, )JCdK (I) PK, a(1µ)] 

2) T cum {dk 

and by applying Lemma 2.1 of Appendix I we got 

E{IK, K=K3 )T +Dýr"l ý1 

t O(T ,)" 

Theorem 4.10.3: Let N(t) be a stationary process satisfying 

assumptions of Theorem 4.10.2. Let Ik 
C 

k' k' 
(I 

ºf) be 

given by (4.10.20). Then 
23 

cov{IK Ki. K; (ý', at)ý IýýýiPý(µtýµs)} = 0(Týý) s ýuýuaýýAr#ýr ý, #"ý: ýý'oý /': ýý, #3ý, 

I, #t/s fý _#-t/ý ,t/, it a1,0 a: o=(At#pt)f ýº. 0 s(It#a, ) and ýtoI (At0+ 
2). 
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Proof: The covariance of Ik(r k' k' ( 211 12) and 
123 

111 1.4 1' 2) can be written as 
123 

fr) (7) 
coV IK, 

KZ k, 
Iý, 

'e' 
3 

(i+'/2) } 

Ih) f*) (*) E*) fr) h'1 
/y 

l 

2ý14T 
Cum 

fd (ý, ) d 7( 
2) dK; ('ýif"22) ote (pf)d;, (-C, )d ýrtf(tý 

J, 

Now, by using properties of the cumulant functions and 

after some extensive calculations we find 

(*) lr1 
cov{ IK, 

KZK3(a, ýa2), 

r E*> fß'1 frl h'1 r) frl 

LCUmýlýKfýýl)7 
dK(2)! dl3 

(r) (t) (T) (*) b) frl 

t cum {dk#(Aý)) dK2(a a)) cum{dK, (-Z- 2), dC, ('/&, ), c41(-, `t), dl, ý, 4 #/, )/ 

&> f1-) (r) Hj ! *ý h) 
+ cum { dx, (lý)) dk3(-If-3a)) Cua, f dKZ(at )I de, (-/`, ), dt=(/42), d11(jzi. 12)} 

(T) 41-,. 
)1 

(r) (r) 
+ cum f tu dk, ()Cum f dk3( ý, -ý: ) dK: (22) d! 

=(-f =), dtj(f`ý; fit)} 

tCu rn (d h1 d, 6 }C wm fd ýý 
d h) df r) d 

Kf 
h 
(µl f/'2 ) j 

(r) dý) K( h) ß'1 dý( ýt t) + cum 1f 
dKt(22) 

I Kj(-1, -A2)} cum { d, 3, ) td t, ( ýý) s t=%f p) ý tý /` ý} 
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. cum{d 
=ý(a: )) de (-µ, )) cum{dKlý, ))dx3(-A, -A2)) d=(-ý: ), d, ý(µ, 

"p: )} 

+ cum ( dKZ) (12)) d, (-µ2)} cum {d,, (a, )) dK3('ai-az)) dh(-µI) ý clfj(% f'P2)} 
t 

+ cum d 
ýý 

ai 
Fr) 

(Um d (3 
f*) frl f`r) 

{ ý, i-kt)} f Kº ý)2 
dK2la: >> ýep(-µ: )s dFý(P+ýý`z) 

ýr) lýr) 1M C0. I(T) 
CkmýCýK; ý"ý1"ý2ý7 d¬2("ýc2)1 

C&m(dKf(Ä1))dK2(12), 
d(fiýfýf aflýýffµ2)I 

+ cam d ýý d (r) + cu. m d ci(a 
(r)/ý, f 

K; 
("21-22) ) Qj(J1 µ2)J f 

K, 
(Af)) 

K2 2ý) `K1l"%ýfý) 
d, 

t(/ zý) 

+c um d 
(r) d(-r) t um d fr) d (r) d (r) d h) { 
eýi-µr) , ý-f Z)} 

f 
K, 

(a, ) t K2(1z), K3(-af-1t), e3(P# µ: )] 

cum s + 
am 

+) cum 
hla, 

)1°2(: i) , dX(-1'-11) Id i de. (-µ, ) , d, 
3t3(µ, µ2 }{ dw 

:3 t= (-µ: ) 

+c urn (d-/h2), de''(G ,. I CUM [ CGO (dcd3dl (( +4 1 
j/ 

ý2) K, ýýý! K=iAi) f K(". ý/"ý2ý fý1r Z) l 

(T) (r) ?)I, r 
(T) 

Cü. mrdK, b, )) dK2(i12), 
fý ! l)} CUM{ c(ýc3(-2, i2), d17ý"µtý 

f (, (µ't µ2ý} 

+L UM { d, f (ýý) d 2ý02 
) de (-µz)}cum { dk d! (-/tý) 

i dQ 

CUM { dKt' ), dKZ, (12)$ Ci3'(ýf'+µ2)} CUM {ä3('e-12)5 de'(1l)7 dl2'-/ 
2) 

} 
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C"Mf dK, ýý1ý di (- , j) {dc2, 

(r (T) 4(-/)) (t) 

+cm { (cum {dKx(a2)) de, C-µ, ) d(3 µ+*µz) } 

t Cülº1r ä(r) a`7) 
`7),! 

ý T Cclm {dKZ(z), 
`7) 

d(7) 
1 Kf(f) S3 If'a2), 

J 
lf(- )1 c"e(_12) 

(r) %r) (ýr) (T) k) fr) 
+ctm{dKýla, )ý de1(-ý, ), d, (-/ )] cum f 4102)5dKj('A, -22)) dpi(/t'/h2)) 

+cumf dKfý(11)5d4, E%, )Id3(/ +/z)Icumýcý? 
ýýaz)ý 

fr) ý) 

+ cum {d(), K; '<k)' de3(pf+p2)] cum {dk(z), ý422) dl, ý`ý`+)} 

(r) (r) (r) tr) 1 k) f*) 
+ cum fd(2), dKjl2)) cum {dk3(--2), dg (-/L, )) Ckm {c{Q2(-µ2)i d? 

3tµß+µZ)} 

+ cum {4q() ,)d 
(J2)} Cum 

[p)(-11-12)5 d 
1'(-µz) I cum 

f 
cýý 

(-ýtt) d; (µt+ýZ) } 

s cum { dk, (I, ) ýKI(a2)} cum {dK3(-ý, -ý2), d 3(µrtjýz) 
} cum ý dQ (-j, ), dýZ('/L: ) 

+ cum {dK iýý) dK; ("ýý"ýx)ý cu"' f 420 2) 1 
$(/Li)J 

cum ýdc? ('µz) d ý(f j4. ̀ t)I 

t cum { dK1(71, ) d ; 
)i-ý, 

'ýz)} cum { cL I(11) 
I 

4/L2)JCUm{dfl-/L. ) ýýiµ, #, a)1 

r 

tum 
j 

ciK)(, 1) 

4-. 
-i Gum `7 

41+f)) 
c urºt { dek("/ , )' 

dQ=ý ý2J 
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(1) , ý, 

+ cum dKt% )ý dQýý(-ký)ý tum {ä =ýýýt) 
ýd 

ý(-2. 
-. 11)ý cum {did(-µt) 

t cum ` 
Kýiilý) 

1 
dQ )('ýti) 

Cccm < dk2(ýt), d, 
R, 

('kt)I cum 1('Kjj (H 
(r) 

-21- 2), lýµý+ýt)} 

+ tum {dýý dQ, (kf)cumf dýý a(/t+fc} Cum(d3( t4j 

(r) 
dKf (A 01 dQiý(-µ2)j cum{ ctK) s. 

(12) ) d(--2) J cum f d(-, r(-/, ), d1 1,41/1)} + cum 
f 

cum { dKfýlf)) d 2%ýz)} 
cum { d? ý(ý2) dQýi-ýý7} cum { dKý(-a, - it) dtv%# 2' 

) 

+ cum { 
K, Via, 

) de (-µ2)ý cum { dK'2(Iz), d , ý(µ, 
+µt)] cum { cl 

3ý(-ýý-. 
i: )) dlýý f ̀+) 

j 

(r) h) (*) M (r) (r) 
+ cum f d13 (p+; µt)} cum {cL (2) ý 

dk3 I cum f CtIl ýý) , cL µt)1 

cum { d, ß(1, )) c'ýe3) 
i %`r+ý`t)} cum ýd )ý (ýt) cum {c ý)%ýt"ýt1 

J d! %, b2)J 

f*) 4ý)J ý fry fº) hý lý> 
+ Cum 

{$ ýýýý 
1 CUM r oIKt(12)1 j-N)} Ckm 

This expression can further be written by using Lemma 2.1 

of Appendix I as 

( 
ýi) ('f )1 

COV IKýK=K3 Il; etT 7xfK2K3QtQte3(21l223 

+- TL- 
ýA, /iw/ o_/Lz) +4i I dTa: )IfK: FýPiQ, (. sl'/`t'/f a) 
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%%/ 
ýµtýý 1KýQt(ýf) 

rKIKj£flj(ail 

1K, 
Q2P3(ý2fi1 ý22) 

4 
-)dt(af 

1r 
« 

4r' 
*I t)I 

I 

2r 
(/( 

l r/ 
ý%11ýý 

TK2K3ýi12ýTKýýje=ijýa1)"ý1) µTý +" i-i 

'SAa, 'µt) 
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72yr TA 
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2ir aIra, +µ, *µ: ) 
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and 

In the next two theorems we develop the first- and 

second-order properties of the estimate of qk 
1 k2k 3 

(u1'u2) 

given by (4.10.18). 

Theorem 4.10.4: let N(t) be a stationary bivariate point 

process on (0, T] satisfying Assumption 1.2 of Appendix I. 

Let gk1k2k3(u1, u2) be given by (4.10.18) for general indices 

k1, k2, k3. Then 

+K+K=Kýýýýýutý} 
9k, 

K: Kj(uII 
ut) f 

olý )" 

Prof: The estimate of gk1k2k3(u1, u2) can be written as 

a function of the modified periodogram in the following 

way 

'r/b 

iMtK%Ki(ulfu2)=. lf IK('ir=Kjýa,, ) e"ýf'+`aL 
1 u/oo7 u2 0. 
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The expected value will be then given by 

if/b (r) ieK, 
K=Ki(U, U2) "I1 L{rKiK1Kj/ tjflil2ýiýýuýýý2ýfl4ciAt 

I'M 

and by using Theorem 4.10.2 we obtain 

KIKtýu17at1I `. ii'{xfKtKlCýffýtýeýýafwýa: u: )dýf t o(-r 1) 

Eý1Kt 

9 
K, K=Kj(ul9U)+ 

O(r'') 
. 

This result follows from the fact that 4k 
1k2k3 

(u1Iu2) is 

sampled in such a way that 

u_bj and v_bj' for j, jäl, 2,... (i'-j'). 

Theorem 4.10.5: Let N(t) be a stationary bivariate point 

process satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.10.4. Let 

qk1k2k 
3 

(u1, u2) be given by (4.10.18). Then 

pn A 
COV 

{ 
1KýKZK3(u, )u2) 7 j4t2 f3(VJ, I1) 

I 

= III fKli (, ) ýK2K3e2eq(-a: ý"ýý-ýaý-/1: ý e ̀ ý'ýw yýeý(ý: u: -µ: ýýýaýdat s 

+ -ýýIlný( , 
)/ 

1ýCtý/ýz)&2ýZýý1%TKýýjýý1ýC'af{ýl 

ýIýCýýýiui"(týl4c4zd 
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Proof: We have that 

GOV gK1KZK3(w)u2) 7 v, )V_)I = ffJI COV 
jIK` 

jlei 

c 9' 4-124) e-i (#I vf 

4 (T) fr) Frº H (r) fI 

(2ir) TrffJ (0VfdK; %+)dKZ%z)dºcj%a, -a: )f d4 (k+)d[týk2)d4'ýý/zýý 

e41442-ýzv: jo I,? 
fdatcý-Ia/ý2 

Now, by applying the arguments of Theorem 4.10.3 we get 

covS 1KtK=KJouffLLi), 54e2ts(4) V2 )1= (2 
)'ºT: J11f I'dril''pol 

f 
K&Kjttl3ý2zý'ýý'a: ý'ý+: ) 

t 
[ff1 

f f) I 'i+)a&l/4)ýKr[, (AI){Kik) (1: ){ýtý3(-/: ) eV)eýýatu: 
ýý`: ýtdj, da `N 
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£K: 130z){K3t2(-a+'4z) e ýa'ý: da da: + O(T-') 

It follows from the above estimate that the variance of 

g211(ul, u2) is given by 

Var{q: 
�(", 'u: )} = 

2ir 
TT- llt{:: ia, ) 
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z'r rrr + bT Ill hz0f)A(12)fAA(-/42) eýý'ýdaýda: dý: 

+D! 
1) T121a1) T11 

ý/ý2ý f, ýý- ) d, 
,d2 

ff u (4.10.27) *rjJ 1220f)Al 1)21-12) e' ýý+ tdý+da: fi 0(Tý+ý . 

When u2 and v2 tend to infinity the two processes N, and 

N2 become independent and so the estimate of the variance 

becomes 

Vat " (Uf)LL) (4.10.22) gz� } 
-J1 ('ai-a: )da, daz +0(T-') 

In the case that the process N, is Poisson (4.10.22) 

further simplifies as 

ilarýgsrl(u,, u: )} =2, f22(MdP? (4. W. 23) 

Hence, an estimate of the variance in practice will be 

given by 

A 
ýiaý) (4.10.24) Var{ qzftýý' ut) = ---3 

Z 12(2 
bT o 

and 

l23l 4 7r/b . 
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We now turn to the problem of solving the non-linear 

equation given by (4.10.1). 

From Appendix III we see that an analytical solution 

of the second-order kernel is only possible when N1 is a 

Poisson point process. There is no obvious way of solving 

equation (1.10) of Appendix III in general. 

In the case that N1 is a Poisson point process the 

solution of the second-order kernel can be expressed as 
follows 

al(II)v) u# v 
(4.10.25) 

P, 

The second-order kernel may now be estimated by 

A A 
2ýuývý -- 

it, l(^J? -v) u'V . 
(4.10.26) 

ä 
21, 

Next, we define the process E(t) with stationary increments 

as follows 

de(t) = dNV(f)- {ao+ fa, (i-u)dN, (u) + ff aa(t-u) t-v)dN, (u)dN, (r)jdE . 
(4.10.27) 

u#V 1 

Alternatively we write 

dE(tý . dAv2(f) - {so +fs, (f-u) di, '(u) J(sile-u, t-v)dn, (u)d4 , di 
, 

(4.10.28) 
ulv 

where dn, 00 _ dN, (a) -A df and the new kernels 

so , s1("), s2(", ") are related to the old kernels by the 

following relations 

ao = So A(a)du +P"ff s: (a, v)du. dv 
u#V 

ar (u) = S, (u) -2p, 
f SZ (u, v) 01 v 

(+. 10.29) 

(4.10.30) 
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Fig. 4.10.1: Three-dimensional histogram estimate 
presenting 

i 
(T )ý' 

sýs 
(v, u) number of Ia events 

at time t preceded by 1s events at times 

(t-u) and (t-v). v>u. }, 

II 
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and 

aZ(u) v) = s=(u)V) . 
(4.10.31) 

From Appendix III, equation (2.12), we have that 

Ef de(o, ti(t, )ý = 
IQ12(t-o 

f 

-2 p2 f[ si(t-aj t-v) s=(t=u, l'-v) dudv}dtdt' . 
(430.32) 

U*v 

It also follows from Appendix III that 

E{CýEt' )CLEýfý)) =l 
ff22()e iý(t-f')dý 

Y ff 1Z P 
/Pý) e<<a+µ)ft-t'dadýj di tit'* . 

(4.10.33) 

Finally, the power spectrum of E(") can be expressed as 

TEEýýý = {zzýý) ' 
IP, 

1s, ý' -/ 
srn ! +? 1Z I +P+ý2n) 

: dýC (4.7034) 

where h '-- 0 

Fig. 4.10.1 presents the estimate 
4(v, 

u). This estimate 

gives the number of events of the Ia response in the 

interval (t, t+h], t= 0,1,... and h = 5, when two Ys 

spikes occur at times t-u and t-v. The areas given by the 

unatippled, black and white indicate time intervals during 

which a previous input pulse exerts an influence on the 

effect of a currently applied pulse on the Ia discharge. 

By using expressions (4.10.13), (4.10.17) and 

(4.10.26) we can also obtain estimates of the third-order 

product density, the third-order cumulant function and the 
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second-order kernel. The graphical representation and 

the interpretation of these estimates will be left as a 

subject of further research. 

4.11 SUMMARY 

In this chapter we discussed certain parameters of 

the bivariate point process in both time and frequency 

domains. Some of these parameters may be assumed as an 

extension of the parameters of the univariate point process 

presented in Chapter 3. Estimates of these parameters were 

given and their asymptotic distributions were developed. 

Confidence intervals based on the asymptotic distributions 

were constructed under the null hypothesis of independence 

(the two univariate point processes N, and N2 are assumed 

to be independent). The identification of the point 

process system considered was carried out by using the 

linear and quadratic models. 

The frequency domain methods are again the main object 

of this chapter and they are related to theory and applications. 

We summarize the use of the frequency domain methods 

as follows 

(i) Estimates of the cross-spectrum based on the cross- 

periodogram may be calculated in two different ways 

(section 4.8). Also, estimates of the gain, phase 

and coherence are obtained. 
(ii) These estimates are compared with the ones obtained 

by transforming time domain parameters of the 

bivariate point process to the frequency domain 

(sections 4.6,4.7 and 4.8). 
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(iii) By inverting estimates of certain parameters in 

the frequency domain we obtain estimates of the 

corresponding time domain parameters. Original 

theorems based on the properties of the cross- 

periodogram and the third-order periodogram are 

proved in order to develop the asymptotic 

properties of the second- and third-order 

cumulants (sections 4.9 and 4.10). 

(iv) It may be faster to calculate estimates of the 

time domain of the bivariate point process by 

using the second- and third-order periodograms. 

This is achieved by using the Fast Fourier 

transform as it has been described in Chapter 3" 

(v) Finally, the estimates of the second- and third- 

order cumulants are used in identifying the linear 

and the quadratic models of a point process system 

under the assumption that the input process to the 

system is a Poisson point process. 

The steps mentioned above are demonstrated by a 

number of illustrations which were obtained by using the 

Data Set II. The Fortran programs which were used for the 

analysis of the data sets given in Chapter 3 were extended 

to enable us to calculate the estimates of the frequency 

and time domain parameters. Estimates of both time and 

frequency domain parameters seem to provide useful 

information about how the system responds to the presence 

of a fusimotor input ( Ids). 
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These methods may be extended to systems with a 

number of different input point processes. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

IDENTIFICATION OF A TIME INVARIANT SYSTEM 

INVOLVING POINT PROCESSES AND TIME SERIES 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter 4 we have considered the case of an input 

point process ( 's stimulus) giving rise to another point 

process (Ia response) by influencing the muscle spindle. 

By relating the response of the Ia sensory axon to the Is 

stimulus we were able to extract useful information about 

the mechanical properties of the muscle spindle. 

In this chapter we concentrate on examining (i) the 

effect of an imposed length change on the muscle spindle, 

and (ii) the combined effect of the simultaneous application 

of aös stimulus and an imposed length change. 

It is known that the behaviour of the muscle spindle 

is very sensitive to the length changes imposed on the 

parent muscle. In many situations the muscle spindle may 

be considered as a stretch receptor which provides the 

central nervous system with information about the current 

length of the parent muscle (Matthews, 1981). Traditionally 

the problem of the identification of the muscle spindle 

has been considered in terms of linearised transfer 

function descriptions relating the Ia output to imposed 

length changes. A brief review of these studies may be 

found in a recent paper by Rosenberg et al (1982). 

Our approach to this problem makes use of methods 

involving the spectral analysis of hybrid proca©0Q©, 

i. e., a continuous signal and a point process. 
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The first function in the frequency domain to be 

defined is the cross-periodogram between a continuous 

signal and a point process as suggested by Jenkins (1963a) 

in the discussion of Bartlett's paper on the spectral 

analysis of point processes. By inverting the cross- 

periodogram we show that we have the "spike-triggered 

average" which is a measure commonly used by neurophysio- 

logists to detect functional connections in the nervous 

system (Kirkwood, 1979). In addition we present estimates 

for the transfer function of the system, phase and 

coherence. These functions provide invaluable information 

about the behaviour of the muscle spindle in the cases (i) 

and (ii) mentioned above. 

5.2 IDENTIFICATION OF A LINEAR HYBRID SYSTEM INVOLVING 

A CONTINUOUS SIGNAL AND A POINT PROCESS 

A graphical representation of the hybrid system of the 

case (i) described in the introduction can be given as 

follows 

Len2f11 ckan8e 
lgpiL 

ºnusc ee 
. 
2u tef1o'ise 

spindle 
outý? uf 

Suppose that X(t) is a stationary time series on the 

interval (0, T] representing the length change imposed on the 

muscle. Suppose also that N(t) is a stationary univariate 

point process on (0, T j with differential increments dN(t) 
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representing the response of the Ia sensory axon. 

By extending the linear model (4.3.1) of the 

previous chapter we may model the hybrid system presented 

above in the following way 

dN(t)={ao. + fa, (t-u)X(u)du}cLL+dc(t) 3 
(5.2.1) 

where a0 and a, (") are the zero- and first-order kernels 

of the hybrid system. The process E(t) has stationary 

increments with zero-mean and is independent of the 

continuous signal X(t). 

On taking the expected value in (5.2.1) we obtain 

5.2.2) Pjy = ao +ý xfa, (u)clu 

where ýX is the mean value of X(t) and pN is the mean 

intensity of N(t). 

Next, on multiplying (5.2.1) by X(t-v) and taking 

the expectation we have 

E {dN(f)X(t-v)J ={«o +fa, (t-u)E{X(u)X(i-v))du)df . 
5.2.3) 

The increments dN(t) for different values of t 

may be expressed as 

N(T) 
dN(f) _Z80 

(Beutler & Leneman, 1968; Brillinger, 1974b), where 

ti, i=1,..., N(T), are the time instances at which the 

events of the process N(t) occur in the interval (0, T] 

and ý (t) is the dirac delta function. 
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The expected value EI dN(t)X(t-v) I may then be 

written as 

N(r) 
µNX(v)dt = 

4Eýý(t-tý)X(t-v)}dt and. 

A 
llm 

µý) Z 
.X (t1 - v) T i=4 ref. Marmare%'s I Marhareds, 1978 5.2.5) 

and equation (5.2.3) becomes 

µý (") = aoN. x *fa (v-u)#, x(u)du . (5.2.6) 

Equation (5.2.5) is defined as the "spike-triggered average". 

Thus, by substituting ao from (5.2.2) into (5.2.6) we got 

cIvx(v) =f«, (v-u) cxx((t)du. (5.2.7) 

where CNX(v) is the cross-covariance of N(t) & X(t) and 

CXX(u) is the auto-covariance of the signal X(t). 

The equation (5.2.7) is an integral equation and 

it may be solved by taking the Fourier transform as 

follows 
#10 00 

(21r)' fýCNX(v)e `I vdv 
. ý2n) f {Jariv'u)ýXXýit)c 

uýe `ývdv j 

which further gives 

f� (. ) = Ali)[ßx(2) (5.2.8) 

The function fNX(2 ), - co <a<v, , is the cross- 

spectrum of N(t) and X(t), while fXX(a) is the power- 

spectrum of X(t). Also, A(I ) is the transfer function 
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of the system defined by 

A ýýi = 
ja, (u) e" ̀ A kdu 

-o0 <2< oo . 
(5.2.9) 

It can be shown by arguments similar to those in 

Chapter 4 that the auto-covariance of E(t) is given by 

{dc(f)dE(o 

fJNNýýý Cf- (R (A I_]e `l (t-t 
dý dtdt (5.2.10) 

where 
I RNX(a) J2 is the coherence of X(t) and N(t) 

defined by 

Iý ý)Ip 
RNx(A)I = (5.2. nn) 

0) ;fc (a)=o or {, ý,,, (a)=o 

The coherence measures the degree of association 

between the continuous signal X(t) and the point process 

N(t). 

It follows from (5.2.10) that 

It 
iW *2 TNN(A) 

CI 
-I RNX(A)I: J 5.2.12) 

Expression (5.2.12) clearly shows that the linear 

model given by (5.2.1) will be adequate if the coherence 

is close to one. 

We now proceed to define the cross-periodogra. m 

between a continuous signal and a point process. 
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5.3 THE CROSS-PERIODOGRAM OP A TIME SERIES AND A POINT 

PROCESS 

Let X(t) be a stationary time series and N(t) be 

a stationary point process defined on (0, T] . By 

considering Jenkins's suggestion (1963a)we define the 

cross-periodogram of a continuous time series and a 

point process as 

INXýý) = 2, 
dpa) d, 

-p° <a< °0 
-rr 7' 

(5.3.1) 

where 
4T) (A) is the finite Fourier-Stielt jes transform 

(A) is the finite of N(t) considered in Chapter 3 and dXT) 

Fourier transform of X(t) defined by 

d(7)T = 
fx(iectf (5.3.2) 
0 

In practice, in order to improve the properties of 
4 (2j) we use convergence factors inside the Fourier 

transforms d (") (A ) and d (T) (a) in the same way 

as described in Chapter 3. 

However, by inserting convergence factors inside 

the finite Fourier transforms we emphasize the problem 

of bias in the estimate of the cross-spectrum (Chapter 3. 

p 90 ) and so we should modify (5.3.1) in the following 

way 

I dNtt)dXl) 
, 

(5.3.3) 
2ýry1 ý0) 

where 

y2 ýoý Tf k2(u)du 
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and k(u) is a convergence factor satisfying Assumption 

3.8.1 of Chapter 3. 

We now discuss the problem of smoothing the cross- 

periodogram and thus finding an estimate of the cross- 

spectrum of X(t) and N(t). 

5.4 ESTIMATES OF THE CROSS-SPECTRUM OP A CONTINUOUS 

TIME SERIES AND A POINT PROCESS 

An estimate of the cross-spectrum of X(t) and N(t) 

can be calculated from the periodogram in two ways. 

(a) By averaging consecutive ordinates of the cross- 

periodogram. Mathematically this can be written as 

(T) m fý') 
{NXiý) = 2m r1 

r1VX(ýt ý for 1#0 (5.4: 1) 

(b) By splitting the whole record into a number of 

subrecords and calculating the cross-periodogram 

in each subrecord. The estimate of the cross- 

spectrum is then calculated by averaging the 

separate estimates. Mathematically we can express 

this estimate as follows 

The function I(R)( J) is the arose-periodogram 

of X(t) and N(t) for the jth subsample of length R and 

T 1R. 

The cross-spectrum fNX(a) is generally a complex 

function and it may be written in the usual way as 
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{te(a) = Re ý, (a) +i i� 1vx(j) 

The modulus of fNX(a) is then given by 

f vxw12 = f� tý) f vxta) 

_ {Re/ (J2+ Im{, vx(()}2 . 
(5.4-3) 

The functions RefNX(\) and ImfNX(7) can be estimated 

by using either procedure (i) or (ii) and writing 

INX) ( 2) as follows 

INX(a) . Re I(A) + Im I(ý) (5.4.4) 

An estimate of the modulus of the cross-spectrum may 

now be found by using expression (5.4.3). 

5.5 ESTIMATES OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION, PHASE AND 

COHERENCE 

Expression (5.2.8) suggests that the transfer 

function A(a) of the hybrid system may be estimated by 
(T) 

A(. rýa) _ 
(5.51) 

where f4X)( T) is an estimate of the cross-spectrum and 

f 
)(A ) is an estimate of the power spectrum of the time 

series X(t). The methods which we use to estimate the 

power spectrum of a univariate time series are well-known 

(Bloomfield, 1976; Jenkins & Watts, 1968). 

An estimate of the gain is given by 

G(Tb) =1,4r)(�) J 
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The phase is defined as the argument of the cross- 

spectrum (Chapter 4, section 4.5) and it is estimated by 

ar f 
(i-) 

ah j=_, ä{ NX 1{ Re {n(ä) 
I 

The linear relationship between the continuous signal 

X(t) and the point process N(t) can be found by using 

expression (5.2.1). This expression suggests the following 

estimate for the coherence 

R,, IX(ý) 
fý,,, laý f, ý(a) 

(5.5.3) 

Figs. 5.5.1 (a-c) are the estimates of RefNX( a), ImfNX(1 ) 

and loglo) fNX" )I" The estimate of the modulus of the 

cross-spectrum indicates that there is substantial 

covariance between the continuous signal X(t), and the 

point process N(t), most of which is concentrated at 

high frequencies. 

Figs. 5.5.2 (a-c) are the estimates log1OG(T)(7º), 
(T) (? ý) and 

I 
teFig. 5.5.2 (b) clearly shows 

that for low frequencies the estimate of the phase is 

negative while for high frequencies becomes positive 

which is consistent with the estimate of the logarithm 

to the base 10 of the gain (Fig. 5.5.2(a)). Figures 

5.5.2 (a) and 5.5.2 (c) indicate that our system behaves 

like a high pass filter (Tenkins, 1965). 

We may further smooth the above estimates by using 

a harming procedure. Such smoothed estimates of RefNX" )l 

ImfNX( a) -and 1ogiO I fNX" ) I are given in Figs. 5.5.3 (a-c). 
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Also, improved estimates of the phase, the logarithm to base 

10 of the gain and the coherence are shown in Figs. 5.5.4 

(a-c). The approximate 5% point of the coherence is 

calculated by using the methods described in Chapter 4. 

Following Brillinger (1974a) we may express the 

linear model (5.2.1) as 

dN(t) =f so+`stR-u>dX(u)}dt+dE(f) (5.5.4) 

The finite Fourier transform of dX(u) can be written 

as 

dX%º) =J e" ̀ý tdX (f ) 
0 

T-1 i1i 
e- Exaff)-X(ol t-0 

An examination of (5.5.5) shows that it corresponds to 

carrying out a spectral analysis on the time series of 

first differences (Brillinger, 1972). This procedure 

is common in the analysis of economic time series. 

By defining similar quantities in the frequency 

(5.5.5) 

domain as in section 4 of this chapter we find estimates 

of RefNX(2 ), ImfNX(ý )' 109101 fNX('A ) I' e (A )' log10 

G (A ) and 
IRNX( ) I2. 

They are shown in Figs. 5.5.5 

(a-c) and Figs. 5.5.6 (a-c). 

It is obvious from Fig. 5.5.6 (c) that the estimate 

of the coherence does not change at all except slightly 

for low frequencies. 
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Model (5.5.4) presents an alternative approach to 

the problem of identifying our system. 

5.6 ESTIMATION OF THE TIME DOMAIN PARAMETERS BY USING 

METHODS OP THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN 

The cross-periodogram I(T)( A) can be expressed as 

Ijý) 
= 2ir7 

d; ma 

x(o 00 

e4 X(f)di 
- 2, r r Vi=i 0 

. 'i-)/ T 
_ 2I 1 eT; 

)lýy()c/t 
0 

Taking the inverse Fourier transform in (5.6.1) 

we have 

i�lxr> eýývdý "J 
00 N, 

7 
fT 

e`a(t-z; )x, (t)dý e`avdý 
-00 °° is, 0} 

MT) T ", o 
T 

ý, 
0{ 

2n 
J 

00 
e'l 

(t tv- ! )ýý ) X(j)dl 

N(T) t 

ý- X0)S(. tfv-i1)clf t 1 o 

(5.6.1) 

N<T) 
= X(iý_v) (5.6.2) 

T 
ýsý 
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Expression (5.6.2) is the "spike triggered average" 

defined in section 5.2. 

In practice an estimate of the "spike-triggered 

average" can be obtained by using the cross-periodogram 

in the following way 

ý'NX (V) - =T' Ir Y- xNX (, 2,, s) e'4v' 
(5 

sjo 

) 

Under the hypothesis that N(t) and X(t) are independent 

it follows from Chapter 4 that ý NX(v) is approximately 

normally distributed with zero mean and estimated variance 

V 
fz 

7r 
(r) M 

2 Fý INNýýý) Ixx(2, ) -T) 
(5.6.4-) 

This estimate of the variance must be increased by a factor 

1.089 in order to take into account the use of a taper, 

and the extension of the sample record by adding a 

number of zeroes. 

Fig. 5.6.1 is the estimate of the spike-triggered 

average. The horizontal lines are the 95% confidence 

limits. 

An alternative estimate of the spike-triggered 

average can be calculated from the following expression 

'x ' 
ý�ý 

f ý, 
(2rs e 

%'' µN 
'r 

s#o NX _S 
(5.6.5) 

where 
fNX)( 2) is the estimate of the cross-spectrum of 

X(t) and N(t) described in procedure (ii) of section 5.4 

of this chapter. It follows from Theorem 4.8.4 that the 
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estimate of the asymptotic variance of ýNx(v) is given 

by 

Var A, 
f /211S (5.6-6) 

1J Q 
sjýo 

fýV1V 
`-" t XX (` ý`) 

It also follows from the arguments of Chapter 4 that the 

distribution of ý NX(v) is asymptotically normal. 

Fig. 5.6.2 gives the estimate NX(v) 

An estimate of the first-order kernel, a1(u), can 

be obtained in the same way as that of the spike-triggered 

average, that is 

äß (u) = Ae( 2" )e`" (5.6.7) 
j#o 

Following the arguments of Chapter 4 we have that a1(u) 

is normally distributed with mean ä1(u) and variance 

2n) --' (i 5.6.8) ý)n (1){f-ýRNx(a)ýý}aia 

Under the hypothesis of independence ä1(u) is normally 

distributed with zero mean and variance given by 

11 
7 -Z- ý-- fm (lýI ý (, (L? ) . j/o 

Fig. 5.6.3 presents the estimate of a1(u). 

5.7 ESTIMATES OF THE CROSS-SPECTRUM BASED ON TIME- 

DOMAIN PARAMETERS 

The cross-spectrum between X(t) and N(t) may be 

defined by 

(5.6.9) 

{j (27Iý J"C 
(v)e IVdv 

f -°0 < <ao l 5.71 
_00 
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where CNX(v) is the cross-covariance of X(t) and N(t). 

The cross-spectrum fNX(A) exists if CNX(v) exists and 

satisfies the following relation 

CNX(%) Idv <0 (5.72) 
-00 

Expression (5.7.1) suggests that an estimate of fNX(1 ) 

may be given by 

ýNX iý) = 2ý KT(ýý) ýNx( ) 

where b is some bin width and v bj; j=0,1,2,... 

The estimate of the cross-covariance, CNX(v), is expressed 

as 

AAn 
CNX (v) = Nvx (V) - Pv (5.7.4) 

In the case that the mean of the series X(t) is zero the 

cross-covariance becomes the "spike-triggered average". 

The convergence factor kT(v) = k(bTv) improves the 

properties of the estimate of the cross-spectrum. 

Since the cross-spectrum is a complex function with 

respect to a, the estimate (5.7.3) can also be written as 

fß(1) =(r). L Im1 x(1) 
3 

(5.7.5) 

where Ref(2) (a ) and Imf (l) (\) are the estimates of the 

real and imaginary parts of the cross-spectrum respectively. 

We can now find estimates of the modulus of the crose- 

spectrum, the phase, the gain and the coherence. These 
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estimates are given by the following relations 

Ref (. 1)}2+ [Iricx(; i))2, (5.7.6) 

8 () =tan-' Im{XT (ýýRe{NX(ý) } (5.7.7) 

G(TýJ) _I Afrý. 1) =' () 
(5.7.8) 

and 

pErg z_ ýý(r)ý)ý2 (5.7.9) 

The estimates of the power spectra of the series X(t) 

and the point process N(t) are expressed as 

Z kT(uj) e (u9) e Auj (5.7.10} 

and 

A 
PN gat (5.7.11) Z kr(u! ) gluyl "! ) e- 

where Cxx (u and gNN(uj) are the estimates of the auto- 

covariance of X(t) and the second-order cumulant of N(t), 

respectively. 

Figs. 5.7.1 (a-c) give the estimates of the real and 

imaginary parts of the cross-spectrum and the logarithm to 

the base 10 of the modulus of the cross-spectrum. 

Figs. 5.7.2 (a-c) give the estimate of the logarithm 

to the base 10 of the gain, the estimate of the phase, 
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and the estimate of the coherence. 

The results found hero are similar to the ones 

described in section 5 of this chapter. 

It is clear from the estimate of the coherence 

that the input and output procounen are otrongly related 

for frequencie© between 10 - 200 Hz. 

5.8 THE QUADRATIC MODEL OF HYBRID SYSTEMS 

In order to find the non-linear relation between 

the point procooa N(t) and the time aeries X(t), wo 

extend the model (5.2.1) as follows 

C (I) it 
[ao+ jpt(i-u1X(k)d. 

s . Jýoef ý"cat e-r). 1'fý+), Yf")dýdrýdý ý 4(t) 
i 

. A. 1j 

The function a2(", ") is the second-order kernel which 

given the interactive effect of two input pointo at 

different timen on the output. The model (5.8.1) in a 

generalization of oimilar modeln eonaidorod in the cane 

of time norien by Tick (1961) and Brillingor (1970a). 

The identification of the model (5.8.1) can be 

carried out by writing (5.8.1) as 

dN(t)-Cs, " `s, (t-u)Y(U)d: c "Jf s, (e"+, e-v)Y(u Y<r)did`ýdr "dr(, ) 9 
(5. ßi. 2) 

14 0V 

whore 
Y(IA) °x (") -X" (518.3) 

Now, by using the name argumontu or section 4.10 

of Chapter 4 and Appendix III, wo got 
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+ff S2(-u, f-v)/yy(u-v)d ctv 
U#v 

JNy(=ý =fs, (T-v)i`y1(v)dv 

µ, vyy(T, 6) - pNµ , (6-T) I 
5z(E-U)6-v)µyr(u)µYY(v dudv 

u, v 

+ff s2 (s-v, -r-u) µyy(u)µyy(v)dudv 
UV 

(5.8.4) 

(5.8.5) 

(S. 8.6) 

Expression (5.8.6) follows from the fact that Y(t) 

is a Gaussian process with zero mean. 

In the frequency domain the relations (5.8.5) and 

(5.8.6) become 

f. 
wy(A) = 

$4 (A) fyy(7º) (5.8.7) 

f 
, Vyy 

where fNYYO, /) is the third-order spectrum defined by 

+0° 

£v 
y, 

(7µ)=(2ff)II Cf 
NYy(7, G)-PNµYY(c-2)]C 

`ýýL+µ6dadsý 
- <µf. a 

(5.8.9) 

. 00 

The cross bi-spectrum between two time series has been 

considered by Tick (1961) who generalized the definition 

of the bi-spectrum of a single time series (Tukey, 1959x). 
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The transfer function of the quadratic model (5.8.2) 

is defined by 

S2 (a'µ) = 
ff (u) v) e_i(au+µvölud. V 3 -00 < 1)14 <., a ) 

(5.8.10) 

that is, the Fourier transform of s2(u, v). 

It also follows from (5.8.8) that 

fYY(1) and fyy(p)#d 
2 fyy() fyyi'µ) 

In order to be able to identify the model in practice, 

we require estimates of the cumulant spectra based on the 

data of the time series Y(t) and the point process N(t) 

in the time interval (0, T] . 
An estimate of fNf(c ,µ) is given by 

(T) 2ý 
? (5.812) 

! 4-LwT(t>) 6K)[(` Tl, 6, )'Pýºi'YY(`R't! )]e `ýarj "Pe") 

where Ti a bi and sk = bk; j, k=1,2,... . 

The function wT(T, 6) is a convergence factor which 

improves the properties of the double sum of (5.8.12). 

Such convergence factors are discussed by Brillinger 

(1965). 

The estimate ý 
Nyy(T, 6) is approximately given by 

N(T) 
A 

ýRYY(T) 6) _TZ 
Yk-r)Y(t, -6) 

(5.8.13) 

Thus, an estimate of S2(ß , µ) can be written as 

Cr) 
Stlý ýwý = 4c) (s. 8. t4) 

Now, the increments of the error process can be expressed 
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in the following manner 

alE(t) = dN(t) - [so+ fs, (c-u)Y()du. + ffs: (t-k, t-v)Y(u)Y(v)dudv jdt 
uOv 

and by considering the arguments of Tick (1961) and 

Appendix III we obtain 

TffC1) - AM 
(A fyy12- fI szla-µýiý)I 2fyy0-P){ µ)dµ 

By substituting S1(a ) from (5.8.7) and S2( l, /) from 

(5.8.11) into (5.8.16) we further have 

fig (2) = iyN(A) [ 1- f R, yy(a)12 - 
025 

-)J1 
{y 

)f 
µ)i`lf` 3' (5.8.17) 

where by the quantity 

R, vy0)12+ -w l {ri 
a-?, {y,, q', ýdý i5.8. ß 

we define the quadratic coherence. 

The quadratic coherence takes values between 0 and 1. 

Equation (5.8.18) will be one when the system is quadratic. 

5.9 IDENTIFICATION OF A LINEAR HYBRID SYSTEM HAVING A 

CONTINUOUS SIGNAL AND A POINT PROCESS AS INPUTS 

In this section we examine the situation which 

arises when a length change and a -'a stimulus are 

simultaneously applied to the muscle spindle. A simple 

graphical representation of this system may be given as 

YS S/ Al s 
poin, * plbcess inp1t must 

Qe 
I'm ! eS nsQ 

QQ, _ 
_ 

chaop 
___ 

SPpoihl p2cess oklm 
ConfirykouS ti; naf 
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We now assume that the Ia response is a stationary 

point process N(t) on the interval (0, T]. The two inputs, 

which are applied independently to the muscle spindle, 

consist of a point process M(t) (Ys stimulus), and a 

time series X(t) (length change) where t is defined on the 

interval (O, T]. 

We may consider the Ia response as a linear combination 

of the two inputs which can be described mathematically as 

dR(t) = {ca, + fat(i-u)dM(tc) + fa=(E-v)X(v)dvI dt+cl E(1) ý 

where the error process f(t) has stationary increments 

with zero mean, and it is assumed to be independent of the 

series X(t) and the point process M(t). The functions ao, 

a, (") and a2(") are the zero- and the first-order kernels 

of the system. 

Following the arguments of Chapter 4 (section 4.3) 

and of this chapter (section 5.2) we have 

PN = ao + Pay f a, (u)da +µx fai(v)dv 

gNM(u) = pMa+(u) +fa, (u-u, ) q (u, )du, 

and 

C'V, TC(v) - 
fa2(v-v, )C ((vJcLvf 

In the frequency domain expressions (5.9.3) and (5.9.4) 

(5.9.2) 

(5.9.3) 

(s 94) 

become 
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&M(1)-ii, (A)fl. 
Im(1) 

(5.9.5) 

and 

{NX (ý) = A, (A), c (A) ' 
(5.9-6) 

where 

fa, (a)e'4udl -w <A od 
(5.9.7) 

and 

At(e)= f a2(u. ) e `11a, I --o <A<N - 
(5.9.8) 

It can be shown that the power spectrum of the error 

process is given by 

fites = fNN(a)(I - lRv, 4Mj: - IRfJX(()IZ] ' 
(5.9.9) 

where the coherences IR )l 2 
and IR )) 2 have 

previously been defined. 

The linear model 5.9.1 will be adequate if the 

power spectrum of the error process is close to zero. 

The estimation of the parameters discussed above 

can be carried out by considering the methode of estimation 

described in Chapter© 3 and 4, and the firnt part of this 

chapter. 

Fig. 5.9.1 indicates that the two input© are 

uncorrelated. Fig. 5.9.1 (a) is the eatimato of µ MX(u), 
that is, the "spike-triggered average" of M(t) and X(t). 
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Fig. 5.9.1: Estimates of time- and frequency-domain parametFrs 
between the fusimotor input ( Is) and the length 
change ( 1) when the muscle spindle is affected 
by Is and 1 simultaneously. (a) Estimate of 
the "spike-triggered average" between the 
fusimotor input and the length change. The 
dotted line in the middle gives the mean value 
of this estimate under the hypothesis of 
independence between the two inputs, and the 
horizontal lines above and below this line are 
the asymptotic 95% confidence limits. (b) 
Estimate of the coherence between the fusimntnr 
input and the length change. The dotted line gives 
the 95% point of the null distribution of thin 
estimate. Both figures clearly show that the two 
inputs are uncorrelated. 
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Fig. 5.9.1 (b) is the estimate l R( A )12. The cohor©noc 

is not significant for all frequencies indicating that 

there is no correlation between the two inputs M(t) and 

X(t). 

Fig. 5.9.2 gives estimates of the frequency domain 

parameters which illustrate the relation between the two 

point processes. Fig. 5.9.2 (a) is the estimate of the 

real part of the cross-spectrum between N(t) and M(t). 

Fig. 5.9.2 (b) is the estimate of the imaginary 

part of the fMN(T ). Fig. 5.9.2 (c) is the estimate of 

the phase. This estimate is called the constrained 

estimate of the phase (Chatfield, 1980; p180). Fig. 5.9.2 

(d) is the unconstrained estimate of the phase. This 

figure illustrates the effect of the fusimotor input on 

the muscle spindle when a length change is present. For 

frequencies greater than 40 cycles/sec the phase becomes 

very irregular which indicates that the input and output 

point processes become independent. 

Figs. 5.9.3 (a-b) are estimates of the 1og101%(7 )j 

and JRMN(a )12 between M(t) and N(t) when a length change 

is present. The estimate of the coherence clearly shown 

that the two processes are uncorrelated for frequencies 

greater than 40 cycles/sec. 

Fig. 5.9.4 is the estimate of the first-order kernel 

a1(u) under the assumption that the point process M(t) is 

a Poisson process. Under the hypothesis of independence 

the mean value of this estimate is zero. The mean value 

of a1(u) is indicated by the dotted line while the 
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Fig. 5.9.2: Estimates of frequency-domain parameters 
calculated from the estimate of the CIF 
between the Ia discharge and the fusimotor 
input when the muscle spindle is affected 
simultaneously by a length change and a 
fusimotor input. A Parzen window, with a 
bandwidth bT= 1, was used for the improvement 
of the 'f56 
properties of these estimates. (a) Estimate 
of the real part of the cross-spectrum; (b) 
Estimate of the imaginary part of the cross- 
spectrum ; (c) Estimate of the constrained 
phase and (d) Estimate of the unconstrained 
phase. 
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Fig. 5.9.3: Estimates of frequency-domain parameters 
between the Ia discharge and the fusimotor 
input when the muscle spindle is affected 
simultaneously by a length change and a 
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calculated from the time-domain parameters 
by using a Parzen window with a bandwidth 
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256 modulus 
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Fig. 5.9.4: Estimate of the first-order kernel of the 
linear model which relates the Ia discharge 
to the fusimotor input and the length change. 
This estimate describes the effect of the 
fusimotor input on the Ia discharge when a 
length change is present. The dotted line 
in the middle is the mean value of this 
estimate under the hypothesis that the Ia 
discharge and the fusimotor input are 
independent. The two horizontal lines are 
the asymptotic 95% confidence limits. 
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horizontal lines are the 95% confidence limits. 

Figs. 5.9.5 (a-c) are the estimates of the RefNX( A 

ImfNX( A) and O(T)( 'A ) between the point process N(t) 

and the continuous signal X(t) when a fusimotor process is 

present. 

Figs. 5.9.6 (a-c) are the estimates of the 1og10lfNX 

(a) , log10 G2( a) and I RNX(a )l2. The estimate of the 

logy 0 G2( \) is defined as the estimate of log10 J A2")" 

Fig. 5.9.6 (c) clearly shows that the output and the input 

are uncorrelated for frequencies up to 30 cycles/sec, 

while for higher frequencies they are strongly related. 

The coherence becomes zero for frequencies greater than 

200 cycles/sec. 

Figs. 5.9.7 (a-b) give the estimates of the "spike- 

triggered average" between N(t) and X(t) and the first- 

order kernel a2(u) of the linear system 5.9.1. 

The application of the methods described in Chapters 

3,4 and 5 for calculating the spectra of point processes, 

and the cross-spectrum between a continuous signal and a 

point process may reveal interesting features in the 

behaviour of the muscle spindle when two inputs are 

present simultaneously. For example, the coherences 

illustrated in figures 5.9.3 (b) and 5.9.6 (c) show that 

the presence of the length change reduces the effect of 

the fusimotor input for frequencies less than 40 cycles/sec, 

while the length change starts to be related strongly with 

the Ia response for frequencies greater than 40 cycles/sec. 
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Fig. 5.9.7: Estimates of the time-domain parameters 
between the Ia discharge and the length 
change when the muscle spindle is affected 
simultaneously by a length change and a 
fusimotor input. (a) Estimate of the "spike- 
triggered average" between the Ia discharge 
and the length change when a fusimotor input 
is present. (b) Estimate of the first-order 
kernel of the linear model which relates 
the Ia discharge to the length change and the 
fusimotor input. This estimate describes the 
effect of the length change on the Ia 
discharge when a fusimotor input is present. 
The dotted lines in these figures are the mean 
values of these estimates under the hypothesis 
that the Ia discharge and the length change are 
independent. The horizontal lines are the 
asymptotic 95% confidence limits. 
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This is a very interesting result because it clearly shows 

that the effect of the fusimotor input on the Ia response 

takes place at low frequencies while the effect of the 

length change on the Ia response takes place at higher 

frequencies, and therefore, a single Ia input to the 

central nervous system may simultaneously carry information 

related to two different inputs. The power spectra 

illustrated in Chapter 3 (Figs. 3.11.7 (b-d)) support 

and extend this suggestion. 

5.10 SUMMARY 

In this chapter we introduced a bivariate process 

which is a mixture of a time series and a point process. 

Estimates of certain parameters of this bivariate process 

were discussed. The asymptotic distributions of these 

parameters were approximately the same with the ones 

given in Chapter 4 for analogous parameters of the bivariate 

point process. Confidence intervals based on the asymptotic 

distributions were constructed under the null hypothesis 

that the time series and the point process were independent. 

The identification of the hybrid system involving a time 

series and a point process was carried out by using a linear 

model. The extension of this model was also discussed by 

considering the quadratic model which requires the definition 

of higher order parameters in time and frequency domains. 

In the last part of this chapter the identification of 

a more complicated system was carried out in which two 
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inputs were involved, a time series and a point process. 

The practical results of this chapter, which are 

presented as a number of illustrations verify the 

usefulness of the frequency domain methods. These 

methods clearly show the separate areas of frequencies 

at which the two inputs have an effect on the output 

(Fig. 5.9.3 (b) and Fig. 5.9.6 (c)). Moreover, by 

taking into account the results of Chapter 4, we are 

able to see how the presence of a length change modifies 

the effect of a fusimotor input on the Ia response. 

Finally, by comparing the results of this chapter with 

the results of Chapter 3, we realise the importance of 

constructing an estimate for the power spectrum of a 

univariate point process. 
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The statistical methods of the previous chapters were 

developed for the identification of the muscle spindle 

in the cases that we had either a point process input 

(fusimotor input) or a continuous input (length change), 

or a point process input and a continuous input together. 

We now discuss a number of other cases which 

arise in practice and require further identification 

studies of the muscle spindle. The definition and 

estimation of the parameters for the models of the new 

cases can be considered as problems for future work. 

1. The response of the Ia afferent axon when the muscle 

spindle is assumed to have two point processes as 

inputs. 

In this case it is assumed that the muscle spindle 

is affected by two different point processes (inputs). 

The two inputs may be, for example, the effects of two 

different fusimotor axons or the direct effect of a 

fusimotor axon and the indirect effect of an alpha 

motoneuron. If we denote the two inputs as the point 

processes M1 and M2 and the output response as the point 

process N, then in order to identify the muscle spindle we 

propose the following linear model. 

E(dN(t)/M,, n: I =fa,, +fa, (t-u)dM, (u) +f a2(t-u)dM2(u)}c/f " 
(ö. 1) 

The point processes N, Ml, M2 are assumed to be stationary, 

orderly and satisfy a (strong) mixing condition. 
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If the two inputs are independent then, in order to 

solve equation (6.1)-with respect to the functions a1(u) 

and a2(u), we follow the methods described in Chapters 

4 and 5. However, if the two inputs are not independent, 

as occurs in practice, then arguments similar to the ones 

discussed by Tick (1963) in the case of time series must 

be applied. These arguments will require the definition 

and estimation of multiple coherences and partial 

coherences of point processes (see Brillinger (1975), 

Ch. 8, for the definition of these functions in the case 

of time series). 

An extension of the linear model (6.1) to take 

into account the non-linearities of the system can be 

expressed as 

E1d/výt)ýM�Mz}= {a, +fa, i£-u)dM, ýu)+fazý{-u) : iu) 

+ffa,, (t-uj t-v) dM, (u)dM, (v) + ff a22(t-u, t-v)df2(u)dM2(v) 
u#v u*v 

+ ff a, 2(-u, f-v)ctA4 (u)dM2rv)Jdi , 

where a42(u) v)_ cz, 2(u, v)+a2l(14, v) 

is the cross term giving the non-linear interaction 

between the two inputs M, and M2. This model is 

discussed by Marmarelis (1975). In order to be able 

(6.2) 

to solve the equation (6.2) with respect to a11(u, v), 

a22(u, v) and a12(u, v) the two inputs M, and M2 must be 
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Poisson point processes with independent increments. 

2. Identification of the muscle spindle when it is 

affected by r point processes simultaneously. 

This is a generalization of the previous case 

taking into account more simultaneous inputs to the 

muscle spindle. This case gives a more realistic 

picture of what is happening in practice, since the 

muscle spindle may be affected by many fusimotor axons 

directly, and a number of alpha motorneurons indirectly 

at the same time (ref. Chapter 1). By denoting the 

r inputs to the system as M(t) = 
{M1(t),..., Mr(t)} , 

and the output of the system as N(t), we examine the 

linear relationship between the inputs and the output 

by using the following model 

E{ dN(f)ýM _ a0 +ý jac(i-u) dMj(a)} df 
, 

(6.3) 

t-1 

where M(t) and N(t) are assumed to be point processes 

with stationary increments. 

In the case that the point processes (Mi(t), 

i=1,..., r) are not independent we will need to define 

partial coherences which give the effect of single or 

multiple input components on the output in presence of 

different input components. 

The linear model (6.3) can be extended to take into 

account the nonlinearities of the system as follows 

)Lre E{dN(t) /MI 
= 

{«o+ 

LLJ... 
raK'... 

kf(t-uf,... 
T%dMK(uj)}dE ý6.4) 

e=, K,... k j=, J 
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This model is considered by Marmarelis (1975) in 

the multiple input case, and is obviously a generalization 

of model (6.2). For purposes of identification it is 

convenient to choose Mi(t),..., Mr(t) to be Poisson point 

processes with independent increments. General expressions 

can then be obtained for the kernels ak1... k1(t-u1,..., t-ul) 

in terms of the cumulant functions of point processes. 

Relations involving higher order spectral functions can 

also be formulated by arguments similar to the ones 

described in Chapter 4 and 5. 

3. Identification of the muscle spindle when it is 

affected simultaneously by r point processes and a 

length change. 

A more general case arising in practice occurs when 

the muscle spindle is acted upon simultaneously by a 

number of discrete inputs (point processes) and a 

continuous input (length change). By denoting the r 

discrete inputs to the system as M(t) Mi(t),..., Mr(t)}, 

the continuous input as X(t) and the output (point process) 

as N(t), we may examine the linear relationship between 

the inputs and the output by considering the following 

model 

E dN(t) M, X a+ 
ra 

t-u dM u+ fb t-u Xu du dt . 
(ö"5) 

If the inputs are independent then, in order to 

solve equation (6.5) with respect to ai(u),..., ar(u) and 

b(u)t we apply the procedures described in Chapter 5. 
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If, on the other hand, some of the inputs are not 

independent, then the definition and estimation of 

partial coherences between point processes and time 

series is needed in order to be able to obtain estimates 

of first-order kernels of the linear model (6.5). 

The model (6.5) can also be extended to take 

into consideration nonlinearities of the system by 

adding more terms which involve higher order kernels. 

For identification purposes it would be appropriate 

to choose M1(t),..., Mr(t) to be Poisson point processes 

with independent increments, and X(t) to be a stationary 

Gaussian process independent of the point processes. 

Statistical methods which involve time- and frequency- 

domain parameters must be developed in order to be 

able to obtain the higher order kernels. 

4. Identification of the muscle spindle when we have 

two outputs and a number of discrete and continuous 

inputs. 

In this case the two outputs are the Ia primary 

axon and the II secondary axon (ref. Chapter 1). The 

inputs may consist of a number of fusimotor axons, a 

number of alpha motorneurons and a length change. For 

purposes of identification of the system we need to 

consider more complicated models with multiple outputs 

and multiple inputs. A model involving only point 

processes has been described by Brillinger (1975d). 
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The simplest case of this model with two outputs and one 

input has been examined in some detail by Brillinger 

et al (1976). 

As we have already mentioned, the four problems 

described above for future work will involve higher 

order parameters in both time and frequency domains. 

Statistical methods requiring estimates of these 

parameters and their asymptotic properties must be 

developed. Applications of these methods to the 

existing data sets should reveal more interesting 

features of the system under investigation. 



APPENDIX I 
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THE r VECTOR-VALUED POINT PROCESS AND SOME USEFUL LEMMAS 

1. Definitions 

Let N(t) = (N1(t),..., Nr(t)), tE7R , be an r vector- 

valued variable. Then we have 

Definition 1.1: We say that the variable N(t), tElR 9 is 

an r vector-valued stochastic point process, if the 

individual components N1,..., Nr are random, non-negative, 

integer-valued variables (Brillinger, 1975c). 

A more general notation for the stochastic point 

process N(t) may be given by N(I, s) where IE BIR ,sES. 
B IRis the 6-algebra of Borel sets of the real line and 

(S, BS, P) is the basic probability space. Suppose that 

Nk is the k-th component of N. Then Nk(I, s) gives the 

number of events of the individual process k for the 

realization s and k=1,..., r. Since we refer to one 

realization s, we suppress the dependence of Nk on s. 

The process N is assumed to be orderly, that is, 

the probability of more than two events occurring in a 

small interval is zero. It is also assumed to be stationary 

under a more general approach which requires that the 

distribution of the variate 
fNk 

1 
(I1),..., Nkl(Ii) I is 

invariant under translation, for k1,..., kl = 1,..., r ; 

1a1,2,... . 

Definition 1.2: The process N is said to be strong N 
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mixing with 

2 (u. ) =5 up{ 1- P(E)P(F)1 : EE 8, 
/(. W, 4J 9 FE, $Ncc+u)OO)1 

tending to 0 as uyo. 

Rosenblatt (1956a) and Hannan (1970) discuss the 

strong mixing condition in the case of stationary time 

series while Brillinger (1975c) applies the same condition 

to point processes. 

Assumption 1.1: Let N(t) = (N1(t),..., Nr(t)) be an r 

vector-valued point process. Suppose that t1,..., tl are 

distinct real parameters. Then, 

Prob levent 

process Nk 
1 

as h1,..., h 

(t1,..., tl) 

of process Nk 
1 

in (tl, tl+hl] 

1 tend to 0; 1 

is called a pr 

in (t1, t1+h1] ,..., event of 

Pk1... k(t1,..., tl)h1... h1 

= 1,2,... . The function pk1,,, k1 

oduct density function of order 1. 

Definition 1.3: Let N(t), t67R, be an r vector-valued 

stochastic point process satisfying Assumption 1.1. Then 

!r 
E4ciNKý(ýý)... 

a(liýKý(tt)ý = 
Z. 

K X1(7 

Sfk, 
-K'1J... 

Cý0{Ka-K'1 
J 

TT s{f '-ýý}ý 
... 

I iT {tom, -tj} 

where the summation extends over all partitions (v1,..., Vl) 

of the set (1,..., r). 
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Particular cases, which follow from expression (1.1), 

include 

E {dN, (of _ &(oclt 

E{ýNýýýff)cýNKyýý2ýý 
= PKfK=ýtý7t21ýtýcýt2 ýý Kfg&k2 

PKK(ýf)t2)014di2 tPK(tf)0141 

In relation to the product density function we 

define the cumulant density function, gkl,,, k1(t1,..., t1), 

as 
Q 

1Kj. `Kjf... ý{eý L7 
(ý` 

lcýýýl[pKj(tf); ýEvf]... 
[fKf(t, 

ýJi'E1ýaý i \ý. 
2) 

where the summation extends over all partitions (v1,..., v1) 

of (1,... r). This function measures the degree of 
dependence between the different components of the process 

N at times t,, j=1,... 1. The inverse relation of (1.2) 

is 

Q 
PK 

K(t+r" 
it) =L 

INK0f)ij6viJ... E9K(tj)) 6YCL I (1.3) 
afff 

Definition 1.4: Let N(t) be an r vector-valued point 

process satisfying Assumption 1.1. Then 

Qr 
cufn f dN, (f, ),..., Cvv"(tl)jo LL 7r sf kf-K1jj]".. 7% d{Ka-K1'j 

a. I , rf... Ksf jEy Jt, va J 

Tr+S{f+ýfý}' 
... 

C ýyK,... 
KQifW") fa)d',... dtq 

7 
(1.4) 
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where the summation extends over all partitions (vý,..., vl) 

of (1,..., r). Particular cases of this definition include 

E {dNKýE)ý 
= IK(E)ol" `1 K({ýAýý 

cov{dNkr(tf), dNKt(t2)I = 9K'KZ(t, 
) 42 )dt, dtT I1K, #K2 

1KK 
(tf) t2) C14G42 f SK('I)ddf 

These definitions for the product and cumulant 

density functions are particular cases of more general 

situations which arise when interval functions are 

defined (Brillinger, 1972). 

If the point process N(t) is stationary, then 

PK,... kt(if)... )ft) ý PKf... Kl (t, -te,..., to-f -fe) 0) 

and 

11c0... Kf(f15... 3 it)=1Ki... 
Ke(tf-f[) ... ) 

fl-f-'t)0) 

Under the assumption of stationarity the first-order 

cumulant function becomes a constant while the second- 

order cumulant function only depends on the difference 

ti - t2. 

(+"5) 

(1.6) 

Assumption 1.2: Let N(t) - (Ni(t),..., Nr(t)), tE%R, be an 

r vector-valued stationary point process with differential 

increments (dN1(t),..., dNr(t)) satisfying Assumption (1.1). 
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Then we assume that the cumulants of lth order exist and 

satisfy 

f" 
'f /u31 I3Xf.. 

-M, ofo... 5 u1-01dat... 41. f < ,o 

for 
K,,..., ICt= 41 .1rj 

Is 25 3ý .. 

2. Important Lemmas 

Lemma 2.1: Let Is(t), tcIR , be an r vector-valued stationary 

stochastic process whose cumulant functions up to the 1-th 

order exist and satisfy Assumption 1.2. Let 
4T)( ) be 

j 
the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the component Nkj, ja1, 

..., r, defined by 

T_ 

dwk, (i )i 1= i,..., r and - AO< 7, �'0 . dKjý(2)= fe `ý t 
0 

Then 

{ dK ý ýýº) ý... 1 d, )(ýeý) (2, r) 
l- Q 

cum + Qfý>( 
+ýýý 

ý, 
r,... IVA#)... 0t-+) * ON > 

where 

QTe ý'ýýý)= f eýý'{dý 

Proof: The required cumulant may be written as follows 

fT1rf 

Cum { (e"`ý+fciNK+it+)ý... 
ý 

f e-`ýtttýNK`ýf`)1 _ 
(... ( e'`+ajtýcum{dNKý(t, )+... ýcýNKý(tý)} JD 

0j 
J0 /0 

j.. 
e dQK,... KI(t+-tt) ... to-r -tý)c7iý -f... 

fe 
1"+ )E( J eLä tI 

00 -T _T t 
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where 

(Um f dNj(if))... ) dNK, (ie)I_ dQK,... k1 (it-t1) ... )it�f-it)cltv 

tj -it=uj' j af,..., t_f and iQ=i . 

We now need to prove that 

t 
I ýý e_ 

{ 
''aý df - d(1 

ýý 
)I2 

We have 

ee 
et Ic adt 

di -e dt -I 
tie 

1o fMý 0 

ee tot 
111 1e 

1 Mix 0 

?Qe 
Ct 
-If e_ tI+I jtý e_` aýtdt < T- imax + tm-n 

fmax 0 

T-tm,, +{M; nI ý2(1L4I+... fýue-+ýý , since t, nax T-max(u,,... iu! -#)O)i 

i =-»º; n(q, f... I ut-1' o) and f luji £ T5 'm /)... 'I f 

Thus the required cumulant becomes 

TTe. 
+ 

Tyu ýAý) 
+... 

dK'(at)) = ýý( I 
... ( Q'` ý"+ýý 

ýdQK,... 
Kýýuiý..., uýýý tF Gum f dko 

+! 
) 

- ý_T J-T 
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where 

lei <2f 
r' 

f 
T(ýuf'r... 

r, ul-I', 
IdQK# 

-T -T 

We set E= 0(1) because 

T -T 

T 

1. 

T 
., 

r (Iu, 
+... #1ul-f1) /dQK, 

1- 

is bounded under the Assumption 1.2. 

Assumption 

bounded va: 

Lemma 2.2: 

stochastic 

Lemma 2.1. 

defined by 

2.1 : h(u), - °° <u< ao 

riation and vanishes for 

Let N(t), t6 R, be an r 

point process satisfying 

Let the Fourier-Stieltj, 

, is bounded, is of 

! ul >I" 

vector-valued stationary 

the assumptions of 

es transform be 

7) e 

where the function h(u), -oa < u< w, satisfies Assumption 

2.1. Then 

(T) (r) e-+ (r) Q 
[um dK, (ýr) ý... ý olKe(ýý)ý (2n) H (Z. jj) {Kr... 

Kjýrý..., ae-f )* o(l) 

where 

Proof: The required cumulant can be written as 
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e cam dN 
... dN hKtifý/T)ý 3=ý ýýtu, 

ºm 
fdiVK, %')ý..., cl/vx 

1 

= 
t"""I Ký(ý, /T)... k (fý/7) e .ý ý(gKý... kiit, -ýiý ..., te-f-ý)d4t 

e-t 
f 

i 

by substituting ui = ti - tl, j and t- tl. 

Now, the following relation is satisfied 
f 

f 
kKf(ftuVT) ... 

hKeWr) et 
lj 

7-ý 

where 
Q 

NKT'. 
ke 

fýjý 
ýi hK, W. O... (? )ejfýýdt 

. 

This result can be proved as follows 

Q 1' 

If hKt (f tu/T) ... hKe (t/r) e f K, /T) Ke ýTý f 

If{j 
kvf(u/. 

T) ... 
hKt. 

I 

("'"'. 
/-,. ) 

- 
A, (t/r)... h,,., ()] 

II h, (t/T) I 
di 

P-I 
Lf (fl-T)' dt L (Ik,, 

+... +I ul-ºI ) 

Hence we have 

frj [ 
Cum 

rýý)dQr,... 
KI(un... )at-()+£ 

-T 
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ýý N 

where 6= 0(1). 

Lemma 2.3: (a) If a function g(x) has finite total 

variation, V. on [a, b] , then 

(6 If 
ý(x)dx - 

b;, a [« 
t(K-f) 

b-a ,I<V 
K=f 

(b) Moreover, if the first derivative of 

the function g exists, then the term V/ 
n. may be replaced 

by 
fIä (X)l dX/n 
a 

Pr: The proof of this lemma can be found in Polya and 

Szegö (1925). 

Lemma 2.4: Let (T} 
,n=1,2,..., be a sequence of 

variables such that Vn (T� -6) _LIN. N(o, 62(e)) 

(The symbol L implies convergence in distribution). Let 

g be a function of a single variable admitting the first 

derivative. Then 

Vn-ýý(Tn)-ýýA)) LX 
^' N(O) E '(B)6(O)J2) 

. 

Proof: The proof of this lemma is given in Rao (1965), 

p321. 
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Lemma 2.5: Let Xij be a two-way array of random variables, 

where i=1,..., I and ja1,2. Define I random variables 

as follows 
I 

Y' - %r 

The joint cumulant, cum(Y1,..., YI) , is then given by 

z 
Cu.,,, (Xi1 ; LJ6 ) ... cam (Xij ; ep-Y? ) 

where the summation is over all indecomposable partitions 

V=v, U ... U vp of the following Table 

(1,1) (ßr2) 

(291) (2,2) 

I 

. 

I 

(I, 1) (1,2) 

Proof: This lemma is given by Brillinger (1975a) and 

its proof is a particular case of a theorem developed by 

Leonov and Shiryaev (1959). 

Lemma 2.6: Let AST), T=1,2,... be a sequence of r 

vector-valued random variables, with complex components, 

and such that all cumulants of the variate [AST), A1(T), 

"'o' 4(T)ß (T)3 
exist and tend to the corresponding 

cumulants of a variate Ar1] that is 

determined by its moments. Then 
(T) 

tends in distribution 
N 

to a variate having components A1 ,..., Ar. 

Proof: The proof is given in Brillinger (1975x), p403. 
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RELATION BETWEEN THE SPECTRUM OF THE SERIES X(t) :Nt 
t+h 

AND THE SPECTRUM OF THE POINT PROCESS N(t) 

We prove in this Appendix that the spectrum of the 

series X(t) given by 

Xýfý f fr t=Kk and ks0)t1j_*2p... j (11.1) 

is related to the spectrum of the point process N through 

the expression 

z 
2-, i) J Siný(I+ 2 4) A/PJ 

2 
fXX(A)= fmv(A + il C) (2+ tnj/h)0 (11.2) 

Before we go on to prove (11.2) we define the spectral 

representation of the process N and then from (II. 1) we 

find the spectral representation of the series X(t). 

The spectral representation of the process N which 

is assumed to have stationary increments is given by 

foo 

N(t). fý{e dZ(ýý 

where Z(A ) is a process with orthogonal increments 

(Cramer & Leadbetter, 1967, p109). 

Proposition 1: The spectral representation of the series 

X(t) is given by 

(f+h/z) 
Sin ý X(t =fe dZ(() 

00 1 h/2 
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Proof: It follows from (II. 1) that 

--ý " j00 ---ilh -- (a) 

+Qo 

`ýh12) dZ 

-) oo 

(M 

which is the required expression. 

Lemma 1: The spectrum of the series X(t) is given by 

(11.2). 

Proof: We start by calculating the auto-covariance of 

the series X(t). 

cov{ýl'(fru))X(f)ý _ cov f rýe`aif. uýh/2) i a2 d2((), 
petý`(ýý 

1)sin 
z oiZ(ý)1 

ýQil(ltlt+ ) sinn 2i (E+A/2)-££n cttm (f 2 h/2 
d Z()) te 1'` dZQ) 

lý e 
! a(tfu. h/i) ;,, hk (ý -1ý(t+k/2) Sin h/i CumZ(A)ldZý'µ)} 

+00 
La lf, u+ /2) -; µ(f+hý2) ; V"'21 I) e e- 1 {ýovia)C4 d 

-00 

L 
+00 1'ý" sin AM 2 

eä 
)/NN(1)d 

1 

( 

L 
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which implies that 

CXx(u)= cov{X(i*u)'X(t)}= 
f 

ek h ffivnr(a)dA , u'A) l"o, s4,; f1,... , 
(II. 5) 

ou 

It now follows from (II. 5) that 

due +00 

21 Cxx h) evý J' 21ý2ýJVlviµ)d/ýýe_ily e_-0o e_ -ý _ oo 
This expression can also be written as 

th +00 +!! 
-, =f 

(I i In k/2 Ze 
T, 7f Cxx(t. h)e- i 

-00 
k 14W2 

AM4)f 

2; 7r 

f=-00 e., " 
and by using Poisson's summation formula (Brillinger, 

1975a, p47) we get 

_r +00 +00 

2ir E cXx(th)e' 
h Jtsin zý2{ k11+Z5(u- h -2ý)}`lý (II. 6) 

Relation (11.6) is further expressed as 

+00 +00 

22 cxx(e. h) e-t r. h-l 
00 

007 5, v ) 2f (? ) 9 (ý - -IF _ ýdw 
es-00 i 

feo 

hh 

Finally, from (II. 7) we have 

++ 

2n 

h1 
fx (Ti) 

-- TNNCý +2 
t) ý 

sin 91 

or 
. uo 

ýxx 

=-ý ( (a r Igi) hi I irr. 8) 

If we now put hQ1 in the expression (11.8) we find 

+a 

rxxiý) =Z "fNN%+ 2ýrý) 
-Lo 

In +2+r' 
2 

1: -ia a+ 2irj)/2 1I 
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and if the point process has no components with frequency 

greater than rr (Nyquist frequency), then 

Ptv 
ý. (f NN(A) 

2 

7r 
xx j 21r rr 

This shows that the spectrum of the series X(t) is ceose 

to the spectrum of the point process N(t) for ha1 and 

I'A 14 7r . 
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THE QUADRATIC MODEL 

1. Solution of the quadratic model 

Our purpose is to solve the equation given by 

EýaLN(t1ý1ý1ý 
. 

{cz, + fcxý(t-u)d. M6L) +fja: (t-uý t-v)dA(u)dM(v)}oll 
w*v 

with respect to the functions ao, a, (") & a2(", "), that 

is, the zero-, the first- and the second-order kernels. 

The expected value, E IdN(t)/ M lp is the 

conditional probability of an N event occurring in the 

interval (t, t+dtj given that the process M is present. 

On taking the expectation with respect to M in 

(1.1) we have the following equation 

p= as+ pf fa, (u. )olu + 
ff 

az (t-u) t-v) pmm(u-v) dudv 

ktv 

(p. 1) 

= ao+pm fai(it)da 
+ ff a, (u-v) 5., (a-v)dudv tPtllla., (a, V)dudv (1.2) 

u¢v a4v 

since 

qMM ýüý 
- PFfM(LL) PM anon gMMýuý gMM C-Cý) 

Similarly, on multiplying by dM(t-T) both sides 

of (1.1) and taking the expectation with respect to M 

we obtain 

PNM('t) =aopX+ fa, (t-u)[P/1M(u-ttc) #p, S(u-ý. t)]du 

tJ( a2(t-u, f-v)CPMMMv-tfz, ýP, ý,, ýu-f"z, ýýý-ý, Z, 
t#v 

PMMýý'{ýr) cS(u-fftý]dudv, (1.3) 
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where p(u, v) is the third-order product density of 

the point process M. 

Substituting (1.2) into (1.3) we get 

INM (t) = a(t) P. +f a4(T-u) 2 (u)th +f a2 (i-u, z) Pr (u)de. 

+f a2(T) T-v) PMM(")dv tfa, (z-u, z. v) [ pmmt4(a)V) - &p, t(u-v) 
]dadv 

a*v 

Expression (1.4) can also be written as 

it-rýý r)du (-r) +faiýt-[t)%IM (u)du + fat. (z-u , i) 9.. (u)du + Pry fa, 

+f at(r' z-v)IMMýv)dv + pM z-v)cly + pm ff ap(z-uý z-v)9 (u)dudv 
u#� 

PM [l a2(T-u, r-v)9 (v)dtdv ff a2(t-u, t-v) gtm(u, v)aluoly I (1-5) 

where q(u, v) is the third-order cumulant function 

given by 

PM Pr PMPMM(V) +2PM 
A third and final equation involving a0, a, (-) & 

a2(", ") can be obtained by multiplying (1.1) through 

by dM(t-T)dM(t-6) and taking the expectation with 

respect to M. i. e. 

PNMM (6)6-t) = aoPMM(6-t) +f af(f-u) 1F 
mýR-ýEt6) 

6-Z) 

t0(u-it6)? MM(6-t) td(u-ff6)PMM(u-itt)3du. 

to a2 (t-u)t-v)[ PMMMM+6s v-it6ý 
Qjv 

+ 0(u-f+t) PMMM(v-t+rj6-Z)+0(u-t+6)PMMM(v-f+zý6-r) 

+ dýv-{+t) PMMM(a-{t6I 6-t) +d(V-{ *6) PM/MM(u-Lt6ý 6-'C) 

tS(u-ftt)ý(v- +6)p iý6-Z) 4. (u. 
-ßt6)SýV-t+L)PýºIý, ý(6-t)ýdkdv . 

ý1.6) 
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Expression (1.6) can now be written as 

PNMM(6)6-T) =Cý, PMM(6-T)+f[Xf(6-tc)PMMM (1t, 6-Z)Ciu +PMM(6-'v) cif (r) 

PMM(6-z) aß(6) + 
f[ 

a2(6-u1 6-v)PMMMM (u, v, 6-T)dadv 
a0 v 

Jas(r) 6 v)PMMM(v, 6-r)dv+ ja2(61 
6-v)PMMM(v) 6-T)dv 

+ fa2. (6-aIt)PMMM(u56-t)Clu. t 
fal(6-u) 

6)PMMM((tf6-Z)dK 

+ PMM (6-T)ta. (z, 6) *PMM(6-Z)a2(6, z)ý 

and by setting T in the position of 6 and 6 in the position 

of 6-r, we have 

PNMM (T, 6) = a0 PMM(6) +fa, (t-")PMMM (u, 6)da+ PMM(6)a1(r +PMM (6) oc, (t-6) 

+ ff 
a, (-r-u, -r-v) PMMMM(u)v)6)äuciv t 

fa, (: -6, z-u)PMMM(u)6)äu 
u#V 

+fa: (z, z-k) PMMrt (u, 6)du. +fa1 (t-u. ) z-6) ? MMM 
(aj 6)da 

+ jf1Z(T-IA 
IT)PMMM(u, 6)0II. t+PMM(6)a, (T-6! t) f/MM(t)at(T7t-6) . 

ýf. %) 

Substituting (1.2) into (1.7) we obtain 

PNMM (r, 6) -PNPMM(6) = PMM(6)ar(T)+PMM(6)al(t-6) + 
faj(Z-G')gMMM(aj6)da 

+ PMJa1(r-u)1MM(u. -6)da +PMJa, (=-v)gMM(v)[ty 

+2a2(T-6, r)PMM(6) +2 
fat(t-uI 

v)FMMM(u)6)c& 

+f at(t-u) t-v) [ PMMMM(u)v, 6) PMM(6) PMM(u-v)3dudv 
u# v 

since we assume that a2(u, v) is symmetric with respect to 

u and v. 
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The function pMMMM(u, v, 6) is the fourth-order 

product density of the process M. 

Expression (1.8), after some more calculations, 

becomes 

PNMM(T) 6) PNPMM(6) PMPNM(T) PMPNM(t 6) + 2PNPM 

al (t) 4MM (6) + a, (r-6) 9 (6) + fal (t-u) SMMMýuýc)du t 2a2ft-6; Z)Imm(6) 

+ 2a2(r-6, z) PM - 2PM Jat(r) 
r-v)dv - 2p1 ff %(t-u, -r- Y) 1,,, (a) da 

u/v 

- 2p, 
1 a'2(7-6) t-v)dv - 2pM If a2(r-6-u) Z_6-v)9MM(LL)du4 v 

u#V 

6)d + 2p, if 
ai(t-U. ý Z-V) aMM(v)1MM((l-6)dLuciv +2f a2(Zýký tý 4MMM(4) 

u#v 

t 2pmp (=) f 
a2(z-u., z-6)du, +2fa 

. 
(z-kýi-6) 

MMMýUý6)äü 

t 2PMPMM(6) f 
a2(r-u) z)cla + 

ff 
t, t-V)4MMMM(u., v, 6)didi� 

"#I V 

where gMMMM(u, v, t) is the fourth-order cumulant of the 

process M given by 

jMMMM`14ývý6) 
:" Pn1MMM(141Výt) _PMPMMM(VI t) PMPMMM(u)? I) -P, yPMMM(k-L) 

V- i) 

PMMýU-VýPMMýfý PMM(U-E)PMM(v) "PMM(UýPMM(v-t) t2PMPMM(t) +zPMPMMýýý 

+2PMPý,, (v_) zPMPMM(u)t2PMPMM(It-Vý+ZPMPMMPM 
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Finally, equation (1.9) takes the form 

INMM (Z)6) aj(t)2MM(6) +I a" z-uý1MMM`uý6)ciu 

+ 2a2(t-63 T)qMM (6) + 2a2(t-6-1 Z)PM + 2PMf j 
a2(r-u, t-v)9MMM`v, 6)dudv 

t1. ¢� 

+ 2PMýMM16ýf a1ýt-ctýt)du + zýMgMMý6ý fa2ýt-Uý 
z-6)du. 

+Zf a2(t-tc, t) 2MMM(LL, 6)dLL t2 
fa2(t-ttj 

t-6) 9MMM(u, G)du 

+21Ia2(T-u,: -v)gMM(v)2 
(u. -v) dudv+ ff ar(r-u, z-v) 

MMM(") v, 6)dudv, (f. f0) 

where gNMM(-c96) is the third-order cumulant of the two 

processes M and N. 

From equations (1.2), (1.5) and (1.10) we see that 

there is no obvious solution to the functions ao, a, (") & 

a2(", "). However, in the case that M is a Poisson process, 

we have that the cumulants for M of order greater than 

two will be zero and so expression (1.10) simplifies as 

follows 

9 
,, 

(T) 6) 2PM a2(r-6) T) (i. 11) 
Also, from (1.5) and (1.2) we get 

vm(T)=ct, 
('C)PM t2pfcz (T-u; T)d66 (1.12) 

Pa = ci, +PM )a, (a)da +PM ff a, (u, v)clad v (143) 
u. #v 

We have further from (1.11) that 

PMZ 

Relation (1.14) provides a solution for the second-order 

kernel in terms of the cumulant gNMM(TýT-6) when M is 
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assumed to be a Poisson point process. 

The first- and zero-order kernels may now be 

calculated from expression (1.12) and (1.13). 

2. The Mean Squared-Error of the quadratic model 

A modification of the model (1.1) has been discussed in 

Brillinger (1975d). The modified model is given by 

E{dN(olm ={so+ 
f 

51(t-u)clm(U. ) + 
ff 

52(4-u1 t"v)dflh)[ (v)1dt, (2.1, 

where "{r 

clM(u) = dm(u) -pyda 

The new kernels so, s1 (") & s2(", ") are connected to the 

old ones a0, a, (") & a2(", ") by the following relations, 

a0= -PM jSt(LL)du. +PM ff 52(uly) CtUZtV (2.2) 
u#v 

a, (a) = sf (a) - 2pm f52 (a, v)dv (2.3) 

a2(4 , v) = 52(u) v) (2.4) 

If we substitute a1(u) from (2.3) into (2.2) we obtain 

`x°=so-PM faý(u)dý -PM 
fl «s(u, v)dudv' (2.5) 
a0v 

and by comparing it with (1.13) we get 

S0 = PN (2.6) 
Also, by inserting a1(u) from (2.3) into (1.12) we find 

5t(t)= 4NMIz)/P, . (2.7) 
Expression (2.6), (2.7) and (1.14) are the analytical 

solutions of the kernels so, sl(") and s2(", ") in the 

case that M is a Poisson point process. 
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The computation of the Mean Squared-Error (MSE) 

can be done quicker by using the model (2.1). Expression 

(2.1) suggests that we have to define the error process 

with stationary increments as 

dot) = dN(f)-{So +Js, (t-a)dM(u)+11 s: (t-u)t-v)dM(u)d"i'(, ) jdt (2.8) 
utv 

It is obvious that Ef dE(t)} Q0 when M is a Poisson 

point process. The product density of dg(-) at two 

different times t& t' is given by 

E{d6(1)dc(f')) =E 
(dN(dN((') 

- soo1N(t')äi - 
fS, (t-a)dM(k)div(t')dt 

- 
ff s2 (E -u) t-v)dM(a)d/4 v)d/V(i"klt -sot(N(E)dý 

+sbýdtdt'+soýsý(E-u) rns dtdý' 

k#v 

+ s, ff s2(t-u, t-v)dM(a)dýº9(v)dldý'- f s, (t =u)a(/ºi(u)dN(t)alt t so fs, (ý =u)dýl(u)dldt' 

u#� 

+fs, (f-u)dM'(u) f s, (' v) d, 41(v)dtdt' + 
J's, (''-r)d '(r) ff Sz (E-u, -v)dM(a)ýh! 

(v)dtdt' 

u#v 

- dN(E)f f sy(t=u, t=v)dfl'Ö)dM(r)dEdE' + Soll 5, (1'- it 
u¢� usr 

+fs, (t-u) dM'(u) f( s=(f -r)t' 6)CIM1 r)dn(6)dtdt '# f c, (t-u, f-v)dM(a)dm(v). 
a#v u#v 

1l S2W-r t 6)dKi)CÜMý6)OlfdE'j ={ PNNýE-E'ý fýN"`f-ýýý ýpN '[s t-Uý1NýºJýE-Kýdu 

r#6' 

- 
I52(t-u. 

Jt-V) 
I 

Avm, ff=V)lL-v) -PPN(t, u)-P,, &,. (I-V) +PNP 
u#v 

PN ff '2a", 4) t-V)4MM(u. -V)dudv tff s((i-u) 5, (i' V) (gMM(u-v) fpms(u. -v) Jdudv 

a4v 

Sý(ý-z) f# s=(t-uýý-v)C1MMIy(t-v, u-v)+qmm(z-v)J(r-u)+ßMM(t-u)S(t-v)]dudvdr 
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[Sfýfý 
ll)gNMýf-Ltý({ll -ff 52(f-Nlt"VýCPNM,, ýf-IIýU-vý'PMPNM`t-ký PMPNMýf-Vý+PNPM ýG: 

UC V 

Uov 

+ 111J stýfý uý i=v)Um(k-v)äucdV + 
[Sý(t-k)Jf 

S2 (t -r, t6)ýgMMMýk-6jt-6) 

k¢� tot 6 

+ 
MM 

ýL 6) -r) t1MMýtL-Z)d(u-6% Jäucizcý6 ff lt S2({-u, i-Y) S2(t-Z, t-6) 
a#v tic 

[ 

1MMMM(r-V, 
6-v) k, -v) * 

1MMMýt-lC ý 6-a)d (7 V) f gMMM` Z-V) 6^v) 
S(-t-) 

4MMM(t-U 6-[L)d(6-V) fQMMm (v-v, 6-v)d(6-K) +PMiMM(6-u')d(T-V) 

+ pmqimjm (6-V)9(t [t) +PMgMMýT-v)dý6-i) + Pm9 ýr-uýýý6-Vý t ('t-6ý1MMý-Vý 

+ IMM(t-u)IMM (6-v) +0 (t-�) 
1MM 

(6-k) t1 (t 
-6) d(Z-i )d(6-v) 

. hflpl 

of d('r-U) -V) # 
JddvdtdjldLc/') (2.9) 

since so = pN and E {dM'(u)/ =0 

Also, we have after some rearrangements in (2.9) 

E{dE(f)dE(t' / 
=f 2NN(i-i') +PN -JSf(i-u)gA1, 

y(t' 
k)0. lu 

- 
fS, (l-u)QNMýE-lt)ciu 

+ff Sý(i-u)S, (f=v)/ ýu v)+PMS(u-v)1dudv -f 
f 521E-uýý-v)gNMM(E-i, u-v)d dv 

J 
U#v 

ff s1 (ý u1 ýý v)4NMM(i-lc; k-v)Wudv +f fl Sl(f-t)S2(E-tcýf-v)gMMMýt-výu-v)äudvdt 
u#v u/v 

+ f( s, (t-a) s2 (e-li. ý I-v)2MM(U-v)dudv + ff s, (t-v)$2 (t-u, t-ý)QMMýv-u)dudv 
ufv uov 

*f 
ff 

St (t-u) S2 04"'r5 
T-6) dudTd6 + 

fl 
S, (f-t) 5y(t -T) f =6ýýMM(=-6)circý6 

t#6 
1MMM 

Tob 
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+[r Sfýý-6)52ýE=týiý6ýgMM(6-T)dTd6 +f 
ff 

S2ý{-l4ff-VýSp(týiýiý6ýpMMMýt-V, 6"Vfu-v)dudvd6dt 

T#6 u#v -rp6 

+ ff ff CyMMMýt-uý6-u)d(r-v) 
t QMMMýt-vý 6-V)d(r-u) *gMMM(T-u j 6-u) d(6-�) 

u#v -cod; 

+ 
1MMM 

'z - vi 6-V)d(6-u) *PM 9, (6-u) d(Z-v) + PM qMM (6-V)d(t-[t)+PMiHM (T-V)S(6-u) 

+PMiMMüZ-u)d(6-V)+1MM(T-6) 
mm(u-V)+gMMýt-u)sMMý6-v) 

ý1MMýZ V)1MMý6-ltý 

+ IMM(Z-6) 9(r-u)d(6-V) 
t gMM(z-6)O(=-V)S(6-u)]dLdvd6dt +pM J 

j52(! 
-u, -v)St(lýuýiýY)cýaä� 

uýv 

M 
+Pf 52 f -ý, - u, SZ = u, 

= 
ý, i! 

l act 
1 

cýt 
ýý 

. 
u#v 

This result holds for M being a general point process. 

If we take M to be a Poisson point process, then gMM(u), 

q(u, v) & gM(u, v, z) are zero and expression (2.10) 

simplifies as follows 

ESdo)ctew)! =118, vo-o+PNdýt-tiýý- 
fSt0-u)j, (t-u) "fstý{ýuýgNMýý"! 4)C1u 

(2.10) 

+pM fs, (t-u)s, (t=u)dý- ff stif-uzt-v)gNMM'ý=u)u-v)dudv- f st%=uýý=r)QNMM! -uýa-V)dudv 
u#v u¢v 

+ PM ff s2(f-U, i-V) S2(t=u)t =v)dudv O f, ff $2((-v, f-a) 320 -, 
u#v u#V 

v, tu)clolv1 dLd '. (2.11) 

Expression (2.11) can also be written as 

E {d¬(E)dE(e)/ 
={ INN(f-f ý) ;f S( 

-f') - PM f S! ýE-lc) SlýE -! t) lilt 

- z/M f/ 52 iý-u, d-v) 52 (f =u, f v) d9afv j dtdLt' 
uov 

since 
1NMýu) °PMSs(k) ' 2Nn/M( '' -v)= 2p st(u, �) and SZkl �) = 52 (V, k) 
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By using quantities of the frequency domain in (2.12) 

we get 

E{dc(gdf(e)I _ýf&, (i)e`ý(t-t'dj -(2ir)Pm 
f (S, (i)! te`a(t-i')dý 

-2 (211)2 2 , 5: (ýý) 1e`(ß*µ)(E-E')d d dtdE PM 111 

where Sj(j ) and S2(ß ,p) are the Fourier Transforms 

of the kernels s1(u) and s2(u, v). 

The functions S 1(a 
) and S2 ", µ) from (1 . 14) , 

(2.4) & (2.7) can be expressed as 

ä, (a) _ 
{M(2) (2.14) 

2 Pyl2n) 

Hence we obtain from (2.13) 

E {dE(fýdE(t'ý} 
.{f ýNN(ý) 4a(t-! (fN lall =eialt-t Ada 

1 PM/2+ý 

-I 
ff a- , º_ <<a+µ)ýt-t. ) 

P, ý 2n) e dad? /dtät 
(2. l6) 
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